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Introdution(0.1) Let Y be a nonsingular omplex algebrai variety of dimension nand f a nononstant regular funtion on Y . Denef and Loeser assoiatedglobal and loal zeta funtions to f , whih are interesting singularityinvariants of the hypersurfae f�1f0g and its germ at some point 0 2f�1f0g, respetively. Here we will only onsider the loal ase; theseinvariants are expressed as follows in terms of an embedded resolutionh : X ! Y of f�1f0g in (Y; 0). An embedded resolution always exists inharateristi 0 by Hironaka [16℄.Denote by Ei, i 2 T , the irreduible omponents of h�1(f�1f0g) andset EÆI := (\i2IEi) n ([l =2IEl) for I � T . So X is the disjoint union ofthe loally losed strata EÆI , I � T . For i 2 T we also denote by Ni and�i�1 the multipliity of Ei in the divisor of f Æh and h�(!), respetively,where ! is a loal generator of the sheaf of regular di�erential n-forms onY . Remark that Ni; �i 2 Z>0.The topologial zeta funtion of f is de�ned asZtop(f; s) :=XI�T �(EÆI \ h�1f0g)Yi2I 1�i + sNi 2 Q(s); (0:1:1)where �(�) denotes the topologial Euler harateristi. The original proofin [9℄ that this expression does not depend on the hosen resolution is byobtaining it as a kind of limit of p-adi Igusa zeta funtions.Denote by [W ℄ the lass of a (not neessarily irreduible) algebraivariety W in the Grothendiek ring of algebrai varieties over C and byMC the loalization of this ring with respet to L := [A 1 ℄; see (1.4). Themotivi zeta funtion Zmot(f; s) of f is a muh �ner invariant, intrinsiallyde�ned using motivi integration in [10℄, where also the following formula



8 Introdutionin terms of the resolution h : X ! Y is derived :Zmot(f; s) = L�n XI�T [EÆI \ h�1f0g℄Yi2I L � 1L�i+sNi � 1 : (0:1:2)It lives in a loalization of the polynomial ringMC [L�s ℄. (Sometimes thede�nition is resaled to eliminate the fator L�n .)In fat suh a zeta funtion an be de�ned using any additive invari-ant on omplex algebrai varieties, where �(�) and [�℄ are the roughestand �nest suh invariants, yielding the roughest and �nest zeta funtionsZtop(f; s) and Zmot(f; s), respetively. E.g. on the level of Hodge polyno-mials we have a useful \intermediate level" zeta funtion ZHod(f; s), see(1.5) and [42℄.(0.2) In [42℄ Veys extended the zeta funtions above to the ase of fun-tions f on germs of arbitrary Q-Gorenstein varieties (Y; 0) with f(Ysing) =f0g. We again onsider an embedded resolution h : X ! Y of f�1f0g in(Y; 0). A key point in generalizing the expressions above to the singularsetting is the interpretation of the numbers �i. Considering them as thelog disrepanies of the Ei, i.e., given byKX = h�KY +Xi2T (�i � 1)Ei ; (�)where K� denotes the anonial divisor, indeed makes sense for Q-Goren-stein varieties Y . Remark that now the �i are more generally rationalnumbers, whih an be negative or zero. With this interpretation of the�i we keep using the notation of (0.1) for h, and the generalized zetafuntions are still given as in (0.1.1) and (0.1.2).(0.2.1) Remark. When Y is log terminal, i.e., all �i > 0, we an onsiderthe degenerate ase of the zero funtion f � 0. On the level of Eulerharateristis and Hodge polynomials this yields preisely (loal versionsof) Batyrev's stringy Euler number and stringy E-funtion, respetively,see [5℄.



Introdution 9(0.3) We are espeially interested in the poles of Ztop(f; s) and the otherzeta funtions.(i) When (Y; 0) is nonsingular, these poles are the subjet of the re-markable Monodromy Conjeture [9, 10℄, whih relates them toeigenvalues of the loal monodromy of f : Y ! C , and whih is stillopen for n � 3. Note that in [30℄ we already proved this onje-ture for n = 3 under the extra ondition that f is an homogeneouspolynomial satisfying �(P2C n ff = 0g) 6= 0. In [3℄ the MonodromyConjeture is proven for some more surfae singularities.Monodromy Conjeture. If sÆ is a pole of Ztop(f; s), then e2�isÆis an eigenvalue of the loal monodromy of f at some point off�1f0g.Note that eah omponent Ei, i 2 T , indues a andidate polesÆ = � �iNi for the topologial zeta funtion Ztop(f; s). However,due to miraulous anellations, usually many of these andidatesare no pole. This strange phenomenon would be eluidated by theMonodromy Conjeture.(ii) When (Y; 0) is log anonial, i.e., all �i � 0, the absolute valuemini2T f�i=Nig of the largest andidate pole is in fat just the loganonial threshold of f at 0 (and is thus independent of the hosenresolution), see [22, Setion 8℄. The whole set f� �iNi j i 2 Tg is ofourse not an invariant of f , but its subset onsisting of the polesof Ztop(f; s) is. Philosophially the poles of these zeta funtionsare indued by \important" omponents Ei, whih our in everyresolution.(iii) It is an important and diÆult question whether or not one andeide \geometrially" when a given andidate pole � �iNi , i 2 T , isa pole. We illustrate this with the following positive answer in thesimplest ase.(0.3.1) Theorem ([38℄). Let Y be nonsingular and n = 2, and take h asthe minimal embedded resolution of f�1f0g in (Y; 0). Then sÆ is a poleof Ztop(f; s) if and only if sÆ = � 1Ni for some irreduible omponent Ei



10 Introdutionof the strit transform of f�1f0g or sÆ = � �iNi for some exeptional urveEi interseting at least three times other omponents.When Y is nonsingular and n � 3 there are partial results on \geometri-al" vanishing onditions for andidate poles [37℄.(0.4) In fat Theorem 0.3.1 is the real starting point of our thesis. Wewill try to generalize this result for nonsingular surfaes in the two mostnatural ways. First we will stik to the situation of surfaes, but we willnow also allow singularities on it. This will be done in Part I. In theseond part the variety Y is supposed to be nonsingular, but this time itsdimension may be arbitrary.At the beginning of eah part we will give some more introdutiondesribing more spei�ally the results obtained in that part.

Terminology . In the entire thesis we work in the framework of algebraivarieties, where moreover a variety is always supposed to be irreduibleexept when stated otherwise.



Part ICurves on normal surfaes





Introdution to Part I(i.1) This �rst part deals with singular varieties Y of dimension n = 2, see[31℄. We �rst reall that then the log disrepanies an be de�ned by theexpression (�) in (0.2) for any normal surfae germ, see (1.3). In [40℄ Veysintrodued and studied topologial and motivi zeta funtions assoiatedto a regular funtion f on a normal surfae germ (Y; 0). The de�nitionsare as in (0.1.1) and (0.1.2), and in dimension 2 the independene of thehosen embedded resolution is straightforward using the minimal one. Infat, in these de�nitions and in our results one an replae more generallyf�1f0g by an arbitrary e�etive Weil divisor.Here we ompletely determine \geometrially" the ourring poles.First observe that in Theorem 0.3.1 all (andidate) poles are negative,while for singular Y they an also be positive or zero. For the nonpositiveones among them we are able to prove the following result.(i.2) Theorem. Let f be a nononstant regular funtion on a normalsurfae germ (Y; 0), satisfying f(0) = 0. Let h : X ! Y be the minimalembedded resolution of f�1f0g in (Y; 0).(i) Let sÆ < 0. Then the result of Theorem 0.3.1 is still valid. MoreoversÆ an only be a pole of order 2 if (Y; 0) is log terminal.(ii) The number 0 is a pole of Ztop(f; s) if and only if (Y; 0) is a loganonial singularity of ertain spei�ed types.See (2.1.8) and (2.1.11) for more preise statements. It is quite remarkablethat the ourrene of 0 as a pole does not depend on the funtion f !



14 Introdution to Part I(i.3) We still use the minimal embedded resolution h of f�1f0g in (Y; 0).There are (non-obvious) examples involving an exeptional Ei �= P1 whihintersets at least three times other omponents, but suh that the asso-iated andidate pole sÆ = � �iNi > 0 is in fat not a pole of Ztop(f; s); see(2.1.13.2). So the analogue of Theorem 0.3.1 is not true for sÆ > 0.We onsider this as an \aident" due to the fat that the Eulerharateristi is an invariant whih is too rough. Suh a phenomenonindeed annot happen for the motivi zeta funtion, where we have thefollowing geometri determination of all its poles.(i.4) Theorem. Let f be a nononstant regular funtion on a normalsurfae germ (Y; 0), satisfying f(0) = 0. Let h : X ! Y be any embeddedresolution of f�1f0g in (Y; 0), and take sÆ 2 Q . Then sÆ is a pole ofZmot(f; s) if and only if(i) sÆ = � 1Ni for some irreduible omponent Ei of the strit transformof f�1f0g, or(ii) sÆ = � �iNi for some rational exeptional urve Ei interseting atleast three times other omponents Ej with �j � �iNiNj 6= 1, or(iii) sÆ = � �iNi for a yle of rational exeptional urves Ei, or(iv) sÆ = � �iNi for some non-rational exeptional urve Ei.Here we should larify an important problem : it is not obvious what thede�nition of a pole of Zmot(f; s) is ! This is due to the still open strutureof the (loalized) Grothendiek ring of algebrai varieties; we do not knowwhether it has zero divisors or not. In Setion 2.3 we give and verify a(natural) de�nition for when a rational number is a pole of Zmot(f; s),whih an also be used for all motivi zeta funtions mentioned above in(0.1) and (0.2).(i.4.1) The numbers �j � �iNiNj in Theorem i.4(ii) appear naturally in(the ontribution of Ei to) the residue at the andidate pole � �iNi . At�rst sight this ondition on them may seem \non-geometrial", but whenone wants to formulate Theorem 0.3.1 on nonsingular Y more universallyfor any embedded resolution h, preisely suh a formulation is needed.



Introdution to Part I 15And on the other hand in Theorem i.4 on singular Y this ondition onthe �j� �iNiNj annot be dropped, even if one uses the minimal embeddedresolution, see Example 2.1.13.1.(i.4.2) Finally we remark that this geometri determination of the polesis already true for the zeta funtion on the level of Hodge polynomials,whih are thus �ne enough for this purpose; see Theorem 2.2.4. And herewe work over an integral domain, so the notion of pole is lear.(i.5) In the third hapter we pay attention to the Monodromy Conjeture.Sine its usual statement ertainly does not hold for arbitrary normal sur-faes, see for example [40, Example 2.8℄, Veys proposed in [40, Subsetion2.9℄ to investigate the following adapted version.Let  denote the least ommon denominator of the log disrepanies �iand let sÆ be a pole of Ztop(f; s). Is then e2�isÆ an eigenvalue of the loalmonodromy of f at some point of f�1f0g?We will prove that this \generalized" question indeed has a positive an-swer when  = 1 and sÆ � 0; remark that this inludes the ase of nonsin-gular surfaes, whih was originally proved by Loeser [25℄. On the otherhand, when  = 1 and sÆ > 0, we will give a onsiderable indiation thatthe proposed adaptation does not hold anymore. Finally, when  > 1, wewill give an atual ounterexample, providing a negative answer to thequestion of Veys.





Chapter 1Preliminaries(1.1) In this hapter we de�ne the objets appearing in the present partand we also �x notations. A �rst reason to start this way is that most ofthe onepts do not belong to one spei� setion, but to the entire part.A seond reason is that we an provide here some remarks onerning theonnetion between the setions of the following hapter.(1.2) Let (S; 0) be a normal omplex (algebrai) surfae germ and fa nononstant regular funtion on (S; 0). For simpliity of notation weassume that f(0) = 0. In what follows we will often suppose, withoutexpliitly mentioning it anymore, that suh a surfae germ (S; 0) and aregular funtion f are given.We all a morphism h : X ! S a resolution of (S; 0) if X is nonsingu-lar, h is a proper birational morphism and the restrition h : Xnh�1f0g !S n f0g is an isomorphism. We say that the resolution h is good if thedivisor h�1f0g has nonsingular irreduible omponents whih intersettransversely. Sometimes we will denote h�1f0g by D. If we also take theregular funtion f into aount we have the notion of embedded resolu-tion of f�1f0g in (S; 0). By this we mean a good resolution h : X ! Sof (S; 0) suh that the whole divisor h�1(f�1f0g) has nonsingular irre-duible omponents whih interset transversely. When we onsider has an embedded resolution, and not just as a (good) resolution of (S; 0),we denote the resolution graph h�1(f�1f0g) by D. This small di�erenein the meaning of D should be no problem if one takes into aount



18 Chapter 1. Preliminariesthe ontext in whih it appears; otherwise we will expliitly mention itsinterpretation.Reall that there exists a unique minimal resolution, good resolutionand embedded resolution, in the sense that any other resolution, goodresolution and embedded resolution, respetively, fators through it byblowing up a �nite number of points.(1.3) Let D be the resolution graph of either a (good) resolution or anembedded resolution. Then we denote by Ei, i 2 T = Te [ Ts, theirreduible omponents of D, where Te ranges over the exeptional urvesand Ts over the omponents of the strit transform of f�1f0g. Remarkthat Ts = ? in the ase of a (good) resolution. For i 2 Te we also setEÆi := Ei n [j2Tj 6=i Ej :Note that we will sometimes, by abuse of notation, also write Ei for thestrit transform of a omponent Ei under some extra blowing-ups.Now we de�ne the numerial data (�i; Ni) of the urves Ei, i 2 T .First denote by Ni the multipliity of Ei in the divisor of f Æ h and fori 2 Ts put �i = 1. For i 2 Te we let �i be the log disrepany of Ei. Theserational numbers are de�ned by the equationKX = h�KS +Xi2Te(�i � 1)Ei ; (�)where for a normal variety V we denote by KV its anonial divisor(lass) and where we have to hoose, in order to establish equation (�),representatives ofKX andKS whih agree onXnh�1f0g �= Snf0g. Reallthat the pullbak h�A of a divisor A on S was �rst de�ned by Mumford in[28℄. Briey spoken, h�A is by de�nition equal to eA+Pi2Te aiEi, whereeA is the strit transform of A and the ai are the unique solutions of thelinear system of equations ( eA +Pi2Te aiEi)�Ek = 0, k 2 Te, using thatthe intersetion matrix of the urves Ei, i 2 Te, is negative de�nite.We set Dpos = Sj2T�j>0 Ej; D0 = Sj2T�j=0 Ej ; Dneg = Sj2T�j<0 Ej:



19We will sometimes write E � D, E � Dpos; : : : if we mean that E is anirreduible omponent of D, Dpos; : : : , respetively.(1.4) We give a brief de�nition of the Grothendiek ring of varieties. Letk be an arbitrary �eld of harateristi zero and V an algebrai varietyover k. In this ontext a variety is not neessarily irreduible, it is aredued separated sheme of �nite type over k. With a V-variety wemean a variety X over k, together with a morphism X ! V . We denoteby K0(VarV ) the Grothendiek group (or ring) of V-varieties. It is theabelian group generated by the symbols [X℄, for X a V-variety, withthe relations [X℄ = [Y ℄ if X and Y are isomorphi as V-varieties, and[X℄ = [Y ℄ + [X n Y ℄ if Y is Zariski losed in X. There is a naturalring struture on K0(VarV ), the produt of [X℄ and [Y ℄ being equal to[X �V Y ℄. We set L := [A 1k �k V ℄, where the morphism from A 1k �k V toV is the natural projetion. We denote by MV the ring obtained fromK0(VarV ) by inverting L.It is only in Setion 2.3 that we will need the loalized Grothendiekring MV in this general setting. For the Grothendiek ring that we willuse to de�ne the motivi zeta funtions we are interested in in this thesiswe just take k = C and V = Spe C , see (1.5). We will writeMC insteadof MSpe C to denote the loalized Grothendiek ring of varieties over C .(1.4.1) Example. About these Grothendiek rings very muh is stillunknown. One ould for example wonder whether K0(VarSpe C ) andMCare integral domains or not. This seems to be a very hard problem.1 Evenfor L one still does not know whether it is a zero divisor in K0(VarSpe C )or not. Here we will provide a onrete example on�rming again theintriguing omplexity of the Grothendiek rings.Consider the varieties V1 and V2 in A 3C de�ned by the polynomialsxy� z2+1 and x2y� z2+1, respetively. Danielewski showed in [6℄ thatV1 � A 1C �= V2 � A 1C ; butV1 � V2;1Extremely reently (24 April 2002) Poonen atually proved that K0(VarSpeC) isnot an integral domain [29℄.



20 Chapter 1. Preliminariessee also [32, Remark 3.1℄ for a onrete isomorphism due to Russell. Henein K0(VarSpe C ) we have L�[V1℄� [V2℄� = 0: (�)Sine also V1 � V2, the situation seems to indiate that L indeed is a zerodivisor in K0(VarSpe C ). But, although the varieties V1 and V2 are notisomorphi, we will see that [V1℄ = [V2℄ in K0(VarSpe C ), implying thatthe equality (�) does not learn us anything about the question whetherL is a zero divisor or not.One easily veri�es that V1 \ fx = 0g and V2 \ fx = 0g both onsist oftwo disjoint aÆne lines, and that the morphism' : V1 n fx = 0g �! V2 n fx = 0g(x; y; z) 7�! (x; yx; z)atually is an isomorphism. Then we have[V1℄ = [V1 n fx = 0g℄ + 2L= [V2 n fx = 0g℄ + 2L= [V2℄:(1.5) Finally we are ready to de�ne the protagonists of this part, thefollowing three kinds of zeta funtions. Let (S; 0) be a normal surfaegerm and f a regular funtion on S, whih of ourse is nononstant andsatis�es f(0) = 0 as assumed in (1.2). Let h : X ! S be any embeddedresolution of f�1f0g in (S; 0).(i) The topologial zeta funtion assoiated to (S; 0) and f is de�nedas Ztop(f; s) := Xi2Te �(EÆi )�i + sNi + Xfi;jg�T �(Ei \Ej)(�i + sNi)(�j + sNj) ;where �(�) denotes the topologial Euler-Poinar�e harateristi.Remark that the urves Ei, i 2 Te; an have arbitrary genus gi; so�(EÆi ) = 2� 2gi � ard(Ei \ ([j 6=iEj)). We also have �(Ei \Ej) =ard(Ei \Ej).



21(ii) The zeta funtion on the level of Hodge polynomials assoiated to(S; 0) and f is de�ned asZHod(f; s) := Xi2TeH(EÆi ) uv � 1(uv)�i+sNi � 1+Xfi;jg�T H(Ei \Ej) (uv � 1)2((uv)�i+sNi � 1)((uv)�j+sNj � 1) ;where H(�) denotes the Hodge polynomial. For a variety V thisHodge polynomial is given by H(V ) := Pp;q ep;q(V )upvq 2 Z[u; v℄;here ep;q(V ) = Pi�0(�1)ihp;q(Hi(V; C )) with hp;q(Hi(V; C )) therank of the (p; q)-Hodge omponent of the i�th ohomology groupwith ompat support of V . Here however we will only need thatH(EÆi ) = H(Ei)�ard(Ei\([j 6=iEj)) = uv�giu�giv+1�ard(Ei\([j 6=iEj)) and that H(Ei \ Ej) = ard(Ei \ Ej). In the de�ningexpression (uv)�s should be onsidered as a variable, as below in(iii).(iii) The motivi zeta funtion assoiated to (S; 0) and f is de�ned asZmot(f; T ) := Xi2Te[EÆi ℄ (L � 1)L��iTNi1� L��iTNi +Xfi;jg�T [Ei \Ej ℄ (L � 1)2(L��iTNi)(L��j TNj )(1� L��iTNi)(1� L��j TNj ) ;where T is a variable and [�℄ denotes the lass inMC . Of ourse wesee that by putting T = L�s we an equivalently setZmot(f; s) := Xi2Te[EÆi ℄ L � 1L�i+sNi � 1 +Xfi;jg�T [Ei \Ej ℄ (L � 1)2(L�i+sNi � 1)(L�j+sNj � 1) :The �rst representation maybe reets better that the motivi zetafuntion of a regular funtion on a nonsingular variety was �rstintrodued as a power series over MC , whih was proven to berational. See for example [10, Setion 2℄ or [11, De�nition 3.2.1,Theorem 3.3.1 and Corollary 3.3.2℄. The seond one is a little bitmore eonomi to write down, but most of all it shows better theanalogy with the zeta funtions in (i) and (ii).



22 Chapter 1. PreliminariesThese zeta funtions on normal surfae germs are �rst introdued by Veysin [40℄. He veri�es there that the de�ning expressions are independent ofthe hosen resolution, and he explains in detail in whih ring the motivizeta funtion lives, see [40, Subsetion 5.2℄.It is very important to note that we an speialize Zmot(f; s) intoZHod(f; s), heuristially by replaing L by uv and [�℄ by H(�), thus bytaking Hodge polynomials. We an also go down further from ZHod(f; s)to Ztop(f; s), heuristially by taking the limit u; v ! 1. The more exatarguments an be found for example in [10, Setion 2.3℄, [40, Setion5.4℄ or [42, Setion 1.6℄. This idea gives a strong onnetion between thesetions of the following hapter, in the sense that results about Ztop andZHod will often imply analogous results about ZHod and Zmot, respetively,as is illustrated in (2.2.3) and in the proof of Theorem 2.4.5.(1.6) In this subsetion we transform the de�ning equations for the nu-merial data (see (1.3)) into some arithmetial equations. Fix j 2 Te andwrite (�) in (1.3) as KX+Ej = h�KS+�jEj+ Pi2Tei6=j (vi�1)Ei. Intersetingwith Ej we obtain by the adjuntion formula that2pa(Ej)� 2 = Ej �(KX +Ej) = Ej �(h�KS + �jEj + Xi2Tei6=j (�i � 1)Ei)= ��j�j + Xi2Tei6=j (�i � 1)Ei �Ej ;where pa(Ej) denotes the arithmeti genus of Ej and ��j the self-inter-setion number of Ej . Hene we have�j�j = 2� 2pa(Ej) + Xi2Tei6=j (�i � 1)Ei �Ej ; (1:6:1)for eah j 2 Te. Reall that this system of linear equations has a uniquesolution sine by Mumford [28℄ the intersetion matrix (Ei�Ej) is negativede�nite.Remember that the natural numbers Ni are de�ned in (1.3) by theequation div(h�(f)) = h�(div(f)) = d̂iv(f) +Xi2TeNiEi;



23where we denote by eA the strit transform of a divisor A on S. Fixj; r 2 Te. Combining this equation with (�) in (1.3) we see thatKX + �rNr d̂iv(f) = h�(KS + �rNr div(f)) +Xi2Te(�i � 1)Ei;where �i stands for �i� �rNrNi. From this we get in the same way as abovethat �j�j = 2� 2pa(Ej) + Xi2Tei6=j (�i � 1)Ei �Ej � �rNr d̂iv(f)�Ej : (1:6:2)Now onsider for eah j 2 Te the orresponding Equation 1.6.2, stillkeeping r �xed. As before, sine the intersetion matrix (Ei �Ej) is neg-ative de�nite, we an solve from these equations the rational numbers�i. Remark that j and r are allowed to be di�erent elements of Te. It isimportant to stress that this way of working holds the key of Setion 2:1,see Lemma 2.1.5.Suppose now that we are in the ase of an embedded resolution andthat Ej intersets k times other omponents Ei, i = 1; : : : ; k. Thus Eian be an exeptional urve as well as an irreduible omponent of thestrit transform of f�1f0g. Note that with this notation we possibly haveEi = Ej for i 6= j. Then Equation 1.6.1 an be written in the followingwell-known form, see for example [40, Lemma 2.3℄ :�j�j = 2� 2gj + kXi=1(�i � 1); (1:6:3)where gj denotes the geometri genus of Ej . It is also not diÆult to seethat in the same situation we an rewrite (1.6.2) askXi=1(�i � 1) = �j�j + 2gj � 2; (1:6:4)speializing when r = j to the following well-known equations, see [40,Lemma 2.3℄ : kXi=1(�i � 1) = 2gj � 2: (1:6:5)



24 Chapter 1. Preliminaries(1.7) A (surfae) singularity (S; 0) is alled log anonial if for some (andhene for any) resolution all the log disrepanies are � 0. The singularityis alled log terminal if in the previous de�nition all the inequalities arestrit.Sine the intersetion matrix (Ei�Ej) is negative de�nite and Si2Te Eiis onneted, we know by [23, Lemma 3.41℄ that the inverse matrix of(Ei�Ej) has only stritly negative entries. In [2℄ Alexeev ombined this fatwith the equations in (1.6.1) to onlude that for the minimal resolutioneither all log disrepanies are equal to 1 (Du Val singularity) or all logdisrepanies are stritly smaller than 1. In the same way one an easilydedue from (1.6.2) that in the ase of the minimal resolution �i < 1 fori 2 Te, at least when �r > 0. Here we use the notation from Equation1.6.2.This remark about the log disrepanies was for Alexeev the start-ing point of his proof of the lassi�ation of the log anonial surfaesingularities. We now give this lassi�ation.In a dual resolution graph one assoiates to eah exeptional urvea vertex (represented by a dot) and to eah intersetion between exep-tional urves Ei and Ej an edge, onneting the orresponding verties.In Figure 1 we onsider the dual graph of the minimal good resolutionof a log anonial singularity (S; 0). It is interesting to note that for loganonial singularities the minimal resolution is already good, exept inase (4), whih an also be realized by blowing up at the node of a ratio-nal exeptional urve. In the �gure below all verties represent rationalurves, exept in ase (3), where the vertex stands for an ellipti urve.
Log terminal
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Figure 1In the �gure above we have written a little ross next to all the exeptionalurves with log disrepany equal to zero. Note that there are restritionson the intersetion numbers of some of the on�gurations. To ases (2)and (5) we an assoiate a 3-tuple (n1; n2; n3), where eah ni stands forthe absolute value of the determinant of the intersetion matrix of oneof the hains attahed at the entral dot. Then the 3-tuple assoiated toa log terminal singularity of type (2) an only be (2; 2; n3 � 2), (2; 3; 3),(2; 3; 4) or (2; 3; 5). For a log anonial singularity of type (5) the onlypossibilities are (2; 3; 6), (2; 4; 4) or (3; 3; 3). In ase (6) and (7) the fourend urves have self-intersetion number �2.





Chapter 2Poles of zeta funtionsIn this hapter we will work on the issue of �nding a geometri determina-tion of the poles of the zeta funtions. In the �rst setion we will manageto give suh a determination for the topologial zeta funtion, at least forthe poles whih are nonpositive. We will also show by example that theanalogue of this result for positive poles is not true. In Setion 2.2 we willsee that on the level of Hodge polynomials a geometri determination ofall the poles an atually be given. In Setion 2.4 we obtain the sameresult for the motivi zeta funtion, after we introdued in Setion 2.3our de�nition of a pole of the motivi zeta funtion.2.1 The topologial zeta funtion(2.1.1) In this setion we will �nd a neessary and suÆient onditionon the irreduible omponents Ei of the resolution graph for induing apole of the topologial zeta funtion. When (S; 0) is a nonsingular surfaegerm, Veys already proved the following theorem (we use the notation of(1.3) for the minimal embedded resolution).(2.1.1.1) Theorem ([38, Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3℄). Let sÆ 2 Q .We have that(i) sÆ is a pole of Ztop(f; s) if and only if sÆ = � 1Ni for some irreduibleomponent Ei of the strit transform of f�1f0g or sÆ = � �iNi for



28 Chapter 2. Poles of zeta funtionssome exeptional urve Ei interseting at least three times otheromponents;(ii) sÆ is a pole of order 2 if and only if there exist two intersetingomponents Ei and Ej with sÆ = � �iNi = � �jNj , and in that ase sÆis the largest pole.(2.1.2) Let us �rst reall the formula of the topologial zeta funtion interms of an embedded resolution :Ztop(f; s) = Xi2T e �(EÆi )�i + sNi + Xfi;jg�T �(Ei \ Ej)(�i + sNi)(�j + sNj) ;where we use the notation of Chapter 1.Now �x j 2 Te and let Ej interset k times other omponents E1; : : : ; Ek.Suppose that �iNi 6= �jNj for all i 2 f1; : : : ; kg. The ontribution of Ej tothe residue of Ztop(f; s) at � �jNj isR := 1Nj  �(EÆj ) + kXi=1 1�i!= 1Nj  2� 2g � k + kXi=1 1�i! ;where g is the genus of Ej and �i = �i � �jNjNi for i = 1; : : : ; k. Wheng = 0 and k = 1 or k = 2, or when g = k = 1, then R = 0. This an eas-ily be seen from Equation 1.6.5. But are these the only \speial" ases ?What happens when we add several ontributions, orresponding to thesame andidate pole ? Will Loeser's result [25, Proposition II.3.1℄, statingthat in the nonsingular ase �i < 1 for the minimal embedded resolution,still be true for normal surfae germs ? More spei�ally, an �i be equalto 1, even if we use the minimal embedded resolution? These are someof the obvious questions we will have to deal with. When the answer tothe last question is aÆrmative, the ondition in Theorem 2.1.1.1 of inter-seting at least three times other omponents already seems impossibleto hold in our generalized ontext of normal surfae germs. Indeed, forthis we only have to note that the interseting urves Ei with �i = 1 do



2.1 The topologial zeta funtion 29not inuene the residue R at all.Looking at the onrete expression for R, we are stimulated to study theresolution graph where we assign to eah irreduible urve its numeri-al data and its genus. Our starting point is the following \StrutureTheorem" of Veys.(2.1.3) Theorem ([41, Theorem 2.8 and Theorem 2.10℄). Let (S; 0) bea normal surfae germ whih is not log anonial. Let h : X ! S bethe minimal resolution of (S; 0), for whih we use the notation of (1.3).Then D = h�1f0g onsists of the onneted part Dneg, to whih a �nitenumber of hains are attahed as in Figure 2. Here Ei � Dneg, El �= P1for l 2 f1; : : : ; rg, �1 � 0 and (�i <)�1 < � � � < �r, and D is a normalrossings divisor at eah point of [rl=1El.The same statement holds when we replae the minimal resolution bythe minimal good resolution. Furthermore, all the log disrepanies arestritly smaller than 1.
�������������������� �������������������Ei E1 E2 : : : Er�1 ErFigure 2So when a normal surfae germ (S; 0) is given, we an �rst onstrutits minimal good resolution. Then we an use Theorem 2.1.3. But inthis stage we still an perform some blowing-ups at points on the alreadyreated exeptional lous, e.g. to obtain an embedded resolution whenalso a regular funtion on S is given. Remark that the intersetions ofthe exeptional urves are all transversal. Then we have the followingtheorem.(2.1.4) Theorem. Let h : X ! S be any good resolution of (S; 0) anddenote by De its exeptional lous. If (S,0) is not a log anonial singu-larity, then De has the following form. The part Deneg of De is onneted



30 Chapter 2. Poles of zeta funtionsand the part DeÆ [ Depos onsists of some trees of rational urves. Eahtree is attahed at Deneg with just one urve, whih moreover intersetsDeneg exatly one. This urve has log disrepany stritly smaller thanone and it is the only urve of the tree that possibly belongs to DeÆ.Remark. The part Dneg does not need to be a tree : it may ontain some\yles".Proof. From Theorem 2.1.3 we know that we only have to prove thatblowing up at a point P of an exeptional lous D0 that satis�es theonditions of the statement results in an exeptional lous D that againsatis�es all the onditions. This an easily be proven ase by ase (wherethe ases depend on the position of P in D0). Let us for example lookat the ases where a new \attahing" urve is reated. This an happenwhen P 2 Ei \ Ej with �i < 0 and �j � 0, or when P 2 Ei with �i < 0and P does not belong to any other exeptional urve. In the �rst asethe new log disrepany is �i + �j , see Equation 1.6.1, whih is stritlysmaller than 1 beause �j is. In the seond ase the new log disrepanyis �i+1, whih also is stritly smaller than 1. The rest is obvious. �In partiular we an use Theorem 2.1.4 for the minimal embedded reso-lution. Consisting of some trees, the struture of Depos has already a bigsimilarity with the nonsingular ase. In the next results we will see thatthe parallelism is even almost omplete.(2.1.5) Suppose that we have already obtained the minimal good resolu-tion of (S; 0) and that we are now blowing up at some points in order toget the minimal embedded resolution of f�1f0g in (S; 0). In this ontextwe state the following lemma.Lemma. Let E1 be an exeptional urve with �1 > 0 and let P 2E1. Suppose that E1 intersets (transversely) the exeptional urvesE2; : : : ; Ek+1 and suppose that �i� �1N1Ni < 1 for eah i 2 f2; : : : ; k+1g.Denote the exeptional urve of the blowing-up at P by E and its nu-merial data by (�;N). We assume that this blowing-up is neessary inorder to obtain the minimal embedded resolution. Then �1 � �NN1 < 1and � � �1N1N < 1.



2.1 The topologial zeta funtion 31Proof. The enter P of the blowing-up possibly belongs to one of theurves Ei with i 2 f2; : : : ; k+1g. When this is the ase, let us hoose theindies in suh a way that P 2 Ek+1. We use Equation 1.6.2 with r = 1and we put �i := �i � �1N1Ni and � := � � �1N1N . From Theorem 2.1.4we know that pa(E1) = g(E1) = 0. So the equation onerning E1, i.e.,j = 1 in (1.6.2), is0�1 = 2 + (�� 1) + kXi=2(�i � 1) + Æ(�k+1 � 1)� Y1;where Æ = 0 if P belongs to Ek+1 and Æ = 1 otherwise, and whereY1 � 0. BeauseP(�i�1) � 0, this implies that � � �1. Hene we have�1� �NN1 � N1N < 1, where the last inequality holds sine we assume thatwe are onstruting the minimal embedded resolution.Let us now look at the equation onerning E :� = 2 + (0� 1) + (1� Æ)(�k+1 � 1)� Y2;where again Æ = 0 if P belongs to Ek+1 and Æ = 1 otherwise, and whereY2 > 0, again sine we are on our way for the minimal embedded resolu-tion. From this we immediately see that � = � � �1N1N < 1, whih provesthe lemma. �Lemma 2.1.5 will be the heart of the following lemma, whih an be seenas a generalization of Loeser's result [25, Proposition II.3.1℄. Reall thatthis last result was the ruial key in the nonsingular ase, see [38℄.(2.1.6) Lemma. Let E be an exeptional urve with � > 0 in theresolution graph of the minimal embedded resolution. Suppose that Eintersets the irreduible omponents E1; : : : ; Ek. Then �i� �NNi < 1 fori 2 f1; : : : ; kg.Remark. The irreduible omponents E1; : : : ; Ek inlude the intersetingexeptional urves as well as the interseting irreduible omponents ofthe strit transform of f�1f0g.Proof. First onsider the interseting exeptional urves. Beause � > 0we know from (1.7) that the statement holds for the minimal resolu-tion, and in the log anonial ase also for the minimal good resolution.



32 Chapter 2. Poles of zeta funtionsBut also for the non log anonial singularities the lemma holds for theminimal good resolution, sine while onstruting this resolution, startingfrom the minimal one, we only reate new exeptional urves with stritlynegative log disrepany and not interseting a urve with stritly posi-tive log disrepany.So we may suppose that we have a good resolution graph for whih thelemma holds and we have to prove that blowing up at a point P of thatgraph does not make the lemma fail. Denote by (�;N) the numerialdata of the exeptional urve of the blowing-up at P . We distinguishthree (relevant) possibilities. Let �rst P belong to one or two urves Eiwith �i > 0. Then we are done by Lemma 2.1.5. Let seondly P belong toone Ei, with �i � 0 and � = �i +1 > 0. In this ase �i � �i+1N Ni < 0 < 1.The last possibility ours when P belongs to exeptional urves E1 andE2, with �1 > 0 and �2 � 0. Then again Lemma 2.1.5 assures that�1 � �NN1 < 1 and � � �1N1N < 1. When � = �1 + �2 > 0, we also have toverify that �2 � �NN2 < 1, but this is trivial sine it is negative.To end the proof we onsider the ase that E intersets an irreduibleomponent of the strit transform of f�1f0g, with numerial data (1; eN ).But 1� �N eN < 1, so also in this ase everything is all right. �Also the following lemma an be seen as a generalization of the nonsin-gular ase, see [38, Theorem 3.3(iii)℄.(2.1.7) Lemma. Consider the resolution graph D of the minimal em-bedded resolution of f�1f0g in (S; 0). Let E � Dneg [D0. Starting fromE, the numbers �iNi stritly inrease along any path in Dpos.Remarks.(i) Of ourse the path might end in an irreduible omponent of thestrit transform of f�1f0g.(ii) Theorem 2.1.4 already indiates that the statement at least makessense. This in ontrast with the analogous statement for paths inDneg, whih seems to be meaningless in general.(iii) This lemma an be onsidered as a generalization of Theorem 3.3(iii)in [38℄ if you interpret Dneg [ D0 as the minimal part M of thattheorem.



2.1 The topologial zeta funtion 33Proof. If the path onsists only of E and an irreduible omponent E1of the strit transform of f�1f0g, then obviously �N � 0 < 1N1 = �1N1 .Suppose now that we have a path E;E1; : : : ; Ek. Remark that only Ekmight not be an exeptional urve. We have �N � 0 < �1N1 . ApplyingLemma 2.1.6 to E1 and ombining this with Equation 1.6.5 shows that�1N1 < �2N2 . Indeed, the ombination of those two fats implies that at mostone of the urves Ei that interset E1 satis�es �iNi � �1N1 . Note that whenE1 only intersets two times other omponents, we also need here that�N < �1N1 . Repeating this argument will prove the lemma. �We are now ready to state and prove for andidate poles related to Dposthe analogue of Theorem 2.1.1.1.(2.1.8) Theorem. Let h : X ! S be the minimal embedded resolutionof f�1f0g in (S; 0) and use the notation of (1.3) for this resolution. LetsÆ < 0.(i) Then sÆ is a pole of Ztop(f; s) if and only if sÆ = � 1Ni for someirreduible omponent Ei of the strit transform of f�1f0g or sÆ =� �iNi for some exeptional urve Ei interseting at least three timesother omponents.(ii) Also sÆ an only be a pole of order 2 if (S; 0) is a log terminalsingularity. Furthermore it is a pole of order 2 if and only if thereexist two interseting omponents Ei and Ej with sÆ = � �iNi = � �jNj ,and in that ase sÆ is the largest pole.Proof. We �rst prove that a stritly negative pole sÆ of order 2 anonly our in the log terminal ase. Observe that otherwise you analways �nd a path in Dpos onneting a urve in Dneg [D0 with a urveE1 generating sÆ as andidate pole. Lemma 2.1.7 implies now that thenumbers �iNi will stritly inrease along this path. Hene none of theomponents interseting E1 an have a andidate pole equal to sÆ.Suppose now that (S; 0) is not log terminal. With almost the sameargument we see that the ontribution to the residue at sÆ of a omponentEi (with sÆ = � 1Ni ) of the strit transform of f�1f0g is always stritlynegative. And when sÆ = � �jNj for some exeptional urve Ej interseting



34 Chapter 2. Poles of zeta funtionsat least three times other omponents, reading the proof of [38, Propo-sition 2.8(ii)℄ will show that also the ontribution of suh a urve Ej isalways stritly negative. On the other hand, we already mentioned in(2.1.2) that an exeptional urve Ej satisfying sÆ = � �jNj and intersetingonly one or twie other omponents does not ontribute to the residueat sÆ.Suppose �nally that (S; 0) is a log terminal singularity. Reall Lemma2.1.6. This enables us to opy word for word the argumentation in [38℄,whih proves exatly the theorem for the log terminal ase. The onlyexeption involves the minimal partM of the dual resolution graph, on-sisting of the verties Ej, j 2 T , for whih �jNj = mini2T �iNi , togetherwith their edges, see Remark 2.1.8.1(i) below. Veys proved that in thenonsingular ase M has one of the following forms, with r � 0 :������PPPP ���� �(1) ������PPPP ���� � � � : : : � �������PPPP����(2) E1 E2 Er
Æ(3) Æ � � : : : � �������PPPP����(4) E1 E2 ErFigure 3Here (e.g.) piture (1) means a vertex with at least three edges.For log terminal singularities M an also have the following form, withr � 1 : Æ � � : : : � Æ(5) E1 E2 ErFigure 4However it is obvious that this �fth possibility does not a�et our on-lusion. �



2.1 The topologial zeta funtion 35(2.1.8.1) Remarks.(i) In a dual embedded resolution graph one assoiates to eah exep-tional urve a vertex (represented by a dot) and to eah intersetionbetween exeptional urves an edge, onneting the orrespondingverties. Here we also assoiate to eah analytially irreduible om-ponent of the strit transform a vertex (represented by a irle), andto its (unique !) intersetion with an exeptional urve a orrespond-ing edge. By (1.7) it is lear that for log terminal singularities thedual minimal embedded resolution graph is a tree.(ii) It is easy to verify that we an also work with an arbitrary embeddedresolution, at least if we modify the statement a little bit. We haveto replae \interseting at least three times other omponents" bythe ondition \interseting at least three times other omponentsEj with �j � �iNiNj 6= 1". Having Example 2.1.13.1 and Theorem2.2.4 in mind, this might even be a more natural way of looking atthe theorem.(2.1.9) Example. Consider the algebrai surfae S in A 3C given by theequation x3 + yz = 0, with the A2-singularity 0 := (0; 0; 0) as its onlysingular point. One blowing-up h : X ! S at this point already providesus a good resolution. Consider now also the funtion f on S given by x.Then one an easily verify that h is even the minimal embedded resolutionof f�1f0g in (S; 0).
- �eE1 E3 E4 eE2 h E1 E2 SX

Figure 5



36 Chapter 2. Poles of zeta funtionsIn Figure 5 the urves eE1 and eE2 are the irreduible omponents of thestrit transform of f�1f0g, and E3 and E4 are the exeptional urves.Some alulation will reveal thatg(E3) = g(E4) = 0;N1 = N2 = N3 = N4 = 1;E23 = E24 = �2;�1 = �2 = �3 = �4 = 1:Of ourse, sine (S; 0) is a Du Val singularity, we only had to alulatethe numbers Ni. We see thatZtop(f; s) = 3(1 + s)2 :Clearly �1 is a pole of order 2 of Ztop(f; s). This example shows that ase(ii) of Theorem 2.1.8 really appears. And if we look at the dual resolutiongraph, we see that we also have an example of a minimal partM of type(5) (with r = 2).(2.1.10) Let us now pass to the ase of andidate pole 0. As it will turnout, the question whether 0 is a pole of Ztop(f; s) or not will only dependon the surfae singularity (S; 0) and not on the funtion f on it ! We needthe following lemma.Lemma. Suppose that (S; 0) is not a log anonial singularity. Considerthe resolution graph D of an embedded resolution of f�1f0g in (S; 0).Let E � D0 and suppose that E intersets the irreduible omponentsE1; : : : ; Ek. Put R = f1; : : : ; kg. Then(i) there is preisely one i 2 R with �i < 0; say i = 1;(ii) there is at most one i 2 R n f1g with 0 < �i < 1;(iii) �i = 1 for the other i.Remark. It follows from Theorem 2.1.4 that eah urve Ei intersets Eexatly one.



2.1 The topologial zeta funtion 37Proof. First of all remark that �i = 1 when Ei is an irreduible ompo-nent of the strit transform of f�1f0g. So we only have to onsider theexeptional urves Ei.Denote by D0 the exeptional lous of the minimal good resolution of(S; 0) and remind that our resolution an be obtained from this minimalone by blowing up at a �nite number of points. Again we will prove thateverything is all right when E �rst appears (starting from D0) and thateverything stays all right while we are blowing up. Hene we distinguishtwo situations : the reation of E and a blowing-up at a point of E. Wewill treat the �rst ase; the seond is left to the reader. If E � D0, weare done by Theorem 2.1.3. Suppose that E is reated by blowing up atthe intersetion point of two urves E1 and E2 with �1 < 0; �2 > 0 and�1+ �2 = 0. This ase is immediately solved by Theorem 2.1.4. The onlyremaining ase is that of a blowing-up at a point of exatly one urve Ei,with �i = �1. But this is trivial, sine now E intersets only Ei. �(2.1.11) Theorem. The number 0 is only a pole of Ztop(f; s) if (S; 0) isa log anonial singularity of type (4); (5); (6) or (7). Reall the lassi�-ation in (1.7). Furthermore,(i) it is a pole of order 1 if and only if the type is (5) or (6);(ii) it is a pole of order 2 if and only if the type is (4) or (7).Proof. Denote by D the resolution graph of an embedded resolution off�1f0g in (S; 0) and let E � D0. Suppose �rst that (S; 0) is not loganonial. From Theorem 2.1.4 we already know that 0 annot be apole of order 2. And from Lemma 2.1.10 we get that only one or twointersetions are \signi�ant" for alulating the ontribution of E to theresidue at 0. Hene by (2.1.2) and the fat that g(E) = 0, see Theorem2.1.4, we see that 0 an also not be a pole of order 1.Suppose now that (S; 0) is a log anonial singularity. Remark thatin this ase the only omponents in D0 exist already in the minimalresolution or they are reated by a blowing-up at the intersetion pointof two urves Ei and Ej with �i = �j = 0; exept in the ase of a rationalurve with a node, where the blowing up at the singular point also reatesa urve with log disrepany zero. Types (1) and (2) are of ourse not



38 Chapter 2. Poles of zeta funtionsrelevant in this situation. For type (3) the embedded resolution gives usan ellipti urve E interseting k urves E1; : : : ; Ek with �i � �NNi = 1.Thus �(EÆ) + kXi=1 1�i � �NNi = (2� 2�1� k) + k = 0;whih implies that 0 is not a pole in this ase. In types (4) and (7) thereare at least two interseting urves in D0, so 0 is a pole of order two.Finally we treat type (5). (Type (6) is ompletely analogous.) The remarkabove implies that we only have to look at the urve E in the middle ofpiture (5) in the lassi�ation in (1.7). In the minimal resolution graphE intersets three urves, say E1; E2 and E3, with 0 < �1; �2; �3 < 1.In our embedded resolution graph E will interset k urves (k � 3), sayE01; E02; E03; E4; : : : ; Ek, with 0 < � 01; � 02; � 03 < 1 and �i = 1 for i � 4 (infat � 01 = �1; � 02 = �2 and � 03 = �3). Hene the ontribution of E to theresidue at 0 is R = 1N �2� 3 + 1�1 + 1�2 + 1�3� > 0;whih implies that 0 is a pole of order 1. �Remark. Keeping in mind the arguments of the proof above, it is learthat Theorem 2.1.11 almost perfetly �ts into the by Remark 2.1.8.1(ii)modi�ed formulation of Theorem 2.1.8(i). We only have to add the on-dition \sÆ = � �iNi for a yle of exeptional urves Ei", whih obviouslyomes from log anonial singularities of type (4).(2.1.12) Remark. More generally, one an assoiate a topologial zetafuntion to an e�etive Weil divisor on a normal surfae germ, see [40,Remark 1.5℄. In this situation however the numbers Ni an be arbitrary(stritly) positive rational numbers, i.e., they do not have to be integersanymore. For these zeta funtions we still have all the results of Setion2.1; in fat, even all the proofs an be opied word for word.Note that the examples in (2.1.13) are examples of this larger ategoryof zeta funtions; the numbers Ni however are integers by our spei�hoie of the de�ning data.



2.1 The topologial zeta funtion 39(2.1.13) In the next two examples we will use the following theorem.Theorem ([43, Theorem 2.1℄). Let fgij1 � i � ng and fbi;j j1 � i; j � ngbe two sets of integers. Then there exists an isolated analyti surfaesingularity (S; 0) and a good resolution of this singularity suh that D =Sni=1Ei, gi = g(Ei) and bi;j = Ei �Ej if and only if gi � 0 for eah i,bj;i = bi;j � 0 for eah i 6= j, and the quadrati form Pni;j=1 bi;jxixj isnegative de�nite.The singularity is normal if and only if D is onneted.Remark. Sine the quadrati formPni;j=1 bi;jxixj is negative de�nite, thenumbers bii, whih oinide with the self-intersetion numbers E2i , arestritly negative.Now let fbij1 � i � ng be another set of nonnegative integers. With thesame plumbing tehnique as desribed inWall's paper for the onstrutionof the analyti singularity S [43, Proof of Theorem 2.1℄, one an onstruton S an analyti urve whose strit transform E by the resolution of thetheorem above satis�es E�Ei = bi, for i = 1; : : : ; n, where all intersetionsare transversal. Then a result of Manetti [27, Theorem 3.2℄ ensures thatthe analyti singularity, together with the analyti urve on it, admitsan algebraization. So the following two examples �t well in our algebraisetup, although they are produed by Theorem 2.1.13.(2.1.13.1) Example. Put n = 5; g1 = g2 = g3 = g4 = 0; g5 = 2 andB = 0BBBBB� �4 1 1 1 11 �2 0 0 01 0 �2 0 01 0 0 �2 01 0 0 0 �2
1CCCCCA :It is an easy exerise to verify that B is negative de�nite. Then thetheorem above implies that there exists a normal surfae germ (S; 0)and a good resolution h : X ! S realizing �ve exeptional urves Ei,i = 1; : : : ; 5, equipped with the spei�ed data. Suppose now that E is aurve interseting (transversely) E2; E3; E4 and E5 and onsider it as thestrit transform of the urve h(E), with (1; N) as numerial data, whereN is an arbitrary positive integer.



40 Chapter 2. Poles of zeta funtions
-E1 E2E3E4E5 E h �h(E)

SX
Figure 6We an solve the de�ning equations for the numerial data of the exep-tional urves. This yields�1 = �1; �2 = �3 = �4 = 0; �5 = �2;N1 = N2 = N3 = N4 = N5 = N:So, writing �i = �i � �1N1Ni for i = 2; : : : ; 5, we have �2 = �3 = �4 = 1and �5 = �1. Thus we see that even in the minimal embedded resolution(�i 6= 1 for eah i) � = 1 an our.(2.1.13.2) Example. Put n = 5; g1 = g2 = g3 = g4 = 0; g5 = 4 andB = 0BBBBB� �16 1 1 1 11 �3 0 0 01 0 �9 0 01 0 0 �9 01 0 0 0 �3

1CCCCCA :Proeed in the same way as in the previous example, but now suppose thatE is a redued divisor with E�E1 = 0; E�E2 = 180; E�E3 = 216; E�E4 =468; E �E5 = 0 and (1; 1) as numerial data, and suppose that all theintersetions are transversal. Solving again the de�ning equation for thenumerial data, shows that�1 = �14 ; �2 = 14 ; �3 = �4 = 112 ; �5 = �2912 ;N1 = 9; N2 = 63; N3 = 25; N4 = 53; N5 = 3:



2.2 The zeta funtion on the level of Hodge polynomials 41So we have �2 = 2; �3 = 79 ; �4 = 149 and �5 = �73 . Remark that E1 isthe only omponent with andidate pole sÆ = 136 . But its ontribution tothe residue at sÆ is 19(2� 4 + 12 + 97 + 914 � 37) = 0. Thus the analogue ofTheorem 2.1.8(i) (and the remark in (2.1.11)) for sÆ > 0 does not seemto be true, at least not for the topologial zeta funtion.2.2 The zeta funtion on the level of Hodge poly-nomials(2.2.1) Reall the formula of the zeta funtion on the level of Hodgepolynomials in terms of an embedded resolution :ZHod(f; s) := Xi2TeH(EÆi ) uv � 1(uv)�i+sNi � 1 +Xfi;jg�T H(Ei \Ej) (uv � 1)2((uv)�i+sNi � 1)((uv)�j+sNj � 1) ;where we use the notation of (1.3) and (1.5).(2.2.2) For the study of the poles we onsider ZHod(f; s) as a rationalfuntion in T = (uv)�s, and we all � �N a pole of order d if (uv)�=N is.Remark that1(uv)�+sN � 1 = (uv)�sN(uv)� � (uv)�sN= �TNTN � (uv)�= �TN�T � (uv)�=N ��PN�1l=0 TN�1�l(uv)l�=N� ;whih implies that � �N is a pole of order 1 of 1(uv)�+sN�1 .Fix j 2 Te and let Ej interset k times other omponents E1; : : : ; Ek.Suppose that �iNi 6= �jNj for all i 2 f1; : : : ; kg. The ontribution of Ej tothe residue of ZHod(f; s) at � �jNj isR := �(uv � 1)(uv)�jNj(uv)�j��j=Nj  H(EÆj ) + kXi=1 uv � 1(uv)�i � 1!



42 Chapter 2. Poles of zeta funtions= (1� uv)Nj(uv)��j=Nj  uv � gu� gv + (1� k) + kXi=1 uv � 1(uv)�i � 1! ;where g is the genus of Ej and �i = �i� �jNjNi for i = 1; : : : ; k. It followsagain from the relation in (1.6.5) that R = 0 when g = 0 and k = 1 ork = 2. When g = k = 1, it is not true anymore that R = 0, reall (2.1.2);so this situation an be onsidered as an \aident" in the ase of thetopologial zeta funtion.(2.2.3)We immediately see that sÆ is a pole of order 2 if and only if thereexist two interseting omponents Ei and Ej with sÆ = � �iNi = � �jNj .Further, we an onsider the speialization of the residue in (2.2.2) to theresidue of the topologial zeta funtion in (2.1.2). ObviouslyRtop = limu;v!1 RHod1� uv ;so Rtop = 0 whenever RHod = 0. Moreover, a straightforward alulationwill show that in the ase of a simple ellipti singularity, i.e., a log anon-ial singularity of type (3), the number 0 is always a pole of ZHod(f; s);ompare with Theorem 2.1.11. Together with the remark in (2.2.2) on-erning g = 0, we veri�ed everything to onlude that the results in theprevious setion already imply the following theorem for sÆ � 0.(2.2.4) Theorem. Let f be a nononstant regular funtion on a normalsurfae germ (S; 0) and let sÆ 2 Q . Fix an (arbitrary) embedded resolu-tion of f�1f0g in (S; 0) and use the notation of (1.3). Then sÆ is a poleof ZHod(f; s) if and only if(i) sÆ = � 1Ni for some irreduible omponent Ei of the strit transformof f�1f0g, or(ii) sÆ = � �iNi for some rational exeptional urve Ei interseting atleast three times other omponents Ej with �j � �iNiNj 6= 1, or(iii) sÆ = � �iNi for a yle of rational exeptional urves Ei, or(iv) sÆ = � �iNi for some non-rational exeptional urve Ei.



2.2 The zeta funtion on the level of Hodge polynomials 43Proof. From (2.2.3) we know that we an restrit ourselves to the asesÆ > 0, so we don't have to look at ondition (i) anymore.Suppose now that sÆ is a pole of order 2 and that neither ondition (iii)nor ondition (iv) are ful�lled. Then there exist two interseting rationalomponents E1 and E2 with sÆ = � �1N1 = � �2N2 . Apply now Equation1.6.5 to E2. This yields lXi=2 �i + 0 = l � 2;with �i = �i� �2N2Ni and where we may suppose that E2 intersets exatlyl times other omponents Ei with �i 6= 1. Obviously, l 6= 1. Suppose thatl = 2. Then E2 intersets another rational urve E3 with sÆ = � �3N3 . Nowwe an do the same with E3, �nding an interseting rational urve E4with sÆ = � �4N4 if we assume again that l = 2. Thus, if we keep on doingthis and if always l = 2, then we get a ontradition with the �nitenessof the resolution graph. Therefore there has to be a urve Ei with l � 3,implying that ondition (ii) holds.From now on we assume that sÆ is not a pole of order 2, implying thatalso ondition (iii) an not be satis�ed anymore. Let us �rst treat the asethat sÆ = � �iNi for some non-rational exeptional urve Ei. Let E1; : : : ; Erbe exatly the exeptional urves with sÆ = � �iNi for i 2 f1; : : : ; rg, andsuppose for example that g1 := g(E1) > 0. Suppose that Ei intersets kitimes other omponents E(i)j , for j = 1; : : : ; ki, with �(i)j � �iNiN (i)j 6= 1.If we denote the ontribution of Ei to the residue at sÆ by Ri and if wedenote �(i)j � �iNiN (i)j by �(i)j , then we have for i 2 f1; : : : ; rgRi = (1� uv)Ni(uv)sÆ 0�uv � giu� giv + (1� ki) + kiXj=1 uv � 1(uv)�(i)j � 11A ;where gi is the genus of Ei. Write ki = kposi + knegi , where kposi and knegistand for the number of intersetions with omponents E(i)j with �(i)j > 0and �(i)j < 0, respetively; and suppose for onveniene that �(i)j > 0preisely for i 2 f1; : : : ; kposi g. Reall that we assumed that �(i)j 6= 0.Also write �(i)j = ��(i)j if �(i)j < 0. ThenRi = (1� uv)Ni(uv)sÆ 0�uv � giu� giv + (1� knegi ) + kposiXj=1 uv � (uv)�(i)j(uv)�(i)j � 1 +



44 Chapter 2. Poles of zeta funtionskiXj=kposi +1 (uv)�(i)j (uv � 1)1� (uv)�(i)j 1A :Clearly the (whole) residue at sÆ is Pri=1Ri. Beauselimu!00� (uv)sÆ(1� uv)  rXi=1 Ri!1A = rXi=1 (1� knegi � giv)Ni 6= 0;sine g1 > 0 and gi � 0 for i 2 f2; : : : ; rg, we see that Pri=1Ri 6= 0. SosÆ is a pole of order 1 in this ase.Finally we treat the ase that sÆ = � �iNi for some rational exep-tional urve Ei interseting at least three times other omponents Ej with�j � �iNiNj 6= 1, assuming that ondition (iv) is not ful�lled. In fat, foromputing the residue, we may assume that all the exeptional urves Eiwith sÆ = � �iNi are rational and interset at least three times other om-ponents Ej with �j � �iNiNj 6= 1; reall the disussion in (2.2.2). We willuse the same notation as in the previous ase; in partiular, E1; : : : ; Erare preisely the omponents with sÆ = � �iNi . We have to prove thatPri=1Ri 6= 0, or equivalentlyT := (uv)sÆ(1� uv)  rXi=1 Ri! 6= 0:If limu!0 T 6= 0, we are done. So suppose that limu!0 T = 0. Beausegi = 0 for eah i 2 f1; : : : ; rg, we haverXi=1 (1� knegi )Ni = 0: (1)Now we an distinguish two possibilities. Either there is at least oneknegi = 0, say for i = 1, or every knegi = 1. From now on we will refer tothem as Case 1 and Case 2, respetively. Remark that equality (1) alsoimplies that T =Pri=1 RiNi , whereRi = uv + kposiXj=1 uv � (uv)�(i)j(uv)�(i)j � 1 + kiXj=kposi +1 (uv)�(i)j (uv � 1)1� (uv)�(i)j :Denote by q1 the minimum of the set nj�(i)j j ��� 1 � i � r; 1 � j � kio [f1g.



2.2 The zeta funtion on the level of Hodge polynomials 45(i) q1 = 1. Reall that the de�nition of ki implies that �(i)j 6= 1. Henewe see thatlimu!0� Tuv� = rXi=1 1� kposi �#fj j kposi + 1 � j � ki and �(i)j = 1gNi :Sine ki � 3, we �nd from the equality Pkij=1 �(i)j = ki � 2 thatkposi � 1 and onsequently that every term in the sum above isnonpositive. In Case 1 we have kpos1 = k1 � 3; so the �rst term,and therefore also the whole sum, is (stritly) negative. In Case 2we have kposi = ki � 1; so all the terms are stritly negative sineki � 3 for eah i. We an onlude that T 6= 0 in ase (i).(ii) q1 < 1. Suppose that limu!0 � T(uv)q1 � = 0; otherwise we are done.Remark thatlimu!0 uv � (uv)�(i)j((uv)�(i)j � 1)(uv)q1 = 1 when �(i)j = q1; andlimu!0 (uv)�(i)j (uv � 1)(uv)q1(1� (uv)�(i)j ) = �1 when �(i)j = q1:Beause the limits of all the other terms are zero, we see that theoeÆients in T of (uv�(uv)q1)=((uv)q1�1) and (uv)q1(uv�1)=(1�(uv)q1) are equal, say equal to the rational number a. Then the sumof all the terms with �(i)j = q1 or �(i)j = q1 results inauv � (uv)q1(uv)q1 � 1 + a(uv)q1(uv � 1)1� (uv)q1 = a(�uv):This implies that T = rPi=1 R0iNi , whereR0i = uv � ni uv +X uv � (uv)�(i)j(uv)�(i)j � 1 +X (uv)�(i)j (uv � 1)1� (uv)�(i)j :In these sums we have omitted all the terms of the form (uv �(uv)�(i)j )=((uv)�(i)j � 1) with �(i)j = q1 and we have replaed the ni



46 Chapter 2. Poles of zeta funtionsterms of the form (uv)�(i)j (uv � 1)=(1 � (uv)�(i)j ) with �(i)j = q1 by�uv. Note that a = rXi=1 #fj j�(i)j = q1gNi = rXi=1 niNi :Denote by q2 the minimum of the setnj�(i)j j ��� 1 � i � r; 1 � j � ki; j�(i)j j > q1o [ f1g:(ii)(i) q2 = 1. One an easily verify thatlimu!0� Tuv�= rXi=1 1� ni � (kposi �#fj j�(i)j = q1g)�#fj j�(i)j = 1gNi= rXi=1 1� kposi �#fj j�(i)j = 1gNi+ rXi=1 #fj j�(i)j = q1gNi � rXi=1 niNi!= rXi=1 1� kposi �#fj j�(i)j = 1gNi + (a� a)= rXi=1 1� kposi �#fj j�(i)j = 1gNi :With the same argument as in ase (i) we see that this isstritly negative, implying that T 6= 0.(ii)(ii) q2 < 1. Suppose again that limu!0 � T(uv)q2 � = 0; in the otherase we are done. In the same way as above we �nd thatT = rPi=1 R00iNi , withR00i = uv � ni uv �mi uv +X uv � (uv)�(i)j(uv)�(i)j � 1+X (uv)�(i)j (uv � 1)1� (uv)�(i)j ;



2.2 The zeta funtion on the level of Hodge polynomials 47where we now also omit the terms of the form (uv� (uv)�(i)j )=((uv)�(i)j � 1) with �(i)j = q2 and we also replae the mi termsof the form (uv)�(i)j (uv � 1)=(1 � (uv)�(i)j ) with �(i)j = q2 by�uv.Denote by q3 the minimum of the setnj�(i)j j ��� 1 � i � r; 1 � j � ki; j�(i)j j > q2o [ f1g:Clearly we onstruted in this way a proess. It is not so hard to ver-ify that this proess has to stop after a �nite number of steps. (Forexample remark that in eah step we replae some terms of the form(uv)�(uv � 1)=(1 � (uv)�) by �uv, but there are only �nitely many ofthem.) When the proess stops at step n, then either qn = 1, or qn < 1and limu!0 � T(uv)qn � 6= 0. Both possibilities however imply that T 6= 0.This ends the proof of Theorem 2.2.4. �(2.2.5) Remark. As in Remark 2.1.12 all the proofs and results of Setion2.2 are still appliable to the zeta funtions assoiated to an arbitrarye�etive Weil divisor.(2.2.6) Example. We will use again Theorem 2.1.13 and its notation.Put n = 6; g1 = g2 = g3 = g4 = g5 = g6 = 0 andB = 0BBBBBBB� �3 1 1 1 0 01 �3 1 0 1 01 1 �3 0 0 11 0 0 �2 0 00 1 0 0 �2 00 0 1 0 0 �2
1CCCCCCCA :

Then there exists a normal surfae germ (S; 0) and a good resolutionh : X ! S realizing six exeptional urves Ei, i = 1; : : : ; 6, equipped withthe spei�ed data. Suppose that E is a redued divisor with E �E1 =E�E2 = E�E3 = 0 and E�E4 = E�E5 = E�E6 = 1, and suppose that all theintersetions are transversal. We onsider E as the strit transform of a



48 Chapter 2. Poles of zeta funtionsurve germ on S, with (1; N) as numerial data for some N 2 N n f0g.Then the dual (embedded) resolution graph has the following form :

Æ������� ��� ��� ��� ��Æ ÆE E4 E1 E3E6E
E2 E5 E

Figure 7Solve the equations for the numerial data. This yields�1 = �2 = �3 = �1; �4 = �5 = �6 = 0;N1 = N2 = N3 = N4 = N5 = N6 = N:Sine E1 and E2 are two interseting urves with 1N = � �1N1 = � �2N2 , wesee that 1N is a pole (of order 2). Remark that ondition (ii) of Theorem2.2.4 is not satis�ed sine�4 � �1N1N4 = �5 � �2N2N5 = �6 � �3N3N6 = 1:This example shows that ondition (iii) is really neessary in Theorem2.2.4, even if sÆ > 0; also reall the remark under the proof of Theorem2.1.11.(2.2.7) Remark. Consider the ase of an ellipti exeptional urve Einterseting exatly one another omponent E1, and suppose that � �N 6=� �1N1 . In [40, Setion 2.2℄ Veys notes the vanishing of the ontribution



2.3 Intermezzo : de�nition of a pole of the motivi zetafuntion 49of E to the residue at � �N , working with the topologial zeta funtion;reall (2.1.2). We now an interpret this as an \aident" due to thefat that the Euler harateristi is too rough. Indeed, by (the proof of)Theorem 2.2.4 we know that already on the level of Hodge polynomialsthis vanishing does not happen anymore.2.3 Intermezzo : de�nition of a pole of the mo-tivi zeta funtion(2.3.1) Until now we investigated the poles of the topologial zeta fun-tion and the zeta funtion on the level of Hodge polynomials. For thesefuntions we were able to formulate and prove several propositions abouttheir poles, without the need to mention expliitly what was meant withthe word \pole". Of ourse, this is beause they are rational funtionsover integral domains, whih gives us a natural interpretation of a pole.But in the ase of the motivi zeta funtion the loalized Grothendiekring MV omes in the piture. And about this ring very muh is stillunknown. For example one does not know whether MV is an integraldomain or not; see however the footnote on page 19. So in this setionwe will de�ne when we all a rational number a pole of the motivi zetafuntion.(2.3.2) We �x a �eld k of harateristi zero and an algebrai variety Vover k. Reall the notation MV for the loalized Grothendiek ring ofV -varieties, see (1.4). We de�ne the ring MQV as the quotientMV [(Ti)i2Nnf0g ℄(T ii � L; T jk � T lm( jk = lm)) ;where the denominator stands for the ideal generated by the elementsT ii � L and T jk � T lm, for i; j; k; l;m 2 N n f0g and jk = lm . Intuitivelywe just allow ourselves to work also with rational powers of L. Withsome abuse of notation we will write Lj=k for the lass of T jk inMQV . Weintrodue this ringMQV to make it possible to treat the following kinds ofmotivi zeta funtions within the same framework. First of all we inludethe motivi zeta funtion assoiated to a nononstant regular funtionon a nonsingular variety (of arbitrary dimension). But we also onsider



50 Chapter 2. Poles of zeta funtionsthe motivi zeta funtion assoiated to a nononstant regular funtionon a normal surfae germ and the one assoiated to an e�etive Cartierdivisor D on a Q-Gorenstein variety X (of arbitrary dimension) withsingular lous ontained in Supp D (in fat only the lous of log anonialsingularities has to be ontained in Supp D). The �rst group goes bakto Denef and Loeser, who de�ned them as power series over MX0 , wherewe denote by X0 the zero lous of the regular funtion in question, see forexample [11℄ (in fat they originally de�ned them overMk, see [10℄). Nowremark that a power series over MX0 an be onsidered in a anonialway as a power series over MQX0 , so this ategory of zeta funtions isindeed treated in our setup. The seond group is already de�ned in (1.5),and we see that those funtions live in the ring of power series over MQC .Atually we do not need all the rational powers of L, but only thosepowers that an be written with n as denominator, where n is the leastommon denominator of the �i, for i 2 Te, see [40, Setion 5.2℄. Hereagain we use the notation of (1.3). The same goes for the last group,whih is �rst introdued in [42℄ by Veys.(2.3.2.1) Remark. The de�nition of a pole presented in this setion analso be applied when we allow D (in group three above) to be an e�etiveQ-Cartier divisor on X, see [42℄. For this, denote by Zmot(D;T ) themotivi zeta funtion assoiated to D and by n 2 N n f0g the smallestpositive integer suh that nD is a Cartier divisor on X. Then we all arational number q (or T = L�q ) a pole of Zmot(D;T ) if q=n (or T = L�q=n)is a pole of Zmot(nD; T ).Looking at the onrete formula of the motivi zeta funtion in (1.5(iii))shows that we just have to replae T 1=n in Zmot(D;T ) by a new variableS and then apply the theory of this setion to the just reated quotientof polynomials in S. We only have to multiply by n the poles we obtainin this way.(2.3.3) Denote by R the loalization of the polynomial ringMQV [T ℄ withrespet to the elements 1 � L�aT b, a 2 Q and b 2 N n f0g. Now on-sider the anonial ringhomomorphism R ! MQV [[T ℄℄, whih is learlyinjetive; here we use the fat that the elements 1 � L�aT b are unitsin MQV [[T ℄℄. Sine the motivi zeta funtions are known to be rationalfuntions, together with the onrete formula in terms of an embedded



2.3 Intermezzo : de�nition of a pole of the motivi zetafuntion 51resolution, this implies that we an look at our motivi zeta funtions aselements of R and we just have to de�ne when we all a rational numbera pole of an element of R.(2.3.4) An arbitrary element ' of R an be written in the form' = F (T )(1� L�a1T b1) � � � (1� L�ar T br) ;where F (T ) 2 MQV [T ℄, a1; : : : ar 2 Q and b1; : : : br 2 N n f0g. Keeping inmind the situation of integral domains and in partiular looking at theexpression for the residue in this ase, see for example Subsetion 2.2.2,it seems very natural to ask that for a \andidate pole" L�q of ', withq 2 Q , the elements 1 � L�aL�qb (�ab 6= q) and �dL�=d (� d = q) areunits. Obviously the �rst elements ome from fators of the denominatorof the form 1� L�aT b with �ab 6= q. The seond ones ome from fatorsof the form 1 � L�T d with � d = q by evaluating the quotient (1 �L�T d)=(T � L=d) at T = L=d , see Lemma 2.3.9(ii). The next ring willtransform the above seleted elements into units.Denote by A the loalization of MQV with respet to the elements 1� Lqand bLa , for q 2 Q n f0g, b 2 Z n f0g and a 2 Q .(2.3.4.1) Remark. The de�nition of A makes sense beause the multi-pliatively losed set we loalize to does not ontain zero. Indeed, verybriey spoken you an redue the situation to varieties over C by notiingthat a given expression in MQV gives rise to a similar expression over a�nitely generated �eld extension of Q and hene over C . But now we anuse Hodge polynomials to end the argumentation.(2.3.5) Consider the anonial ringhomomorphism R ! R0, where wedenote by R0 the loalization of the polynomial ring A[T ℄ with respetto the elements 1 � L�aT b, a 2 Q and b 2 N n f0g. In what follows wewill denote by D the multipliatively losed subset of A[T ℄ we have justloalized to. Now we an take the image of the motivi zeta funtions inR0 and proeed by de�ning what a pole of an element of R0 should be.So, in order to get the poles of a given motivi zeta funtion, we just haveto onsider it as an element of R0 and apply to it the following theory.



52 Chapter 2. Poles of zeta funtions(2.3.6) Fix an element ' 2 R0 n f0g and a rational number q 2 Q . Wean write ' as ' = F (T )G(T ) , with F (T ) 2 A[T ℄ n f0g and G(T ) 2 D � A[T ℄.Lemma. Let H(T ) be an element of A[T ℄ n f0g:Then there is a unique natural number n 2 N suh that (T �L�q )njH(T )and (T � L�q )n+1 - H(T ) in A[T ℄.Proof. Trivial, by noting that n � degH(T ) beause T � L�q is moniand thus its leading oeÆient is not a zero divisor. �Notation. We denote the ruial number n from the lemma above byn(H(T ); q).(2.3.7) De�nition. With the notation of (2.3.6) we all q (or L�q ) apole of ' if n(G(T ); q) > n(F (T ); q).If q is a pole of ', then we all n(G(T ); q) � n(F (T ); q) the order of thepole q.Remark. The a priori strange minus sign in the ombination of q and L�qshould be justi�ed when one takes into aount the usual transformationT ! L�s we already mentioned in (1.5(iii)).In the next few elementary fats we will prove that this de�nition is inde-pendent of the hosen representation of ' as quotient of two polynomialsover A. Lemma 2.3.8(i) reates the link between the de�nition and theunits fabriated in (2.3.4) by translating divisibility onditions into on-ditions on some element of A.(2.3.8) Lemma. Let F (T ) be a polynomial over A and q 2 Q :(i) Then F (L�q ) = 0 in A if and only if (T � L�q )jF (T ) in A[T ℄. Andif (T � L�q )jF (T ) in A[T ℄, then the quotient F (T )=(T � L�q ) isuniquely de�ned in A[T ℄.(ii) Let n 2 N n f0g suh that (T � L�q )njF (T ) in A[T ℄. Write F (T ) =(T � L�q )F 0(T ) for some F 0(T ) 2 A[T ℄. Then (T � L�q )n�1jF 0[T ℄in A[T ℄.



2.3 Intermezzo : de�nition of a pole of the motivi zetafuntion 53Remark. In fat this is true for any ommutative ring A with unity andfor any x 2 A (instead of L�q ).Proof. (i) By the division algorithm.(ii) There exists a polynomial G(T ) over A suh thatF (T ) = (T � L�q )nG(T )= (T � L�q )F 0(T ):So we get the equality (T �L�q )(F 0(T )�(T �L�q )n�1G(T )) = 0 in A[T ℄.Beause the oeÆient of T in T � L�q is not a zero divisor, this impliesthat F 0(T ) = (T � L�q )n�1G(T ) whih proves the lemma. �(2.3.9) Lemma. Let a; q 2 Q and b 2 N n f0g. Then(i) (T � L�q ) j (1 � L�aT b) in A[T ℄ if and only if �ab = q; and(ii) 1�L�aT b=�(T�La=b )�L�aT b�1 + L�(b�1)a=bT b�2+ � � � + L�2a=bT+ L�a=b�.Proof. (i) Follows immediately from Lemma 2.3.8(i).(ii) Trivial. �(2.3.9.1) Remark. It is easily seen that the only andidate poles for themotivi zeta funtion are the rational numbers � �iNi , i 2 T , with (�i; Ni)the numerial data obtained from an embedded resolution. Of ourse,this is what we aimed at.(2.3.10) Lemma. Let q 2 Q , n 2 N n f0g and F (T ) a polynomial overA. Suppose that (T � L�q )n dividesF (T )1� L�a1T b1T � L�q � � � 1� L�ar T brT � L�q (1� L�1T d1) � � � (1� L�sT ds);where ai; j 2 Q and bi; dj 2 N n f0g suh that �aibi = q and � jdj 6= q (fori 2 f1; : : : ; rg; j 2 f1; : : : ; sg). Then (T � L�q )n j F (T ).



54 Chapter 2. Poles of zeta funtionsProof. Denote 1�L�a1T b1T�L�q � � � 1�L�arT brT�L�q (1 � L�1T d1) � � � (1 � L�sT ds) byG(T ). We will prove the lemma by indution on n. When n = 1, Lemma2.3.8(i) gives us that it is suÆient to show that F (L�q )G(L�q ) = 0implies F (L�q ) = 0. But this is trivial, sine all the fators of G(L�q ) areunits in A. Now suppose that (T�L�q )n j F (T )G(T ) and that the lemmaholds for n� 1. Then, by the indution hypothesis, we have immediately(T�L�q )n�1 j F (T ). So there exists a polynomialH(T ) 2 A[T ℄ suh thatF (T ) = (T � L�q )n�1H(T ). By applying n� 1 times Lemma 2.3.8(ii) weget (T � L�q ) j H(T )G(T ):But now we an use ase n = 1 to obtain that T �L�q divides H(T ) overA, implying that (T � L�q )n j F (T ). �(2.3.11) Lemma. Let F (T ) and G(T ) be polynomials over A (di�erentfrom zero), where G(T ) belongs to the multipliatively losed subset Dof A[T ℄ we loalize to in the de�nition of R0, see (2.3.5). Let q 2 Q . Thenn(FG; q) = n(F; q) + n(G; q)= n(F; q) + #ffators 1� L�aT b in G(T ) with � ab = qg:Proof. It is easy to see that n(FG; q) � n(F; q)+n(G; q). In order to provethe other inequality, we �rst show that n(G; q) = #ffators 1�L�aT b inG with �ab = qg. Write G in the formG = (1� L�a1T b1) � � � (1� L�ar T br)(1� L�1T d1) � � � (1� L�sT ds);with ai; j 2 Q and bi; dj 2 N n f0g suh that �aibi = q and � jdj 6= q, fori 2 f1; : : : ; rg; j 2 f1; : : : ; sg.From Lemma 2.3.9(i) it is lear that n(G; q) � r. Suppose now thatn(G; q) > r. Then Lemma 2.3.8(ii) implies that (T �L�q )n(G;q)�r divides1� L�a1T b1T � L�q � � � 1� L�ar T brT � L�q (1� L�1T d1) � � � (1� L�sT ds);whih obviously gives us a ontradition by Lemma 2.3.10. So we mayonlude that n(G; q) = r.



2.4 The motivi zeta funtion 55Now we proeed with the proof of the remaining inequality, namelyn(FG; q) � n(F; q) + r. Suppose however that n(FG; q) > n(F; q) + r.We have (T � L�q )n(FG;q)jFG, from whih we dedue by Lemma 2.3.10that (T � L�q )n(FG;q)�rjF . But this ontradits the de�nition of n(F; q),beause we supposed that n(FG; q)� r > n(F; q). �Now we are ready to prove the result we are after.(2.3.12) Proposition. De�nition 2.3.7 is independent of the hosenrepresentation of ' 2 R0 as quotient of two polynomials over A.Proof. Consider two representations of ', ' = F1(T )G1(T ) and ' = F2(T )G2(T ) ,with Fi(T ) 2 A[T ℄ n f0g and Gi(T ) 2 D � A[T ℄, for i = 1; 2. Thenthere exists an element H(T ) of D suh that H(F1G2 � F2G1) = 0 inA[T ℄. Sine the onstant term of H is neessarily equal to one, it is easilyseen that F1G2 = F2G1 in A[T ℄. From the previous lemma follows thatn(F1; q) � n(G1; q) = n(F2; q) � n(G2; q), whih proves the proposition.�(2.3.13) Remark. Everything we have said an be repeated word for wordin the ase of motivi zeta funtions over the monodromi or equivariantGrothendiek ring. For a de�nition of these funtions, see for example[11℄.2.4 The motivi zeta funtion(2.4.1) In this setion we will try to give similar onditions for being apole as in Setions 2.1 and 2.2, but now for the motivi zeta funtionZmot(f; T ) assoiated to a nononstant regular funtion f on a normalsurfae germ (S; 0). Reall the de�nition in (1.5). We will obtain thatthe behaviour of the poles easily speializes to the Hodge-level zeta fun-tions. This an be onsidered as some indiation of the appropriatenessof De�nition 2.3.7.We �x an embedded resolution of suh a funtion on a normal surfaegerm and we use the notation of (1.3). In the ase of the topologial



56 Chapter 2. Poles of zeta funtionszeta funtion (and of ourse also in the ase of the zeta funtion on thelevel of Hodge polynomials) a rational number q is a pole of order 2 assoon as there exist two interseting urves Ei and Ej , i; j 2 T , withq = � �iNi = � �jNj . The next results will show that this is still true in ournew situation.(2.4.2) Lemma. Let q 2 Q ; F1(T ); F2(T ) 2 A[T ℄nf0g and N1(T ); N2(T )2 D. Reall the de�nition of A and D in (2.3.4) and (2.3.5), respetively.(i) If n(N1; q) � n(F1; q) > n(N2; q) � n(F2; q), thenn(N1N2; q)� n(F1N2 + F2N1; q) = n(N1; q)� n(F1; q).(ii) If n(N1; q) � n(F1; q) = n(N2; q) � n(F2; q), thenn(N1N2; q)� n(F1N2 + F2N1; q) � n(N1; q)� n(F1; q).Remark. When F1N2+F2N1 = 0; we interpret n(F1N2+F2N1; q) as +1.Proof. We prove (i); with the same kind of argument (but easier) theseond part an be proved. From Lemma 2.3.11 we easily dedue thatit is suÆient to prove that n(F1N2 + F2N1; q) = n(F1N2; q). The giveninequality, in ombination with Lemma 2.3.11, results in n(F2N1; q) >n(F1N2; q). This already proves that n(F1N2 + F2N1; q) � n(F1N2; q).Suppose now that n(F1N2 + F2N1; q) > n(F1N2; q). Then there existsa natural number m > n(F1N2; q) suh that (T � L�q )m divides bothF1N2 + F2N1 and F2N1. But this implies that (T � L�q )m divides alsoF1N2, yielding a ontradition. �Now onsider the onrete formula for the motivi zeta funtion in termsof an embedded resolution :Zmot(f; T ) = Xi2Te[EÆi ℄(L � 1) L��iTNi1� L��iTNi+ Xfi;jg�T [Ei \Ej ℄(L � 1)2 L��iTNiL��j TNj(1� L��iTNi)(1 � L��j TNj ) :Lemma 2.4.2 indiates how the order of a andidate pole q behaves whenwe add several terms in the expression above. The idea is that by adding



2.4 The motivi zeta funtion 57terms with the same order (for q) the order may drop, but by addingterms with a di�erent order, the order remains equal to the largest order.(2.4.3) Proposition. Let q 2 Q . Then q is a pole of order 2 of Zmot(f; T )if and only if there exist two interseting urves Ei and Ej, i; j 2 T , withq = � �iNi = � �jNj .Proof. One impliation is trivial. In order to prove the other one, wesuppose that there exist two interseting urves Ei and Ej with q =� �iNi = � �jNj . From the disussion above we know that we just have toonsider the part of Zmot(f; T ) of the following form :[Ei1 \Ej1 ℄(L � 1)2 L��i1 TNi1L��j1 TNj1(1� L��i1 TNi1 )(1 � L��j1 TNj1 ) + � � �+[Eir \Ejr ℄(L � 1)2 L��ir TNirL��jr TNjr(1� L��ir TNir )(1� L��jr TNjr ) ;where fEik ; Ejkg are preisely all the interseting pairs with � �ikNik =� �jkNjk = q. When we write this expression with a ommon denominator,we see that q is indeed a pole of order 2, unless (by Lemma 2.3.8(i))rXk=1(L � 1)2[Eik \Ejk ℄ rYl=1l6=k (�NilLq )(�NjlLq ) = 0 in A:Remark that [Eik \Ejk ℄ is equal to #(Eik \Ejk) times the unit elementof A. Therefore the last ondition is equivalent to m(L � 1)2L(2r�2)q = 0in A for some m 2 N n f0g. This implies that m = 0 in A, beause1 � L and L are units in A. But sine the harateristi of A is zero,whih an easily be seen by speializing to Hodge polynomials, we get aontradition. �(2.4.4) Consider now a rational number q and suppose that there are notwo interseting urves Ei and Ej , i; j 2 T , with q = � �iNi = � �jNj . LetE be an exeptional urve with andidate pole � �N = q. Then we willdenote the expression(L � 1)�NLq  [EÆ℄ + rXi=1 (L � 1)L��i�qNi1� L��i�qNi !



58 Chapter 2. Poles of zeta funtionsin A by R and all it the ontribution of E to the residue at the andidatepole q. Hereby we assume that E intersets other urves Ei, i 2 T ,r times, where we ount the di�erent intersetion points if a urve Eiintersets E several times. When E is an irreduible omponent of thestrit transform we use the same notation for the expression obtainedfrom the previous one by omitting the term [EÆ℄.Following more or less the same argument as in the proof of Proposition2.4.3 we obtain the following result.(2.4.4.1) Proposition. Let q 2 Q . Suppose that Ei, i = 1; : : : ; s (i 2 T ),are preisely the urves with � �iNi = q and suppose that Ei \ Ej = ; ifi 6= j. Then q is a pole (of order 1) of Zmot(f; T ) if and only if R1+ � � �+Rs 6= 0 in A.We an now prove the following theorem, the motivi variant of Theorem2.2.4.(2.4.5) Theorem. Let f be a nononstant regular funtion on a normalsurfae germ (S; 0) and let q 2 Q . Fix an embedded resolution of f�1f0gin (S; 0) and use the notation of (1.3). Then q is a pole of Zmot(f; T ) ifand only if(i) q = � 1Ni for some irreduible omponent Ei of the strit transformof f�1f0g, or(ii) q = � �iNi for some rational exeptional urve Ei interseting at leastthree times other omponents Ej with �j � �iNiNj 6= 1, or(iii) q = � �iNi for a yle of rational exeptional urves Ei, or(iv) q = � �iNi for some non-rational exeptional urve Ei.Proof. Sine the ase of a pole of order two is totally overed by Proposi-tion 2.4.3 and the �rst argument in the proof of Theorem 2.2.4, we mayrestrit to a pole of order 1 and assume that there exist no two urves Eiand Ej , i; j 2 T , with q = � �iNi = � �jNj .Suppose now that (at least) one of the onditions in the right-hand side of



2.4 The motivi zeta funtion 59the equivalene in the statement is satis�ed. Then we know from Theo-rem 2.2.4 that q is a pole of ZHod(f; s) (of order 1), whih means that theresidue at q is not equal to zero. But, using the notation of Proposition2.4.4.1, this residue an easily be seen as the speialization ofR1+� � �+Rsto the level of Hodge polynomials, whih implies that R1 + � � � +Rs it-self is di�erent from zero. So q is a pole (of order 1) of Zmot(f; T ) byProposition 2.4.4.1. For the other impliation it is suÆient to show thatfor a rational exeptional urve E with one or two intersetion points theontribution R is equal to zero. As usual this is straightforward usingEquation 1.6.5. �(2.4.6) Remarks.(i) When (S; 0) is a nonsingular surfae germ, then we an restateTheorem 2.4.5 in the following way, using now the numerial dataobtained from the minimal embedded resolution.A rational number q is a pole of Zmot(f; T ) if and only if q = � 1Nifor some irreduible omponent Ei of the strit transform of f�1f0gor q = � �iNi for some exeptional urve Ei interseting at least threetimes other omponents.This follows immediately from the fat that in the nonsingular asethe expressions �j� �iNiNj are stritly smaller than 1 for the minimalembedded resolution, see [25, Proposition II.3.1℄ or Lemma 2.1.6.(ii) As in Remarks 2.1.12 and 2.2.5 we an also assoiate a motivizeta funtion to an arbitrary e�etive Weil divisor. We use thesame notion of pole as in Remark 2.3.2.1, where now n stands forthe least ommon denominator of the Ni, i 2 T . Of ourse thisnumber n is independent of the hosen embedded resolution, whihis easily seen by the fat that an arbitrary embedded resolutionfators through the minimal one. Then the results of Setion 2.4will also be true for these zeta funtions.





Chapter 3The MonodromyConjetureThis brief hapter will be devoted entirely to some results about theMonodromy Conjeture. In the �rst setion we give our own, very ele-mentary and oneptual, proof of this onjeture for the well-known asethat the germ (S; 0) is nonsingular. This proof is not only inluded forits simpliity, but also beause we will need exatly the same argumentsin the seond setion. There we will try to �nd out what an be expetedin the singular ase and what ertainly not.3.1 The speial ase of a nonsingular germ (S; 0)(3.1.1) Fix a nonsingular surfae germ (S; 0) and a nononstant regularfuntion f on it, satisfying f(0) = 0. Before stating the MonodromyConjeture, we sketh the de�nition of loal monodromy. It is importantto note that the following de�nition, as well as Theorem 3.1.1.1 below,also apply to the situation of arbitrary normal surfae germs.Fix b 2 S with f(b) = 0. Suppose that (S; b) is embedded in (C N ; b),for some suÆiently large N 2 N. Let B � C N be a small enough ballwith enter b; the restrition fj(B\S) is a topologial �bration over a smallenough pointed dis D � C n f0g with enter 0. The �ber M(f;b) of this�bration is alled the Milnor �ber. The ounterlokwise generator ofthe fundamental group of D indues an endomorphism of H �(M(f;b); C )



62 Chapter 3. The Monodromy Conjeturewhih is alled the loal monodromy of f at b. By an eigenvalue of theloal monodromy of f at b we mean an eigenvalue of the monodromyation on (at least) one of the Hq(M(f;b); C ) for q 2 f0; 1g.We will only need the following formula (of A'Campo) in terms of anembedded resolution h : X ! S of f�1f0g in (S; 0).(3.1.1.1) Theorem ([1, Th�eor�eme 3℄ and [33, Theorem II.1.3℄). For b 2f�1f0g let Pq(t) denote the harateristi polynomial of the monodromyation on Hq(M(f;b); C ) for q 2 f0; 1g. ThenP1(t)P0(t) =Yi2T(1� tNi)��(EÆi \h�1fbg):Note that a similar formula always exists for a variety germ (V; 0) and aregular funtion f on it whenever the singular lous Vsing of V is ontainedin f�1f0g; see [33, Theorem II.1.3℄.Now we are able to state the Monodromy Conjeture. We give theformulation for Ztop(f; s); the onjetures for ZHod(f; s) and Zmot(f; s)are ompletely analogous.(3.1.1.2) Monodromy Conjeture. Let f be a nononstant regularfuntion on a nonsingular surfae germ (S; 0) with f(0) = 0 and letsÆ 2 Q . If sÆ is a pole of Ztop(f; s), then e2�isÆ is an eigenvalue of theloal monodromy of f at some point of f�1f0g.When S = A 2 and f is a polynomial in two variables, this onjeture hasalready been proved by Loeser [25℄. In fat, Loeser proved the analogousstatement for Igusa's loal zeta funtion, from whih the stated resultfollows, see also Remark 3.1.4(ii). Reall that Igusa originally onjeturedthe general assertion on A n for his loal zeta funtion. We will now giveour own and very elementary proof of Conjeture 3.1.1.2. We will use thefollowing well-known lemma.(3.1.2) Lemma. Let E1; : : : ; Er be nonsingular, omplete urves on anonsingular surfae, suh that Sri=1Ei is onneted and has only normal



3.1 The speial ase of a nonsingular germ (S; 0) 63rossings. For eah i 2 f1; : : : ; rg we put EÆi := Ei n Sj 6=iEj. Then wehave rXi=1 �(EÆi ) � 0;exept when Sri=1Ei is a tree onsisting of rational urves. Moreover, inthe latter ase we have Pri=1 �(EÆi ) = 2.Proof. First suppose that at least one of the urves Ei is non-rational,say for example E1. We will use some indution argument on r. Whenr = 1, we obviously have�(EÆ1) = �(E1) = 2� 2g1 � 0;where g1 denotes the genus of E1. For arbitrary r, we an use the indu-tion hypothesis on the r � 1 �rst urves, yielding thatr�1Xi=1 �( eEi) � 0;where eEi stands for Ei n r�1[j=1j 6=i Ej:Clearly �(EÆi ) � �( eEi) for i 2 f1; : : : ; r� 1g. Sine Sri=1Ei is onneted,we see that �(EÆr ) � 1 and that there exists at least one i 2 f1; : : : ; r�1gsatisfying �(EÆi ) � �( eEi)� 1. Then we haverXi=1 �(EÆi ) � �(EÆr )� 1 + r�1Xi=1 �( eEi)� 0:Now suppose that all urves Ei are rational. Again, building up theon�guration Sri=1Ei by introduing one by one the urves Ei, we obtainthat always Pri=1 �(EÆi ) � 2 and that Pri=1 �(EÆi ) � 0 as soon as thereis a yle of rational urves in the on�guration. On the other hand,when Sri=1Ei is a tree onsisting of rational urves, the same indutionargument will easily reveal that Pri=1 �(EÆi ) = 2. �



64 Chapter 3. The Monodromy Conjeture(3.1.3) Proof of Conjeture 3.1.1.2 for Zmot(f; s). We use the notationof Chapter 1 for the minimal embedded resolution h : X ! S of f�1f0gin (S; 0). Suppose that sÆ 2 Q is a pole of Zmot(f; s). Then we know byRemark 2.4.6(i) that either sÆ = � 1Ni for some irreduible omponent Eiof the strit transform of f�1f0g (Case 1), or sÆ = � �iNi for some (rational)exeptional urve Ei interseting at least three times other omponents(Case 2). The �rst ase is easy. Indeed, let b 2 S be any point, di�erentfrom 0, on the irreduible omponent of f�1f0g whose strit transform byh is preisely Ei. Theorem 3.1.1.1 for example then yields that the zerosof 1� tNiare eigenvalues of the loal monodromy of f at b, implying that e2�isÆ =e2�i(� 1Ni ) is suh a monodromy eigenvalue.Now we suppose that Case 2 is satis�ed, but Case 1 is not. Denotethe in Case 2 postulated urve by EiÆ . Consider the formula of A'Campofor b = 0, stating that the alternating produt of the harateristi poly-nomials of the loal monodromy of f at 0 is equal toYi2Te(1� tNi)��(EÆi ):Write sÆ = �ad ;where a and d are two natural numbers whih are relatively prime. So weare obviously espeially interested in the urves Ei whih satisfy djNi. Wemay as well assume that d - Ni for i 2 Ts, sine for the other possibilitywe an use a very similar treatment as for Case 1.Clearly it is suÆient to prove thatXi2TedjNi �(EÆi ) < 0:First note that eah onneted omponent of N := Si2Te;djNi Ei ontainsat least one urve interseting at least two times other omponents Ejwith d - Nj . Here we use the well-known relation �N =Pri=1Ni, whereE is an exeptional urve interseting r times other omponents Ei, fori = 1; : : : ; r, and where �� denotes the self-intersetion number of E.This relation an easily be dedued by interseting the prinipal divisor



3.1 The speial ase of a nonsingular germ (S; 0) 65Pi2T NiEi with E; see also [40, Lemma 2.3℄. By Lemma 3.1.2 we obtainthat Xi2I �(EÆi ) � 0for every onneted omponent Si2I Ei of N , the equality only ourringwhen Si2I Ei is a tree (onsisting of rational urves and) intersetingSj2T;d-Nj Ej exatly twie. We will now show that for the onnetedomponent M = Si2IM Ei of N ontaining EiÆ we ertainly haveXi2IM �(EÆi ) < 0;�nishing the proof of Conjeture 3.1.1.2.Suppose that Pi2IM �(EÆi ) = 0, or equivalently that M is a tree(onsisting of rational urves and) interseting Sj2T;d-Nj Ej exatly twie.Obviously those two interseting points have to belong to the same urveE1 of M . We distinguish two possibilities. First, suppose that EiÆ = E1.Then there still is at least one omponent E2 of M interseting EiÆ . ByEquation 1.6.5 we know that kXi=1 �i = k � 2;where the summation runs over all urves Ei interseting EiÆ , the notation�i stands for �i+sÆNi and k � 3 denotes the number of urves intersetingEiÆ . We also know by Lemma 2.1.6 that all �i < 1. The ombination ofthose two fats easily results in the inequality �i > �1. Sine moreover�2 = �2 + sÆN2 = �2 � adN2 2 Z;we obtain that �2 = 0 and hene thatsÆ = � �2N2 :With similar arguments we see that E2 also has to interset anotheromponent of M , say E3, and that in addition� �2N2 = � �3N3 :



66 Chapter 3. The Monodromy ConjetureRepeating the same proedure seems to produe an in�nite hain, whihof ourse ontradits the �niteness of the resolution graph.Now suppose that EiÆ 6= E1. Then there are at least three omponentsof M interseting EiÆ . For eah of them we an start the same proedureas above. Sine there is only one urve inM whih intersets omponentsEj with d - Nj , we obviously end up with the same ontradition. �(3.1.4) Remarks.(i) In exatly the same way one an prove Conjeture 3.1.1.2 for thezeta funtions Ztop(f; s) and ZHod(f; s).(ii) Let f 2 F [x1; x2℄ n F for some (big enough) number �eld. To anyp-adi ompletion K of F one assoiates Igusa's loal zeta funtionZK(f; s), whih is the meromorphi ontinuation to C ofs 7�! ZP 2K jf(x)js jdxj ;for <(s) > 0, where PK denotes the maximal ideal of the valuationring RK of K. For some more detailed explanation we refer toSetion 6.5.Again we onsider the minimal embedded resolution. Reall theresult of Loeser [25℄ stating that if sÆ is a pole of ZK(f; s), then<(sÆ) = � 1Ni for some irreduible omponent Ei of the strit trans-form of f�1f0g or <(sÆ) = � �iNi for some exeptional urve Ei in-terseting at least three times other omponents. For almost allompletions K of F (i.e., for all exept a �nite number) one analso easily hek this by hand using the formula for ZK(f; s) inTheorem 6.5.1.1. So we an use exatly the same arguments as inthe previous proof to obtain the orretness of the following (origi-nal) p-adi version of the Monodromy Conjeture.For almost all ompletions K of F , if sÆ is a pole of ZK(f; s),then e2�i<(sÆ) is an eigenvalue of the loal monodromy of f at someomplex point of f�1f0g.



3.2 The general ase 67It is also interesting to note that the following geometri determina-tion is still true for almost all ompletionsK of F , see [34, Corollary3.3℄ and [35, Theorem III.4.1℄. A rational number sÆ is a pole ofZK(f; s) if and only if sÆ = � 1Ni for some irreduible omponent Eiof the strit transform of f�1f0g or sÆ = � �iNi for some exeptionalurve Ei interseting at least three times other omponents.3.2 The general ase(3.2.1) In this setion we will see what happens when we proeed to thease of normal surfae germs (S; 0). Veys already showed [40, Example2.8℄ that the assertion in (3.1.1.2) is in general not true for singular sur-faes S. In [40, Subsetion 2.9℄ he proposes to investigate the followingadaptation of the Monodromy Conjeture for normal surfae germs. Let denote the least ommon denominator of the log disrepanies �i, i 2 Te;it is independent of the hosen resolution. Let sÆ be a pole of Ztop(f; s);is then e2�isÆ an eigenvalue of the loal monodromy of f at some pointof f�1f0g ?Here we will mainly work on this question of Veys. We will �rstonsider the situation that all the log disrepanies are atually integral,inluding of ourse the Gorenstein singularities. Obviously this onditionis independent of the hosen resolution. Note that in this ase the aboveinteger  is equal to 1 and we �nd ourselves with the usual formulationof the Monodromy Conjeture. We have the following aÆrmative answerfor the nonpositive poles of Ztop(f; s).(3.2.2) Theorem. Let f be a nononstant regular funtion on a normalsurfae germ (S; 0) with f(0) = 0 and suppose that all log disrepaniesare integral. Let sÆ 2 Q�0 . If sÆ is a pole of Ztop(f; s), then e2�isÆ is aneigenvalue of the loal monodromy of f at some point of f�1f0g.Remark. The same theorem (and proof) will hold for ZHod(f; s) andZmot(f; s).Proof. We use the notation of Chapter 1 for the minimal embeddedresolution h : X ! S of f�1f0g in (S; 0). First remark that e2�i0 = 1



68 Chapter 3. The Monodromy Conjetureis always an eigenvalue of the loal monodromy of f at any point b off�1f0g di�erent from 0.For the negative poles we an opy word for word the argumentationin the proof of Conjeture 3.1.1.2. �(3.2.3) Bearing in mind the details of the proof of Conjeture 3.1.1.2(and of Theorem 3.2.2) we are led to introdue the following de�nition.Fix an arbitrary embedded resolution h : X ! S of f�1f0g in (S; 0) andlet d 2 N n f0g. We will say that the pair (f ; (S; 0)) is bad for d when(i) d - Ni for i 2 Ts,(ii) all onneted omponents Si2I Ei of Si2Te;djNi Ei are trees onsist-ing of rational urves and(iii) eah of these trees Si2I Ei intersets Sj2T;d-Nj Ej exatly twie.One easily veri�es that this ondition is independent of the hosen reso-lution. Note moreover that in ondition (iii) the two intersetion pointsneessarily have to belong to the same urve of the tree Si2I Ei.(3.2.4) Let us now look at the most general ase of an arbitrary non-onstant regular funtion f on an arbitrary normal surfae germ (S; 0)with f(0) = 0 and an arbitrary rational number sÆ. Write sÆ = a=d forsome numbers a 2 Z and d 2 N n f0g whih are relatively prime. We anrepeat more or less the previous proof up to the situation that d - Ni fori 2 Ts and that we still have to prove that at least one of the onnetedomponents Si2I Ei of N := Si2Te;djNi Ei satis�esXi2I �(EÆi ) < 0:Note that by Lemma 3.1.2 we already know that Pi2I �(EÆi ) � 0 forevery onneted omponent of N . At this stage the point is not only thatwe annot follow anymore the details of the proof of Conjeture 3.1.1.2(and of Theorem 3.2.2), but also that we will be able to show that whensÆ > 0 or  > 1 suh a desired onneted omponent of N does not needto exist, see Example 3.2.5 and Example 3.2.6. Obviously, imposing the



3.2 The general ase 69negation of the above \geometri" badness ondition immediately resultsin the following proposition.(3.2.4.1) Proposition. Let f be a nononstant regular funtion on anormal surfae germ (S; 0) with f(0) = 0. Let sÆ 2 Q and write sÆ = a=dfor some numbers a 2 Z and d 2 N n f0g whih are relatively prime. Sup-pose that the pair (f ; (S; 0))is not bad for d. Then we have the following.If sÆ is a pole of Ztop(f; s), then e2�isÆ is an eigenvalue of the loal mon-odromy of f at some point of f�1f0g.Exatly the same omments (and examples) apply to the question ofVeys involving the least ommon denominator  of the log disrepanies�i, i 2 Te. Here the statement is as follows.(3.2.4.2) Proposition. Let f be a nononstant regular funtion ona normal surfae germ (S; 0) with f(0) = 0 and denote by  the leastommon denominator of the log disrepanies �i, i 2 Te. Let sÆ 2 Qand write sÆ = a=d for some numbers a 2 Z and d 2 N n f0g whih arerelatively prime. Suppose that the pair (f ; (S; 0))is not bad for d. Thenwe have the following.If sÆ is a pole of Ztop(f; s), then e2�isÆ is an eigenvalue of the loalmonodromy of f at some point of f�1f0g.Remark. The same propositions hold for ZHod(f; s) and Zmot(f; s).(3.2.5) Example. We will give here a onsiderable indiation that inProposition 3.2.4.1 and Proposition 3.2.4.2 the ondition on the pair(f ; (S; 0)) of being not bad an not be omitted, providing a negativeanswer to the question of Veys in [40, Subsetion 2.9℄. This �rst examplewill provide a situation with  = 1 (meaning that all log disrepanies areintegral) and sÆ > 0. Note that in this ase both propositions atuallyoinide.We use again Theorem 2.1.13 and its notation. Put n = 6, g1 = g2 =



70 Chapter 3. The Monodromy Conjetureg3 = g4 = g5 = g6 = 0 andB = 0BBBBBBB� �4 0 1 0 0 00 �2 1 0 0 01 1 �1 1 0 00 0 1 �6 1 10 0 0 1 �3 00 0 0 1 0 �2
1CCCCCCCA :Then there exists a normal surfae germ (S; 0) and a good resolutionh : X ! S realizing six exeptional urves Ei, i = 1; : : : ; 6, equippedwith the spei�ed data. Suppose that E is a prime divisor on X withE �E1 = E �E2 = E �E3 = E �E4 = E �E5 = 0 and E �E6 = 1. As usual,we onsider E as the strit transform of a urve germ C on S, this timewith (1; 7) as numerial data. Then the embedded resolution graph hasthe following form :

E3 E5
E2E1

E6E4E
X

Figure 8Solve the equations for the numerial data. This yields�1 = �1; �2 = �2; �3 = �5; �4 = �1; �5 = �6 = 0;N1 = 3; N2 = 6; N3 = 12; N4 = 3; N5 = 1; N6 = 5:Consequently Ztop(f; s) = �24� 35s+ 273s2(�1 + 3s)(�5 + 12s)(1 + 7s) ;



3.2 The general ase 71implying that sÆ = � �4N4 = 13 is a pole (of order 1) of Ztop(f; s). Remarkthat for ZHod(f; s) this is also lear by Theorem 2.2.4, sine�3 + sÆN3 = �1 6= 1; �5 + sÆN5 = 13 6= 1 and �6 + sÆN6 = 53 6= 1:Nevertheless, the omplex number e2�isÆ is neither a zero nor a pole ofone of the following expressions : 11� t7 ;6Yi=1 (1� tNi)��(EÆi ) = (1� t12)(1� t3)(1� t3)(1 � t6)(1� t) = 1 + t61� t :The reason that at the beginning of this example we only talked about aonsiderable indiation and not about an atual ounterexample, is thatwe do not know whether or not there exists a regular funtion on (S; 0)realizing the urve germ C on S (together with its numerial data). But ifthere exists suh a regular funtion f , this example provides a topologialzeta funtion having sÆ = 13 as a pole without e2�isÆ being an eigenvalueof the loal monodromy of f .(3.2.6) Example. We end this hapter with an example in whih theleast ommon denominator  of the log disrepanies is not equal to 1.We proeed ompletely in the same way as in the previous example, butthis time we put n = 5, g1 = g2 = g3 = g4 = g5 = 0 andB = 0BBBBB� �2 0 1 0 00 �2 1 0 01 1 �3 1 00 0 1 �2 10 0 0 1 �6
1CCCCCA :The prime divisor E on X has to satisfy E�E1 = E�E2 = E�E3 = E�E5 = 0and E �E4 = 1, and we assoiate to it the numerial data (1; 16). Thisyields an embedded resolution graph of the following form :



72 Chapter 3. The Monodromy Conjeture
E3 E5

E2E1
E E4

X

Figure 9The numerial data are�1 = �2 = 1732 ; �3 = 116 ; �4 = 18 ; �5 = 316 ;N1 = N2 = 3; N3 = 6; N4 = 12; N5 = 2:Hene the least ommon denominator  of the rational numbers �i is 32.Also remark that the singularity (S; 0) is log terminal. Sine�3N3 = �4N4 = 196 ;we know that sÆ = � 196 is a pole (of order 2) of Ztop(f; s). Nevertheless,the omplex number e2�isÆ = e2�i(�1=3) is neither a zero nor a pole ofone of the following expressions : 11� t16 ;5Yi=1 (1� tNi)��(EÆi ) = (1� t6)(1� t12)(1� t3)2(1� t2) = (1 + t3)2(1 + t6)1� t2 :Sine (S; 0) is a rational singularity, there ertainly exists a regular fun-tion f on (S; 0) realizing the divisor 16C, where again C := h(E). Henewe have a topologial zeta funtion Ztop(f; s) with sÆ = � 196 as a pole,but without e2�isÆ being an eigenvalue of the loal monodromy of f .Again this shows the neessity of the ondition on (f ; (S; 0)) in Proposi-tion 3.2.4.2 of being not bad. The same note also applies to Proposition3.2.4.1, heking this time that e2�isÆ = e2�i(�1=96) is not an eigenvalue ofthe loal monodromy of f .



Part IIHypersurfaes in then-dimensional aÆne spae





Introdution to Part II(ii.1) Let f 2 C [x; y℄ n C with f(0) = 0 and let h : X ! A 2C be anembedded resolution of f�1f0g in the germ (A 2C ; 0) of A 2C at the origin,onstruted by suessive blowing-ups. Denote by Ei, i 2 T = Te [ Ts,the irreduible omponents of h�1(f�1f0g), where Ei is an irreduibleomponent of the exeptional divisor for i 2 Te and of the strit transformof f�1f0g in X for i 2 Ts. For eah i 2 T we denote by Ni and �i � 1the multipliities of Ei in the divisor on X of f Æ h and h�(dx ^ dy),respetively. To f one assoiates the zeta funtionZHod(f; s) := Xi2TeH(EÆi ) uv � 1(uv)�i+sNi � 1 +Xfi;jg�T H(Ei \Ej) (uv � 1)2((uv)�i+sNi � 1)((uv)�j+sNj � 1) ;where EÆi := Ei n Sj 6=iEj and H(�) denotes the Hodge polynomial. Foreah variety V this Hodge polynomialH(V ) is a polynomial over Z in twovariables u and v, see (1.5(ii)). Note that the expression above should beonsidered as a rational funtion in the variable T = (uv)�s.(ii.2) We are interested in the poles of ZHod(f; s) and in partiular inthe question whether or not one an deide \geometrially" when a givenandidate pole � �iNi , i 2 T , is a pole. Here we say that a rational numberq is a pole if (uv)�q is, onsidering ZHod(f; s) as a rational funtion in thevariable T = (uv)�s. In this ase of two variables Veys already provedthe following omplete geometri determination of the poles.



76 Introdution to Part II(ii.2.1) Theorem ([38, Theorem 4.3℄). Let h be theminimal embeddedresolution of f�1f0g in (A 2C ; 0). Then a rational number sÆ is a pole ofZHod(f; s) if and only if sÆ = � 1Ni for some irreduible omponent Ei ofthe strit transform of f�1f0g or sÆ = � �iNi for some exeptional urve Eiinterseting at least three times other omponents.In fat Veys proved this result for the so-alled topologial zeta funtion,see for example (4.3) for the de�nition of this funtion; but it only needsa trivial veri�ation to see that this immediately implies Theorem ii.2.1.The theorem also holds for an arbitrary embedded resolution, at leastwhen we replae the ondition \interseting at least three times otheromponents" by \interseting at least three times other omponents Ejwith �j � �iNiNj 6= 1".The expression for ZHod(f; s) in (ii.1) in terms of an embedded resolutionyields a list of the possible poles of ZHod(f; s); namely f� �iNi j i 2 Tg. Nowit is striking that very often a lot of these andidate poles are atually notreally a pole. This fat would be eluidated if the following MonodromyConjeture is true.(ii.2.2) Monodromy Conjeture. If sÆ is a pole of ZHod(f; s), thene2�isÆ is an eigenvalue of the loal monodromy of f at some point off�1f0g.By the formula of A'Campo [1, Theorem 3℄ we have that the alternatingprodut of all harateristi polynomials of the loal monodromy of f at0 is Yi2Te (1� tNi)��(EÆi ):Relating this fat with the Monodromy Conjeture it is not too surprisingthat preisely the exeptional (rational) urves Ei interseting at leastthree times other omponents laim a speial plae in Theorem ii.2.1, asthey are preisely the ones satisfying ��(EÆi ) > 0.(ii.3) In this part of the thesis we mainly look what happens when weproeed to the situation of higher dimensions; in partiular we are inter-ested in generalizations of Theorem ii.2.1. The notations for arbitrary



Introdution to Part II 77dimensions will be very similar to those introdued in (ii.1) for the aseof two variables, see Chapter 4. To any polynomial f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn℄ n Cwith f(0) = 0 we assoiate the zeta funtionZHod(f; s) := XI�T H(EÆI \ h�1f0g)Yi2I uv � 1(uv)�i+sNi � 1 ;given in terms of an embedded resolution h : X ! A nC of f�1f0g in A nCand where EI := Ti2I Ei and EÆI := EI nSj2TnI Ej .Remark that Theorem ii.2.1 atually gives a statement about the polesof order 1 and 2. The following theorem is a remarkable generalizationfor arbitrary dimensions, onerning the poles of order n� 1 and n.Theorem. Let n 2 N�3 , f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn℄ n C and sÆ 2 Q . Fix anembedded resolution h : X ! A nC of f�1f0g in A nC and use the notationof Chapter 4. Let F1; : : : ; Fs be exatly the irreduible omponents ofall the urves EI satisfying h(EI) = f0g and sÆ = � �iNi for i 2 I, whereI � T with jIj = n� 1. Then sÆ is a pole of ZHod(f; s) of order n� 1 orn if and only if(i) there is a speial point for sÆ, or(ii) there is a non-rational urve Fi, or(iii) there is a rational urve Fi interseting at least three times otheromponents Ej with �j + sÆNj 6= 1, or(iv) there is a yle of rational urves Fi.For the notion of speial point, see De�nition 5.2.7.1 and Subsetion5.2.11. For the time being one should only note that for n = 2 a speialpoint an be interpreted as an intersetion point of an irreduible om-ponent Ei of the strit transform of f�1f0g satisfying sÆ = � �iNi with anexeptional urve Ej satisfying sÆ 6= � �jNj and h(Ej) = f0g. With thisinterpretation the theorem above will also hold for n = 2 (exept in thease of a node), obviously yielding a statement equivalent to Theoremii.2.1; see Remark 5.2.11.2 for more details.



78 Introdution to Part II(ii.4) Fix an exeptional variety E with h(E) = f0g and suppose thatnone of the interseting varieties Ei, i 2 T , indues the same andidatepole as E. Consider again the Monodromy Conjeture and the formula ofA'Campo. From this point of view the framework of Veys in [37℄, wherehe wants to prove (for n = 3) that the ontribution R of E to the residueat � �N vanishes when �(EÆ) = 0, seems to be very natural. Workingwith p-adi prinipal value integrals Denef and Jaobs also arrived at theonjeture that, under ertain onditions (one of them saying that for anyomponent Ei interseting E the number �i� �NNi is not an integer), thevanishing of �(EÆ) will imply the vanishing of (the p-adi analogue of)R; see [8, Conjeture 1.2.2℄. They were already able to prove it in thease of real prinipal value integrals.Our point of interest here is mainly the other impliation, i.e.,(�(EÆ) 6= 0) ) (R 6= 0); or perhaps(�(EÆ) maximal) ) (R 6= 0):For the notion of logarithmi Kodaira dimension �(�), see De�nition 5.4.4;for urves these dimensions are given in Figure 10 below. Reall that forn = 3 the maximality of �(EÆ) implies that �(EÆ) > 0, at least whenthe divisor on E onsisting of the intersetions with the other surfaesEi, i 2 T , has a onneted support, see for example [14, Proposition2℄. In general, the logarithmi Kodaira dimension �(V ) of a nonsingularvariety V an only take on the values �1; 0; 1; : : : ;dim(V ). Hene themaximality of the logarithmi Kodaira dimension of EÆ is equivalent tothe ondition that �(EÆ) = dim(EÆ).�(C) C�1 P1; A 10 (projetive) ellipti urve,A 1 n fpointg1 the othersFigure 10Some plausibility for these possible impliations is provided by the follow-ing remarks. First, when we extend a given resolution by a superuous



Introdution to Part II 79blowing-up, with exeptional variety E, the logarithmi Kodaira dimen-sion �(EÆ) will not be maximal. Seondly, onsider the ase of urves,i.e., n = 2, and in partiular Theorem ii.2.1. One of the main parts in theproof of this theorem shows that an exeptional (rational) urve E inter-seting at least three times other omponents has to have R 6= 0. But inFigure 10 we have seen that this ondition on E is preisely equivalentto �(EÆ) = 1 = dim(EÆ). A similar remark will hold for the situationof regular funtions on normal surfae germs, see Part I. In (5.4.5) and(5.4.6) we give a more detailed motivation. Finally reall that in [26,Subsetion 6.6℄ also Loeser inluded the maximality of the logarithmiKodaira dimension in his onditions.For n = 3 we an prove the following result.(ii.4.1) Theorem. Let f 2 C [x1 ; x2; x3℄nC . Fix an embedded resolutionh : X ! A 3C of f�1f0g in A 3C and use the notation of Chapter 4. LetE be a non-rational exeptional surfae with h(E) = f0g and numerialdata (�;N). Let Fi, i = 1; : : : ; r, be the irreduible omponents of theintersetions E \ Ek, k 2 T , where Ek is another exeptional surfae oran irreduible omponent of the strit transform of f�1f0g. When Fi is aomponent of E \Ek(i), then we put �i := �k(i) � �NNk(i). Suppose that�i 6= 0; 1 for eah i 2 f1; : : : ; rg. If �(EÆ) = 2, then the ontribution Rof E to the residue of ZHod(f; s) at � �N is nonzero.The last hapter will be devoted ompletely to one new tehnique. Insteadof giving some extra onditions to enable ourselves to prove the statedimpliations, we will modify the anteedene \a bit" and prove the newobtained impliations in omplete generality. The statement is as follows.(ii.4.2) Theorem. Let f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn℄nC . Fix an embedded resolutionh : X ! A nC of f�1f0g in A nC and use the notation of Chapter 4. Let Ebe an exeptional variety with h(E) = f0g and numerial data (�;N).Let Fi, i = 1; : : : ; r, be the irreduible omponents of the intersetionsE \Ek, k 2 T , where Ek is another exeptional variety or an irreduibleomponent of the strit transform of f�1f0g. When Fi is a omponent ofE \Ek(i), then we put �i := �k(i)� �NNk(i). Suppose that �i 6= 0 for eah



80 Introdution to Part IIi 2 f1; : : : ; rg. Then we have0�XI�S �(F ÆI )Qi2I �i 6= 01A ) (R 6= 0):Here we denote by R the ontribution of E to the residue of ZHod(f; s)at � �N and by S the set fi 2 f1; : : : ; rg j�i 2 Zg. Furthermore F ÆI standsfor Ti2I Fi nSj2f1;:::;rgnI Fj .Remark that when S = ;, the theorem preisely yields the startling im-pliation (�(EÆ) 6= 0)) (R 6= 0):Even only this partiular ase of Theorem ii.4.2 gives us muh more thanwe had ever hoped for, espeially when one takes into aount the gen-erality it is stated in. Perhaps this gives an indiation that also for theimpliation we started with in (ii.4), i.e., the reverse impliation, oneshould replae �(EÆ) by the expression in Theorem ii.4.2.Further, the ourrene of the set S, seleting the integers among thenumbers �i, is not very surprising. Indeed, while studying the zeta fun-tions we already observed in onrete examples that this set often reatesuriosities; we will treat some easy ones in the omments in Setion 6.1.Also note that Loeser too, in a paper onerning the roots of Bernsteinpolynomials [26℄, has to pay speial attention to these integral numbers�i; he even has to suppose there that S = ;.As it will turn out, our tehnique will also make it possible to \add severalontributions", to give analogous results for the motivi zeta funtion, togive an appliation onerning Igusa's loal zeta funtion and even toprove similar results for the poles of higher order. Moreover, almost allthese fats will remain true when we onsider the zeta funtions assoi-ated to an e�etive Q-Cartier divisor D on a Q-Gorenstein variety withsingular lous ontained in SuppD, see [42℄ for their de�nition. We on-lude by stating a remarkable orollary of the possibility to \add severalontributions".(ii.4.3) Theorem. Let f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn℄ n C and let sÆ 2 Q . Fix anembedded resolution h : X ! A nC of f�1f0g in A nC and use the notation ofChapter 4. Let Ej , j = 1; : : : ; k, be preisely the irreduible omponents



Introdution to Part II 81of h�1(f�1f0g) satisfying sÆ = � �jNj . Let F (j)i , i = 1; : : : ; rj , be theirreduible omponents of the intersetions Ej \El for l 2 T n fjg. WhenF (j)i is a omponent of Ej \ E(j)l(i), then we put �(j)i := �(j)l(i) + sÆN (j)l(i).Suppose that �(j)i =2 Z for eah j 2 f1; : : : ; kg and i 2 f1; : : : ; rjg satisfyingF (j)i \ h�1f0g 6= ;.If there exists an exeptional variety Ej satisfying j 2 f1; : : : ; kg, h(Ej) =f0g and �(EÆj ) 6= 0, then sÆ is a pole of ZHod(f; s).





Chapter 4Preliminaries(4.1) Let f be a nononstant polynomial over C in n variables, i.e.,f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn℄nC . An embedded resolution of f�1f0g in A nC onsists of anonsingular varietyX and a proper birational morphism h : X ! A nC suhthat the restrition h : Xnh�1(f�1f0g) �! A nC nf�1f0g is an isomorphismand h�1(f�1f0g) has only normal rossings inX. An embedded resolutionalways exists in harateristi zero by Hironaka [16℄.A redued losed subsheme E of everywhere odimension one of anonsingular variety X is said to have only normal rossings with a losedsubsheme D of X, if for all x 2 D there exists a regular system ofparameters t1; : : : ; tn in the loal ring OX;x of X at x suh that the idealin OX;x of eah irreduible omponent of E ontaining x is generated byone of the ti, and the ideal of D in OX;x is generated by some of the ti.When D = X we say that E has only normal rossings.(4.2) Fix an embedded resolution h : X ! A nC of f�1f0g in A nC fora given polynomial f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn℄ n C . Let Ei, i 2 T = Te [ Ts,be the (redued) irreduible omponents of h�1(f�1f0g), where Ei is a(redued) irreduible omponent of the exeptional divisor for i 2 Te andof the strit transform of f�1f0g in X for i 2 Ts. For eah i 2 T , let Niand �i � 1 be the multipliities of Ei in the divisor on X of f Æ h andh�(dx1 ^ � � � ^ dxn), respetively. The (�i; Ni), for i 2 T , are alled thenumerial data of the resolution (X;h). Although we denote by de�nitionthe irreduible omponents of h�1(f�1f0g) by Ei, we will often denote



84 Chapter 4. Preliminariesthem freely byE, E0i , E(j)i , E[m℄i , et etera. For the numerial data we thenuse the orresponding notation (�;N), (� 0i ; N 0i ), (�(j)i ; N (j)i ), (� [m℄i ; N [m℄i ),et etera. For i 2 T and I � T we denoteEÆi := Ei n[j 6=iEj; EI :=\i2IEi and EÆI := EI n [j2TnIEj:In partiular when I = ;, we have E; = X. Remark that X is the disjointunion of the EÆI .Let Ej be an irreduible omponent of h�1(f�1f0g) and let Fi, i =1; : : : ; r, be the irreduible omponents of the intersetions Ej \ Ek fork 2 T n fjg. For i 2 f1; : : : ; rg and I � f1; : : : ; rg we will also denoteF Æi := Fi n[j 6=iFj ; FI :=\i2I Fi and F ÆI := FI n [j2f1;:::;rgnI Fj :In partiular when I = ;, we have F; = E.(4.3) Let f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn℄ n C with f(0) = 0 and let h : X ! A nC be anembedded resolution of f�1f0g in A nC . The zeta funtion on the level ofHodge polynomials assoiated to f is de�ned asZHod(f; s) :=XI�T H(EÆI \ h�1f0g)Yi2I uv � 1(uv)�i+sNi � 1 2 Q(u; v)(T );where H(�) denotes the Hodge polynomial and where we onsider (uv)�sas a variable T ; see also (1.5(ii)). When we replae h�1f0g byX in this ex-pression, we obtain the de�nition of the global zeta funtion ZHod;gl(f; s)on the level of Hodge polynomials.Another interesting singularity invariant of f�1f0g is the topologialzeta funtion [9℄. It is de�ned asZtop(f; s) :=XI�T �(EÆI \ h�1f0g)Yi2I 1�i + sNi 2 Q(s);where �(�) denotes the topologial Euler harateristi. Also here wehave a global variant Ztop;gl(f; s), obtained by replaing h�1f0g by X.The zeta funtion ZHod(f; s) is a �ner invariant than Ztop(f; s); indeed,



85we an speialize ZHod(f; s) into Ztop(f; s), heuristially by taking thelimit u; v ! 1.We are espeially interested in the poles of these zeta funtions. Forthe topologial zeta funtion the notion of pole is immediately lear; forthe zeta funtion on the level of Hodge polynomials we say that a rationalnumber q is pole if (uv)�q is, onsidering ZHod(f; s) as a rational funtionin the variable T = (uv)�s. Being the only possible poles, we will allthe elements of the set f� �iNi j i 2 Tg the andidate poles. So, to eahirreduible omponent Ei of h�1(f�1f0g) we assoiate one andidate pole,namely the rational number � �iNi . One should remark that for the (loal)zeta funtions ZHod(f; s) and Ztop(f; s) a andidate pole sÆ an only bea pole when there exists a omponent Ei with sÆ = � �iNi and satisfyingEi \ h�1f0g 6= ;.(4.4) Let f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn℄ n C . We �x an embedded resolution h : X !A nC of f�1f0g in A nC in the sense of Hironaka's Main Theorem II [16,p. 142℄ by means of blowing-ups. We explain what we mean by this.Set X0 = A nC and Y [0℄ = f�1f0g. For i = 0; : : : ;m� 1 we have a �nitesuession of blowing-ups gi : Xi+1 ! Xi with irreduible nonsingularenter Di � Xi and exeptional variety E[i+1℄i+1 � Xi+1 subjet to thefollowing onditions. Let E[i+1℄j and Y [i+1℄ denote the strit transform ofE[i℄j and Y [i℄, respetively, in Xi+1 by gi for j = 1; : : : ; i.Then(1) X = Xm and h = g0 Æ � � � Æ gm�1;(2) for i = 0; : : : ;m� 1 we have Di � Y [i℄, odim(Di;Xi) � 2, and themultipliity on Y [i℄ of all x 2 Di equals the maximal multipliity onY [i℄ (i.e., �x(Y [i℄) = maxy2Y [i℄ �y(Y [i℄) for all x 2 Di);(3) [1�j�iE[i℄j has only normal rossings and only normal rossingswith Di (in Xi) for i = 1; : : : ;m� 1; and(4) �[1�j�mE[m℄j �[ Y [m℄ = h�1(f�1f0g) has only normal rossings inXm and Y [m℄ is nonsingular. In partiular the irreduible ompo-nents of Y [m℄ are disjoint in twos.



86 Chapter 4. PreliminariesLet V be a losed subsheme of everywhere odimension one of anonsingular variety X. For all x 2 X we de�ne the multipliity �x(V )of x on V as the maximal integer m, suh that the m-th power of themaximal ideal of the loal ring OX;x of X at x ontains the ideal of V inOX;x.In this part we arti�ially let g0 be the blowing-up at the origin ofA nC , whatever the situation might be. Remark that now ondition (2)possibly fails for i = 0. Nevertheless, when one is only interested in aneighbourhood of the origin, one may as well assume that �0(f�1f0g)equals the maximal multipliity on f�1f0g and thus that ondition (2) issatis�ed after all, sine the set of points having stritly larger multipliitythan the origin is losed in A nC . From now on, when talking about anembedded resolution in the sense of Hironaka, we inlude this arti�ialstarting point. Obviously we an apply all the notations of (4.2) and (4.3)to this kind of embedded resolutions. For the exeptional variety E[i+1℄i+1 ,i = 0; : : : ;m� 1, of the blowing-up gi : Xi+1 ! Xi we also denote�E[i+1℄i+1 �Æ := E[i+1℄i+1 n��[ij=1E[i+1℄j � [ Y [i+1℄�:(4.4.1) Important notes. From now on we will mean by \embeddedresolution" an embedded resolution in the sense of Hironaka. When wewant to use a more arbitrary embedded resolution, as in (4.1), we willsimply say \arbitrary embedded resolution".In what follows we will often suppose, without expliitly mentioningit anymore, that a polynomial f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn℄ n C and an embeddedresolution h : X ! A nC (in the sense of Hironaka) are given. Reall thatwe will also always assume that f(0) = 0.When we talk about an exeptional variety without any further spe-i�ation we always mean an exeptional variety of the morphism h, i.e.,we onsider the �nal stage of the resolution proess. We should also notethat sometimes, by abuse of notation, we will denote a variety and itsstrit transform by a morphism in exatly the same way.(4.5) By our onstrution of the embedded resolution we obtain thath�1f0g = [j2J Ej



87for some subset J of T . Indeed, put g = g1 Æ � � � Æ gm�1.
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Figure 11Then h�1f0g = g�1(g�10 f0g) = g�1(E[1℄1 ). Hene all irreduible ompo-nents of h�1f0g have odimension 1 in X.Beause h is proper, we know by [19, Proposition 1.58(ii)(a)℄ thateah hypersurfae Ej, for j 2 J , is omplete. Sine h�1(f�1f0g) is losedin X, this also implies that all the intersetions EI , with I \ J 6= ;, areomplete. Note that these parts are preisely the ones that ontributeto the de�ning expression of the (loal) zeta funtions ZHod(f; s) andZtop(f; s).Reall the following easy fat. Let Y be a nonsingular variety ofdimension n and let V and W be losed subvarieties of Y of dimension rand n� 1, respetively, with r � n� 1. Then one of the following threepossibilities is satis�ed :(i) V �W ,(ii) V \W = ;, or(iii) eah irreduible omponent of V \W has dimension r � 1.By this we obviously have for a subset I of T either that EI = ; or thateah irreduible omponent of EI has dimension n� jIj.Everything in Subsetion 4.5 also applies to any intermediate stage ofthe resolution proess. We just have to assume in the remark onerningthe dimension that the union E1 [ � � � [Er of the irreduible omponentsof (g0 Æ � � � Æ gi)�1(f�1f0g) whose intersetion \rj=1Ej we are onsideringhas only normal rossings; otherwise we only know that eah irreduibleomponent of \rj=1Ej has dimension � n � r. When all omponentsEi, for i = 1; : : : ; r, are exeptional, the normal rossings ondition is



88 Chapter 4. Preliminariesobviously satis�ed; hene in this situation we always have an equalityinstead of the inequality above. We should also note here that we equipthese intersetion shemes with their redued indued losed subshemestruture.Remark that when h(E[m℄j ) = f0g, also the enter Dj�1 of the blowing-up gj�1 is omplete.(4.6) Fix i 2 f0; : : : ;m� 1g and set E = E[i+1℄i+1 , D = Di, � = gijE : E !D and k = odim (D;Xi). Let I be the ideal sheaf of D in Xi. Thenwe know by [15, Theorem II.8.24℄ that E, together with the induedprojetion map �, is isomorphi to the projetive spae bundle P(E) overD, assoiated to the loally free sheaf E = j�(I=I 2) of rank k on D,where j : D ! Xi denotes the inlusion of D in Xi.When n = 3, the enter D an only be a point or a nonsingularurve. If D is a point, then E �= P2; if D is a nonsingular urve, then Etogether with the morphism � : E ! D is a ruled surfae over D, see [15,Proposition V.2.2℄.We onlude by stating one of the relations of Veys between the nu-merial data.(4.6.1) Theorem ([36, Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 6.2℄). Let E0j , j =1; : : : ; s, be the redued irreduible omponents of the intersetions of Ewith Y [i+1℄ and E[i+1℄l for l 2 f1; : : : ; ig. Then the strit transform ofE0j in E[m℄i+1 by the onseutive gljE[l+1℄i+1 : E[l+1℄i+1 ! E[l℄i+1, i + 1 � l < m,is equal to some irreduible omponent of the intersetion of E[m℄i+1 withanother irreduible omponent of h�1(f�1f0g), say with Ek(j). Set �j :=�k(j) � �[m℄i+1N [m℄i+1Nk(j) for j 2 f1; : : : ; sg. ThensXj=1 dj(�j � 1) + k = 0;where dj , j = 1; : : : ; s; is the degree of the intersetion yle E0i �F on Ffor any �ber F �= Pk�1 of � : E ! D over a point of D.Let us onsider again the ase that n = 3. When D is a point, the numberdj is just the degree of the urve E0j in E �= P2. When D is a nonsingular



89urve, dj is nothing but the number of intersetions of the urve E0j witha general �ber F of �, see also [36, Example 6.6(b)℄.





Chapter 5SurfaesIn this hapter we onsider the ase of a polynomial f in three variables.In the �rst setion we briey introdue this situation of surfaes. InSetion 5.2 we give a omplete determination of the poles of ZHod(f; s)of order 2 and 3. Then we proeed to the andidate poles of order 1.We start in Setion 5.3 with some onditions on genera, whih should beful�lled when the ontribution of an exeptional surfae to the residueat our andidate pole is zero. These onditions will enable us in Setion5.5 to prove that the ontribution of a non-rational exeptional surfae Eto the residue at the assoiated andidate pole annot be zero, whenever�(EÆ) is maximal. In Setion 5.4 we give the de�nition and some easyomments about this logarithmi Kodaira dimension �(�).5.1 The situation of surfaes(5.1.1) In the ase of surfaes, i.e., f 2 C [x1 ; x2; x3℄, only a very lim-ited kind of exeptional surfaes an our. They arise either by blowingup at a point or by blowing up at an (irreduible) nonsingular urve.After their reation, they only \hange" when they have a nonempty in-tersetion with the enter D of a blowing-up appearing later on in theresolution proess. This intersetion onsists of a �nite number of points(or the whole urve D, but we may neglet this seond possibility sineblowing up a nonsingular surfae at a nonsingular urve results in an iso-morphi surfae). So one obtains the strit transform, i.e., the \hanged"



92 Chapter 5. Surfaesexeptional surfae, by performing on the surfae a �nite number of point-entered blowing-ups. Remember that this important fat is true sine atany stage in the resolution proess the already reated exeptional loushas only normal rossings with D, see [13, page 605℄ or [36, Proposition3.1℄.Notation. Let E be an exeptional surfae. Then we denote by mE thenumber of point-entered blowing-ups that we performed on E after itsreation.(5.1.2) Lemma. Let E be an exeptional surfae.(i) If E is reated by a blowing-up at a projetive nonsingular urveD of geometri genus g, then H(E) = (uv)2 � gu2v � guv2 + (2 +mE)uv � gu� gv + 1.(ii) If E is reated by a blowing-up at a point P , then H(E) = (uv)2 +(1 +mE)uv + 1.Proof. (i) Remember that at its reation E atually was a ruled surfae� : E0 ! D over D. Sine H(�) is an additive invariant, we immediatelysee that the Hodge polynomial of a ruled surfae over D equalsH(P1 �D) = H(P1)H(D) = (uv + 1)(uv � gu� gv + 1):Again by the additivity property of H(�) we obtain that for eah point-entered blowing-up we have to hange the Hodge polynomial of a pointby that of a projetive line, i.e., we have to hange 1 by 1+uv, or we justhave to add uv. This implies thatH(E) = H(P1)H(D) +mEuv= (uv)2 � gu2v � guv2 + (2 +mE)uv � gu� gv + 1:(ii) In this ase E was isomorphi with P2 at its reation. So by thedisussion in (i) we only have to prove that H(P2) = (uv)2 + uv+1. Butagain by the additivity of H(�) this is obvious, sine one an write P2 asthe disjoint union A 2 t A 1 t fpointg. �



5.2 Candidate poles of order 2 and 3 935.2 Candidate poles of order 2 and 3(5.2.1) In this setion we give a geometri determination of the poles ofZHod(f; s) of order 2 and 3. In fat, as it will turn out, the results willalso apply to the ase of n variables (n 2 N n f0; 1g); the statements thenare about the poles of order n� 1 and n.We start with the following lemma, whih an be seen as a general-ization of a result for urves, see e.g. [40, Lemma 2.3℄.(5.2.2) Lemma. Let E be an exeptional surfae and let E0i , i 2 S;be the irreduible omponents of the intersetions E \Ek, k 2 T; whereEk is another exeptional surfae or an irreduible omponent of thestrit transform of f�1f0g: Fix iÆ 2 S suh that E0iÆ is an irreduibleomponent of the intersetion of E with a omponent Ek(iÆ) induingthe same andidate pole as E, and suh that h(E0iÆ) = f0g. Supposethat E0ij , j = 1; : : : ; r; are exatly the urves interseting E0iÆ and thatE0ij is an irreduible omponent of the intersetion E \ Ek(ij). Denote�k(ij) � �NNk(ij) by �j , for j = 1; : : : ; r. ThenrXj=1mj(�j � 1) = 2g(E0iÆ)� 2;where mj is the number of intersetion points of E0iÆ and E0ij , and g(E0iÆ)is the (geometri) genus of E0iÆ .Proof. For eah urve E0i , i 2 S; we denote by Ek(i) the omponent suhthat E0i is an irreduible omponent of the intersetion E \Ek(i). Then aresult of Veys [36, Proposition 2.1℄ states that in PiE :NKE =Xi2S (�k(i)N � �Nk(i) �N)E0i :For this, we only have to remark that by de�nition of the numerial datawe have in PiX : Xk2T NkEk = 0 andKX =Xk2T(�k � 1)Ek;



94 Chapter 5. Surfaeswhere we denote by K� the anonial divisor. Combining those two equal-ities and using that E = EkÆ for some kÆ 2 T , we an writeNKX = Xk2Tk 6=kÆ (�kN � �Nk �N)Ek �NE:Let  : E ! X denote the inlusion of E in X. Applying the pull-bakhomomorphism � : PiX ! PiE to the equality above yieldsN�KX =Xi2S (�k(i)N � �Nk(i) �N)E0i �N�E:Sine �KX = KE��E by the Adjuntion Formula, see for example [15,Proposition II.8.20℄, we obtain the equality of Veys.This enables us to write in PiE :NKE = Xi2S(�k(i)N � �Nk(i) �N)E0i= Xi2SnfiÆg(�k(i)N � �Nk(i) �N)E0i + (�k(iÆ)N � �Nk(iÆ) �N)E0iÆ= Xi2SnfiÆg(�k(i)N � �Nk(i) �N)E0i �NE0iÆ : (�)Let ' : E0iÆ ! E denote the inlusion of E0iÆ in E. Apply the pull-bakhomomorphism '� : PiE ! PiE0iÆ to equality (�). This yieldsN'�KE = rXj=1(�k(ij)N � �Nk(ij) �N)'�E0ij �N'�E0iÆ :Again by the Adjuntion Formula we haveNKE0iÆ = rXj=1(�k(ij)N � �Nk(ij) �N)'�E0ij :We also know that h(E0iÆ) = f0g, whih implies by (4.5) that E0iÆ isomplete. So we an take the degree of the expression above :N(2g(E0iÆ)� 2) = rXj=1mj(�k(ij)N � �Nk(ij) �N):



5.2 Candidate poles of order 2 and 3 95Dividing this equality by N gives us the relation we are after. �(5.2.3) Let us look for a while at the situation of higher dimensions.Let I � T and let F be an irreduible omponent of EI . By removingEI n F from X we may suppose that F = EI . Let ' : F ! X denote theinlusion of F in X. Then we know by [12, Example 3.2.12℄ that'� KX +Xi2I Ei! =  KX +Xi2I Ei!�F = KF ;immediately implying Lemma 5.2.4 below.For those who are not familiar with this generalized Adjuntion For-mula, we provide here an argumentation using repeatedly the usual one.Fix an exeptional variety Ei1 =: F1. Let i2 2 T suh that Ei2 intersetsEi1 and suh that � �i1Ni1 = � �i2Ni2 . Let F2 be an irreduible omponent ofEi1 \Ei2 . Then we an derive an expression for KF2 from the expressionfor KF1 , as we did in the proof of Lemma 5.2.2. Let now i3 2 T suhthat Ei3 intersets F2 and suh that � �i1Ni1 = � �i2Ni2 = � �i3Ni3 . Let F3 be anirreduible omponent of F2\Ei3 . Then we obtain an expression for KF3 ,and so on. Sine at eah step all the ourring intersetions are transver-sal, we �nally end up with an irreduible, nonsingular urve Fn�1 andan expression for KFn�1 in terms of the intersetion points of Fn�1 withomponents Ek, k 2 T , ounting all these points exatly one. If alsoFn�1 is omplete, we an take degrees again and onlude in this way theproof of the following lemma.(5.2.4) Lemma. Let f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn℄ and sÆ 2 Q . Let I � T suh thatEI 6= ;, jIj = n� 1 (or equivalently dim EI = 1) and sÆ = � �iNi for i 2 I.Consider an irreduible omponent F of EI . Suppose that h(F ) = f0g(or equivalently h(EI) = f0g). Let Ej , j = 1; : : : ; r, be exatly theirreduible omponents of h�1(f�1f0g) whih interset F (but do notontain it). Denote �j + sÆNj by �j , for j = 1; : : : ; r. ThenrXj=1mj(�j � 1) = 2g(F ) � 2;where mj is the number of intersetion points of F and Ej .



96 Chapter 5. Surfaes(5.2.5)We now go bak to the situation of surfaes. Let us �rst reall theformula of the zeta funtion on the level of Hodge polynomials in termsof an embedded resolution h :ZHod(f; s) =Xi2T H(EÆi \ h�1f0g) uv � 1(uv)�i+sNi � 1+ Xfi;jg�T H(EÆfi;jg \ h�1f0g) Yl2fi;jg uv � 1(uv)�l+sNl � 1+ Xfi;j;kg�T H(Efi;j;kg \ h�1f0g) Yl2fi;j;kg uv � 1(uv)�l+sNl � 1 ;where we use the notation of Chapter 4. To start the study of the polesof this funtion we also reall that for this purpose we onsider ZHod(f; s)as a rational funtion in T = (uv)�s, and that we all � �N a pole of orderd if (uv)�=N is, see (4.3) and (2.2.2). Furthermore, we know that1(uv)�+sN � 1 = �TN(T � (uv)�=N )(TN�1 + TN�2(uv)�=N + : : :+ (uv)(N�1)�=N ) ;and hene that � �N is a pole of order 1 of 1(uv)�+sN�1 .(5.2.6) So in order to have a andidate pole sÆ of order 3 we need threeomponents E1, E2 and E3 suh that (E1 \ E2 \ E3) \ h�1f0g 6= ; andsÆ = � �1N1 = � �2N2 = � �3N3 . On the other hand, as soon as there isa trio of omponents satisfying those two onditions, sÆ will be a pole.Indeed, suppose that Ii, i = 1; : : : ; r; are exatly the subsets of T satisfyingjIij = 3, EIi \ h�1f0g 6= ; and sÆ = � �jNj for j 2 Ii. SineH(EIi \ h�1f0g) = ard(EIi \ h�1f0g);we see that sÆ is a pole of order 3 unless0 = rXi=1 ard(EIi \ h�1f0g)Yj2Ii �(uv � 1)(uv)�jNj(uv)(Nj�1)�j=Nj= rXi=1 ard(EIi \ h�1f0g) (1� uv)3(uv)3sÆ Qj2IiNj



5.2 Candidate poles of order 2 and 3 97= (1� uv)3(uv)3sÆ 0� rXi=1 ard(EIi \ h�1f0g)=(Yj2IiNj)1A ;reall a similar but easier alulation in Subsetion 2.2.2. But learly thelatter expression is di�erent from zero, whih implies the following result.(5.2.7) Proposition. Let f 2 C [x1 ; x2; x3℄nC and let sÆ 2 Q . Fix anembedded resolution h : X ! A 3C of f�1f0g in A 3C and use the notationof Chapter 4. Then sÆ is a pole of ZHod(f; s) of order 3 if and only ifthere exist three omponents E1, E2 and E3 of h�1(f�1f0g) satisfying(E1 \E2 \E3) \ h�1f0g 6= ; and sÆ = � �1N1 = � �2N2 = � �3N3 .Remark. When we hange h�1f0g by X, the same statement will hold forthe global zeta funtion ZHod;gl(f; s).We now proeed to the poles of order 2. To make life a little bit easier,we introdue the following terminology.(5.2.7.1) De�nition. When h : X ! A 3C is an embedded resolutionof f�1f0g in A 3C for some given polynomial f and when sÆ is a givenrational number, then we all a point P 2 h�1f0g a speial point for sÆif P belongs to three omponents E1, E2 and E3 of h�1(f�1f0g) whihsatisfy the onditions h(E1 \E2) 6= f0g, sÆ = � �1N1 = � �2N2 and sÆ 6= �3N3 .(5.2.8) Theorem. Let f 2 C [x1 ; x2; x3℄nC and let sÆ 2 Q . Fix anembedded resolution h : X ! A 3C of f�1f0g in A 3C and use the notationof Chapter 4. Suppose that there do not exist three omponents E1,E2 and E3 of h�1(f�1f0g) satisfying (E1 \ E2 \ E3) \ h�1f0g 6= ; andsÆ = � �1N1 = � �2N2 = � �3N3 . Then sÆ is a pole of ZHod(f; s) of order 2 ifand only if(i) there is a speial point for sÆ, or(ii) there exist two omponents E1 and E2 of h�1(f�1f0g) satisfyingh(E1 \ E2) = f0g and sÆ = � �1N1 = � �2N2 , and suh that the urveE1 \E2 has a non-rational irreduible omponent, or



98 Chapter 5. Surfaes(iii) there exist two omponents E1 and E2 of h�1(f�1f0g) satisfyingh(E1 \ E2) = f0g and sÆ = � �1N1 = � �2N2 , and suh that the urveE1 \ E2 has a rational irreduible omponent interseting at leastthree times other omponents Ej of h�1(f�1f0g) with �j+sÆNj 6= 1.Proof. Let us �rst look for \the residue of order 2" at sÆ. Let F1; : : : ; Frbe exatly the irreduible omponents of all the urves Efj;kg satisfyingh(Efj;kg) = f0g and sÆ = � �jNj = � �kNk . When Fi, for i = 1; : : : ; r, is aomponent of Efj;kg, we put Ni := NjNk. Suppose that Fi intersets kitimes other omponents E(i)j (for j = 1; : : : ; ki) with �(i)j + sÆN (i)j 6= 1. Ifwe denote the ontribution of Fi to the residue of order 2 at sÆ by Ri andif we denote �(i)j + sÆN (i)j by �(i)j , then we haveRi = (1� uv)2Ni(uv)2sÆ 0�uv � giu� giv + (1� ki) + kiXj=1 uv � 1(uv)�(i)j � 11A ;for i 2 f1; : : : ; rg, where gi is the genus of Fi. Let P1; : : : ; Ps be exatly thespeial points for sÆ. When Pi, for i = 1; : : : ; s, belongs to the omponentsEj , Ek and El with sÆ = � �jNj = � �kNk and sÆ 6= � �lNl , we put eNi := NjNkand e�i := �l + sÆNl. If we denote the ontribution of Pi to the residue oforder 2 at sÆ by Qi, then we have for i 2 f1; : : : ; sg thatQi = (1� uv)2eNi(uv)2sÆ uv � 1(uv)e�i � 1 :For i 2 f1; : : : ; rg, write ki = kposi + knegi , where kposi and knegi stand forthe number of intersetions of Fi with omponents E(i)j with �(i)j > 0 and�(i)j < 0, respetively; and suppose for onveniene that �(i)j > 0 preiselyfor j 2 f1; : : : ; kposi g. Also we write �(i)j = ��(i)j if �(i)j < 0. We treatthe speial points in exatly the same way, now looking at the sign ofe�j , for j = 1; : : : ; s. In partiular, we have s = spos + sneg and e�j > 0preisely for j 2 f1; : : : ; sposg. Note that �(i)j and e�j annot be zero bythe assumptions of the theorem. With this notation we an writeRi = (1� uv)2Ni(uv)2sÆ 0�uv � giu� giv + (1� ki) + kposiXj=1 uv � 1(uv)�(i)j � 1



5.2 Candidate poles of order 2 and 3 99+ kiXj=kposi +1 (uv)�(i)j (uv � 1)1� uv�(i)j 1A for i = 1; : : : ; r;Qi = (1� uv)2eNi(uv)2sÆ uv � 1(uv)e�i�1 for i = 1; : : : ; spos; andQi = (1� uv)2eNi(uv)2sÆ (uv)e�i(uv � 1)1� (uv)e�i for i = spos + 1; : : : ; s ;and sÆ is a pole of order 2 if and only if rPi=1Ri+ sPi=1Qi 6= 0, or equivalentlyT := (uv)2sÆ(1� uv)2  rXi=1 Ri + sXi=1 Qi! 6= 0:Reall that by our ondition on the embedded resolution h any point Psatisfying h(P ) = 0 atually belongs to an exeptional surfae Ei withh(Ei) = f0g, see (4.4) and (4.5).Suppose �rst that there are no speial points for sÆ, that all the urvesFi are rational and that ki � 2 for all i 2 f1; : : : ; rg. Note that ki � 1 byLemma 5.2.2, sine Fi is a rational urve. But when ki = 1 or ki = 2 itfollows as usual from the relation of Lemma 5.2.2 that Ri = 0.We now still have to prove that whenever one of the three onditions isful�lled, the rational number sÆ will be a pole of order 2. First assume thatondition (ii) is ful�lled and suppose for example that g1 = g(F1) > 0.Beause limu!0T = rXi=1 1� knegi � givNi + sposXi=1 1eNi 6= 0;sine g1 > 0 and gi � 0 for i 2 f2; : : : ; rg, we see that T 6= 0. So sÆ is apole of order 2 in this ase.From now on we assume that all the urves Fi are rational, so ondi-tion (ii) annot be ful�lled anymore. In fat, for omputing the residue,we may also assume that all the rational urves Fi have ki � 3. Let usnow treat the ase that ondition (i) is satis�ed, i.e., there are speialpoints for sÆ, but ondition (iii) is not, i.e., r = 0. Then we havelimu!0T = sposXi=1 1eNi ;



100 Chapter 5. Surfaeswhih an only be zero if spos = 0. In this aseT = sXi=1 (uv)e�i(uv � 1)eNi(1� (uv)e�i)and we an onsider q := minfe�ij1 � i � sg. Then learlylimu!0� T(uv)q� = �X 1eNi 6= 0;where the summation runs over i 2 f1; : : : ; sg with e�i = q. This impliesthat T 6= 0 and hene that sÆ is a pole of order 2.Finally we suppose that ondition (iii) is satis�ed, i.e., r � 1. Wehave to show that T 6= 0. So suppose that limu!0 T = 0, otherwise weare done. Beause gi = 0 for eah i 2 f1; : : : ; rg, we haverXi=1 1� knegiNi + sposXi=1 1eNi = 0:This equality implies that T = rPi=1Ri + sPi=1Qi, whereRi = 1Ni 0�uv + kposiXj=1 uv � (uv)�(i)j(uv)�(i)j � 1 + kiXj=kposi +1 (uv)�(i)j (uv � 1)1� (uv)�(i)j 1A ;Qi = uv � (uv)e�ieNi((uv)e�i � 1) for i = 1; : : : ; spos; andQi = (uv)e�i(uv � 1)eNi(1� (uv)e�i) for i = spos + 1; : : : ; s:For simpliity we an assume that e�i 6= 1 for i 2 f1; : : : ; sposg. Now wedistinguish two possibilities.(1) Suppose that none of the �(i)j and e�i equals 1, that kposi = 1 fori 2 f1; : : : ; rg and that spos = 0. In this ase we haveT = rXi=1 1Ni 0�(uv)�(i)1 (uv � 1)(uv)�(i)1 � 1 + kiXj=2 (uv)�(i)j (uv � 1)1� (uv)�(i)j 1A+ sXi=1 (uv)e�i(uv � 1)eNi(1� (uv)e�i) :



5.2 Candidate poles of order 2 and 3 101Denote by q the minimum of the set nj�(i)j j ��� 1 � i � r; 1 � j � kio [fe�ij1 � i � sg. Now �x i 2 f1; : : : ; rg. By Lemma 5.2.2 we know that�(i)1 = (ki � 2) + kiXj=2 �(i)j > kiXj=2 �(i)j ;whih implies that �(i)1 > �(i)j for j = 2; : : : ; ki. We obtain thatlimu!0� T(uv)q� = � rXi=1 1Ni#fjj2 � j � ki and �(i)j = qg� sXi=1 1eNi Æ(e�i = q) < 0;where Æ(e�i = q) = 1 if e�i = q and Æ(e�i = q) = 0 otherwise. This yieldsthat T 6= 0.(2) Suppose exatly the negation of (1). Denote by q1 the minimum ofthe set nj�(i)j j ��� 1 � i � r; 1 � j � kio [ fje�ij j 1 � i � sg [ f1g.(i) q1 = 1. We see thatlimu!0� T(uv)� = rXi=1 1Ni �1� kposi �#fjjkposi + 1 � j � ki and �(i)j = 1g�� sposXi=1 1eNi � sXi=spos+1 1eNi Æ(e�i = 1):By Lemma 5.2.2 we know that Pkij=1 �(i)j = ki � 2. Beause ki � 3, we�nd that kposi � 1 for eah i 2 f1; : : : ; rg. So every term in the sum aboveis nonpositive. But the assumption in (2) preisely implies that at leastone term, and therefore also the whole sum, is stritly negative. So wean onlude that T 6= 0.(ii) q1 < 1. Now we an start an analogous proess as in the last andmost diÆult part of the proof of Theorem 2.2.4. In exatly the sameway we an end this proess and onlude that also in this ase T 6= 0.This ends the proof of Theorem 5.2.8. �



102 Chapter 5. SurfaesNow we will give the statement that embraes the poles of order 2 as wellas the poles of order 3.(5.2.9) Theorem. Let f 2 C [x1 ; x2; x3℄nC and let sÆ 2 Q . Fix anembedded resolution h : X ! A 3C of f�1f0g in A 3C and use the notationof Chapter 4. Let F1; : : : ; Fr be exatly the irreduible omponents of allthe urves Efj;kg satisfying h(Efj;kg) = f0g and sÆ = � �jNj = � �kNk . ThensÆ is a pole of ZHod(f; s) of order 2 or 3 if and only if(i) there is a speial point for sÆ, or(ii) there is a non-rational urve Fi, or(iii) there is a rational urve Fi interseting at least three times otheromponents Ej with �j + sÆNj 6= 1, or(iv) there is a yle of rational urves Fi.For the notion of speial point, see De�nition 5.2.7.1.Proof. Suppose that sÆ is a pole of order 3. Then there exist threeomponents E1, E2 and E3 of h�1(f�1f0g) satisfying h(E1) = f0g, (E1 \E2 \ E3) \ h�1f0g 6= ; and sÆ = � �1N1 = � �2N2 = � �3N3 . So we have on thesurfae E1 two interseting urves F1 and F2, both satisfying the relationof Lemma 5.2.2. Suppose now that onditions (i), (ii) and (iv) are notful�lled. Then we an prove that ondition (iii) should be satis�ed inexatly the same way as in the �rst part of the proof of Theorem 2.2.4.This fat, together with Theorem 5.2.8, already implies that at least oneof the four onditions is satis�ed whenever sÆ is a pole of order 2 or 3.Now we pass on to the other impliation. First observe that ondition(iv) always implies that sÆ is a pole of order 3. So suppose that ondition(i), (ii) or (iii) is satis�ed and that sÆ is not a pole of order 3. ByProposition 5.2.7 we know that the latter assumption is preisely theonly neessary ondition to apply Theorem 5.2.8, whih yields that sÆ isa pole of order 2. �



5.2 Candidate poles of order 2 and 3 103(5.2.10) Remarks.(i) Let sÆ 2 Q be a pole of ZHod(f; s) of order 3 and suppose thatonditions (i), (ii) and (iii) are not satis�ed. Then we know by theprevious theorem that there should be a yle of rational urves Fi.But atually, one an even easily show that this yle an be takento be a losed subset of one eleted exeptional surfae.(ii) When 0 is an isolated singular point of f�1f0g, we will say that theembedded resolution h : X ! A 3C of f�1f0g in A 3C is a fair resolutionif h�1f0g \ Ei 6= ; only for irreduible omponents Ei of the strittransform of f�1f0g and for exeptional omponents Ei satisfyingh(Ei) = f0g. Note that suh a fair resolution always exists whenthe origin is an isolated singularity of f�1f0g.Let f 2 C [x1 ; x2; x3℄nC suh that f�1f0g has an isolated singularityat 0 and suppose that h : X ! A 3C is a fair resolution. Thenone easily sees that there annot be speial points for sÆ; so in thestatement of Theorem 5.2.9 we an simply omit ondition (i).(5.2.11) We make a little exursion to the situation of a polynomial inn variables. Also in this ase we an introdue the notion of a speialpoint for a rational number sÆ. This will be a point P 2 h�1f0g whihontributes to the residue of order n� 1 at sÆ, but whih does not belongto any of the urves Fi in the statement below. We leave the details tothe reader.(5.2.11.1) Theorem. Let n 2 N�3 , f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn℄nC and sÆ 2 Q . Fixan embedded resolution h : X ! A nC of f�1f0g in A nC and use the notationof Chapter 4. Let F1; : : : ; Fr be exatly the irreduible omponents of allthe urves EI satisfying h(EI) = f0g and sÆ = � �iNi for i 2 I, whereI � T with jIj = n� 1. Then sÆ is a pole of ZHod(f; s) of order n� 1 orn if and only if(i) there is a speial point for sÆ, or(ii) there is a non-rational urve Fi, or



104 Chapter 5. Surfaes(iii) there is a rational urve Fi interseting at least three times otheromponents Ej with �j + sÆNj 6= 1, or(iv) there is a yle of rational urves Fi.(5.2.11.2) Remark. When n = 2, we an interpret a speial point as anintersetion point of an irreduible omponent Ei of the strit transformof f�1f0g satisfying sÆ = � �iNi with an exeptional urve Ej satisfyingsÆ 6= � �jNj and h(Ej) = f0g. With this interpretation Theorem 5.2.11.1still holds in the ase of urves, exept when the germ (f; 0) is analyti-ally equivalent to (xN1 xN2 ; 0) for some N 2 N n f0g. Note that in thisexeptional ase the germ of (f�1f0g)red at 0 is analytially equivalent toa node. The proof is exatly the same as for arbitrary n, exept the partwhere we integrate the poles of order 2 in the statement of the poles oforder 1; in partiular it might happen that sÆ is a pole of order 2, butyet none of the four onditions is satis�ed. Now, using [38, Setion 3℄,it only needs an easy veri�ation to see that this problem an only o-ur when the germ (f; 0) is analytially equivalent to (xN1 xN2 ; 0) for someN 2 N n f0g.Also note that onditions (ii) and (iv) of Theorem 5.2.11.1 annotour in this situation of urves. Then Theorem 5.2.11.1, omitting on-ditions (ii) and (iv), is equivalent to the analogue for ZHod(f; s) of thetheorem for Ztop(f; s) of Veys, see Theorem ii.2.1 and its sueeding re-mark onerning the ondition of interseting at least three times otheromponents.5.3 Neessary onditions for residue zero(5.3.1) In this setion we �x an exeptional surfae E whih is reatedby a blowing-up at a nonsingular urve D of genus g and whih satis�esh(E) = f0g. (Note that E itself is not supposed to be a ruled surfae overthe urve D; we only suppose that we obtain E as a ruled surfae E0 overD \hanged" by the remaining sequene of blowing-ups in the resolutionproess after the reation of E0.) Sine the omments in (4.5) apply toany stage of the resolution proess, the assumption that h(E) = f0g im-mediately implies that D is a omplete, and hene projetive, nonsingularurve.



5.3 Neessary onditions for residue zero 105Let Fi, i = 1; : : : ; r, be the irreduible omponents of the intersetionsE \Ek, k 2 T , where Ek is another exeptional surfae or an irreduibleomponent of the strit transform of f�1f0g. When Fi is a omponent ofE \Ek(i), then we put �i := �k(i), Ni := Nk(i) and �i := �i� �NNi, where(�;N) are the numerial data of E.We are going to study the ontribution of E to the residue (of order1) of ZHod(f; s) at � �N ; so, we put ourselves in the generi situation that�i 6= 0 for i 2 f1; : : : ; rg;meaning that there is no other omponent Ek whih intersets E andsatis�es �N = �kNk . Note that there eventually an be other ontributions tothe residue at � �N , but that those will not interfere with the ontributionof E beause of this generiity ondition. Finally we also suppose that�i 6= 1 for i 2 f1; : : : ; rg:Note that when Fi is a urve with �i = 1, simply \forgetting" Fi will nothange the ontribution of E to the residue at � �N .(5.3.2) Clearly the ontribution of E to the residue of ZHod(f; s) at � �Nis R := (1� uv)N(uv)��=N 0BB�H(EÆ) + rXi=1 H(F Æi ) uv � 1(uv)�i � 1+ rXi;j=1i<j mij (uv � 1)2((uv)�i � 1)((uv)�j � 1)1CA ;where mij := Fi �Fj for i; j 2 f1; : : : ; rg. In this setion we will searh forrelations between the genus g(D) of D and the genera g(Fi) of the urvesFi, assuming that R = 0.Write r = rpos + rneg, where rpos and rneg stand for the numberof urves Fi with �i > 0 and �i < 0, respetively; and suppose foronveniene that �i > 0 preisely for i 2 f1; : : : ; rposg. Also we write�i = ��i if �i < 0. Now we an state the following proposition.



106 Chapter 5. Surfaes(5.3.3) Proposition. We use the notations and onditions of (5.3.1)and (5.3.2). If R = 0, then(i) g = rPi=rpos+1 gi,(ii) g = rposPi=1 gi + Pfij�i=1g gi and(iii) Pfij�i=xg gi = Pfij�i=xg gi for any x 2 Q+nf1g.Here we denote by g the genus of D and by gi the genus of Fi, for i =1; : : : ; r.Proof. Using the notation of (5.1.1) we have by Lemma 5.1.2(i) thatR := N(uv)��=NR1� uv= (uv)2 � gu2v � guv2 + (2 +mE)uv � gu� gv + 1� rXi=rpos+1H(F Æi )� rXi;j=1i<j mij+ rposXi=1 H(F Æi )uv � (uv)�i(uv)�i � 1 + rXi=rpos+1H(F Æi )(uv � 1)(uv)�i1� (uv)�i !
+0BB� Xfi;jg�f1;:::;rg�i;�j>0 mij (uv � 1)2((uv)�i � 1)((uv)�j � 1)+ Xfi;jg�f1;:::;rg�i>0;�j<0 mij (uv � 1)2(uv)�j((uv)�i � 1)(1 � (uv)�j )+ Xfi;jg�f1;:::;rg�i;�j<0 mij (uv � 1)2(uv)�i+�j(1� (uv)�i)(1 � (uv)�j )1CCA ;where H(F Æi ) = uv � giu� giv + 1� rPk=1k 6=i mik.Now we onsider R(0; v) and we look at the oeÆient of the linear term



5.3 Neessary onditions for residue zero 107of this polynomial in v. This oeÆient is�g + rXi=rpos+1 gi;whih is equal to zero, sine we assume that R = 0. So the �rst statementis already proven.When we also take into aount that R(0; 0) = 0, we an rewrite theexpression for R as follows :R = (uv)2 � gu2v � guv2 + (2 +mE � rneg)uv+ rposXi=1 H(F Æi )uv � (uv)�i(uv)�i � 1 + rXi=rpos+1H(F Æi )(uv � 1)(uv)�i1� (uv)�i+ Xfi;jg�f1;:::;rg�i;�j>0 mij (uv)2 � 2uv � (uv)�i+�j + (uv)�i + (uv)�j((uv)�i � 1)((uv)�j � 1)+ Xfi;jg�f1;:::;rg�i>0;�j<0 mij (uv � 1)2(uv)�j((uv)�i � 1)(1 � (uv)�j )+ Xfi;jg�f1;:::;rg�i;�j<0 mij (uv � 1)2(uv)�i+�j(1� (uv)�i)(1� (uv)�j ) :By putting all the terms of R on the same denominator and by looking atthe terms of the numerator whose power of u is exatly one higher thanthe power of v, we dedue from the vanishing of R that0 = �gu2v rposYk=1((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1(1� (uv)�l)� rposXi=1 giu(uv � (uv)�i) rposYk=1k 6=i ((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1(1� (uv)�l)� rXi=rpos+1giu(uv � 1)(uv)�i rposYk=1((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1l6=i (1� (uv)�l): (�)Denote by q1 the minimum of the set fj�ij j1 � i � rg [ f1g. If q1 < 1,



108 Chapter 5. Surfaesthen the oeÆient of u1+q1vq1 is(�1)rpos�10� Xfij�i=q1g gi1A+ (�1)rpos 0� Xfij�i=q1g gi1A :Sine the expression (�) is zero, we obtain thatXfij�i=q1g gi = Xfij�i=q1g gi:If we now add the terms of (�) whih ontribute to the oeÆient above,we get� Xfij�i=q1g giu(uv � (uv)q1) rposYk=1k 6=i ((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1(1� (uv)�l)� Xfij�i=q1g giu(uv � 1)(uv)q1 rposYk=1((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1l6=i (1� (uv)�l)= �0� Xfij�i=q1g gi1Au(uv � (uv)q1)(uv)q1 � 1 rposYk=1((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1(1� (uv)�l)�0� Xfij�i=q1g gi1Au(uv � 1)(uv)q11� (uv)q1 rposYk=1((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1(1� (uv)�l)= �0� Xfij�i=q1g gi1Au rposYk=1((uv)�k � 1)rYl=rpos+1(1� (uv)�l)�uv � (uv)q1(uv)q1 � 1 + (uv � 1)(uv)q11� (uv)q1 �= 0� Xfij�i=q1g gi1Au2v rposYk=1((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1(1� (uv)�l):So, in the expression (�) we an simply omit the terms ontributing tothe oeÆient above and replae the oeÆient�g by � g + Xfij�i=q1g gi:



5.3 Neessary onditions for residue zero 109Now we an onsider the minimum q2 := min(fj�ij j1 � i � r, j�ij > q1g[f1g) and proeed in the same way when q2 < 1, yielding the equalityXfij�i=q2g gi = Xfij�i=q2g gi;omitting the terms assoiated to �i = q2 and �i = q2, and replaing�g + Xfij�i=q1g gi by � g + Xfij�i=q1g gi + Xfij�i=q2g gi:We an keep on doing this until the minimum qn equals 1. (Remark thatthis proess neessarily has to stop after a �nite number of steps.) Thenthe oeÆient of u2v is0 = (�1)rpos 0��g + Xfij0<�i<1g gi1A� (�1)rpos�10� Xfij�i>1g gi1A+(�1)rpos 0� Xfij�i=1g gi1A= (�1)rpos 0��g + rposXi=1 gi + Xfij�i=1g gi1A :This proves (ii); but in the disussion above we also showed already thethird statement for x < 1.In order to prove (iii) for x > 1 we �rst alulate the sum of all theterms ontributing to the oeÆient of u2v :0��g + Xfij0<�i<1g gi1Au2v rposYk=1((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1(1� (uv)�l)� Xfij�i>1g giu(uv � (uv)�i) rposYk=1k 6=i ((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1(1� (uv)�l)� Xfij�i=1g giu(uv � 1)uv rposYk=1((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1l6=i (1� (uv)�l)= 0��g + Xfij0<�i<1ggi + Xfij�i=1ggi1Au2v rposYk=1((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1(1� (uv)�l)



110 Chapter 5. Surfaes� Xfij�i>1g giu(uv � (uv)�i) rposYk=1k 6=i ((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1(1� (uv)�l)= � Xfij�i>1g giu(uv � 1)(uv)�i rposYk=1k 6=i ((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1(1� (uv)�l):Thus we an rewrite (�) in the following way :0 = � Xfij�i>1g giu(uv � 1)(uv)�i rposYk=1k 6=i ((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1(1� (uv)�l)� Xfij�i>1g giu(uv � 1)(uv)�i rposYk=1((uv)�k � 1) rYl=rpos+1l6=i (1� (uv)�l):If we denote by t1 the minimum of the set fj�ij j1 � i � r, j�ij > 1g,then the oeÆient of u1+t1vt1 is0 = (�1)rpos�10� Xfij�i=t1g gi � Xfij�i=t1g gi1A ;whih is preisely statement (iii) for x = t1. Note that the ontributingterms anel eah other; so the summation sets fij�i > 1g and fij�i > 1gan simply be replaed by fij� > t1g and fij�i > t1g, respetively. Repeatthe same proedure. Beause there are only �nitely many numbers �i,this proves the proposition. �(5.3.4) Remarks.(i) Proposition 5:3:3 learly imposes some new onditions on the pos-sible on�gurations in the ase that R = 0. As we will see in theproof of Theorem 5.5.4, when g > 0 there will be at least one andat most two urves Fi with gi > 0. When g = 0, we immediately�nd that all urves Fi need to be rational.(ii) It is easily seen that Proposition 5.3.3 still holds when some of theurves Fi have �i = 1; we only have to replae the seond statement



5.4 Logarithmi Kodaira dimension 111by g = rposXi=1�i 6=1 gi + Xfij�i=1g gi:5.4 Logarithmi Kodaira dimensionFor the proofs of almost all fats in this setion we refer for example to[19℄.(5.4.1) De�nition ([19, Setion 10.5℄). Let V be a nonsingular om-plete variety and KV its anonial divisor. Denote by N(KV ) the set�m 2 N n f0g ��dimH0(V;L(mKV )) > 0	 . Here L(mKV ) is the invertiblesheaf orresponding to mKV . Then the Kodaira dimension �(V ) of V isde�ned to be�(V ) = � maxm2N(KV ) dim�mKV (V ) if N(KV ) 6= ;,�1 otherwise,where �mKV : V ! PN , with N = dimH0(V;L(mKV )) � 1, is the ratio-nal map assoiated with the omplete linear system jmKV j.Given any variety V , de�ne �(V ) to be �(V �), where V � is a nonsin-gular omplete variety birationally equivalent to V .For a nonsingular omplete variety V , another way of expressing this isthat �(V ) is the transendene degree over C of the ringMm�0H0(V;L(mKV ))minus 1 if N(KV ) 6= ;, and �1 otherwise.(5.4.1.1) Remark. Replaing KV in De�nition 5.4.1 by an arbitrary di-visor D on V preisely gives us the de�nition of the D-dimension �(D;V )of V .(5.4.2) It is very important to note that the Kodaira dimension is abirational invariant, yielding for example that for an arbitrary variety



112 Chapter 5. SurfaesV the de�nition of �(V ) is independent of the hoie of the nonsingularomplete variety V �. Also interesting is that it an only take on the values�1; 0; 1; : : : ;dim(V ) and that, if �(V ) � 0, there exist �; �;mÆ > 0 suhthat �m�(V ) � dimH0(V;L(mmÆKV )) � �m�(V ) for m� 0:The Kodaira dimension is a very important invariant in the study ofvarieties. In partiular for urves we have the following lassi�ation. LetC be a nonsingular omplete urve of genus g. Then(i) �(C) = �1 if and only if g(C) = 0,(ii) �(C) = 0 if and only if g(C) = 1,(iii) �(C) = 1 if and only if g(C) � 2.But also for surfaes it plays a prominent role in the lassi�ation, see forexample [4, Chapter VI℄, [15, Setion V.6℄ and [24℄.(5.4.3) Let E be an exeptional surfae with h(E) = f0g, where weuse the notation of Chapter 4. Then we know that E is birationallyequivalent to a ruled surfae. So, sine for varieties V and W we have�(V �W ) = �(V )+�(W ), we easily see that �(E) = �1. Thus obviouslythis notion is useless in our ontext. We need an invariant that takes intoaount the urves E\Ek, k 2 T , where Ek is another exeptional surfaeor an irreduible omponent of the strit transform of f�1f0g. This willbe provided by the logarithmi Kodaira dimension.(5.4.4) Let V be a nonsingular variety and V a nonsingular ompletionof V with normal rossings boundary D; by this we mean that V is anonsingular omplete variety ontaining V as an open dense subset andthat D = V nV is a divisor on V with only normal rossings.De�nition. The logarithmi Kodaira dimension of V is de�ned to be�(KV +D;V ), and is denoted by �(V ), see Remark 5.4.1.1.



5.4 Logarithmi Kodaira dimension 113This de�nition is independent of the hoie of the ompletion V . Again,if �(V ) � 0, one has �; �;mÆ > 0 suh that�m�(V ) � dimH0(V ;L(mmÆ(KV +D))) � �m�(V ) for m� 0;whih we will denote by dimH0(V ;L(m(KV +D))) � m�(V ) for m� 0.We also have that �(�) only takes on the values �1; 0; 1; : : : ;dimV , andthat �(V �W ) = �(V ) + �(W ) for nonsingular varieties V and W .Sometimes, e.g. in the ontext of the next setion, V is given as aomplement of a divisor D on a nonsingular omplete variety V . Inpratie, it an be very laborious to transform D into a divisor with onlynormal rossings by a �nite suession of blowing-ups with nonsingularenters. However, in general,�(V ) � �(KV +D;V ):When this inequality is in fat an equality, one says that the virtualsingularity theorem holds for the pair (V ;D). For example, if V is a non-rational ruled surfae, the virtual singularity theorem holds for (V ;D).When V is a rational surfae, we also have the virtual singularity theo-rem if the singularities of D are \bad enough". For details about thesestatements, see [18℄.(5.4.5) Let us give some motivation why we believe that this invariantould be of interest for us. Consider �rst the ase of urves, i.e., n = 2.Let h be the minimal embedded resolution and E an exeptional urvewith h(E) = f0g and numerial data (�;N). Suppose that E intersetsk times other omponents Ei and that �i = �i � �NNi 6= 0. (Note that�i 6= 1 in this situation.) Then we know that the ontribution of therational urve E to the residue at � �N is di�erent from zero if and only ifk � 3. But below in Figure 12 we see that this is equivalent to �(EÆ) = 1,whih is of ourse equivalent to EÆ having maximal logarithmi Kodairadimension. The same situation ours in the ase of (funtions on) normalsurfaes, i.e., Part I. Indeed, here we annot suppose that �i 6= 1, even notfor the minimal embedded resolution, so we assume that the exeptionalurve E intersets k times other omponents Ei with �i 6= 1. Then by(the proof of) Theorem 2.2.4 we know that the ontribution of E is notzero if and only if E is non-rational, or E is rational and k � 3. When we



114 Chapter 5. Surfaesare in the ase that none of the numbers �i equals 1, then we see againin Figure 12 that the non-vanishing of the ontribution is equivalent to�(EÆ) = 1. Note that it is quite remarkable that the trouble ausingurves Ei, i.e., those with �i = 1, are preisely the ones whih do notontribute to the anonial divisor on E in the expressionKE =X(�i � 1)E0i;where E0i is the intersetion of E with Ei, see [36, Proposition 2.1℄ or theproof of Lemma 5.2.2.�(C) C�1 P1; A 10 (projetive) ellipti urve,A 1 n fpointg1 the othersFigure 12(5.4.6) Consider now the ase of three variables, i.e., n = 3, and let Ebe an exeptional surfae with h(E) = f0g and numerial data (�;N).Suppose that for all the urves Fi on E the number �i 6= 0; 1, where weuse similar notation as in (5.3.1). In [37℄ Veys already proved in a lotof ases that �(EÆ) � 0 implies that R = 0, where R stands for theontribution of E to the residue at � �N . In the next setion we wouldlike to prove that R 6= 0 under ertain onditions. Stimulated by thedisussion in (5.4.5), we were intended to look at the possible impliation(�(EÆ) = 2) ) (R 6= 0):Reall that �(EÆ) = 2 implies that �(EÆ) > 0 when Pri=1 Fi is a divisorwith onneted support, see for example [14, Proposition 2℄; so at leastin these ases our intentions are ompatible with the results of Veys.(5.4.7) Let us give some easy examples and omments in order to getsome feeling with this invariant �(�). In this subsetion we �x a nonsin-gular projetive surfae E and a divisor Pri=1 Fi on E. We put EÆ :=E n [ri=1Fi and we are interested in �(EÆ).



5.4 Logarithmi Kodaira dimension 115A �rst remark is that �(W ) � �(V ) whenever W is an open densesubset of a nonsingular variety V . So, when we want to show that �(EÆ) =2, we may as well try to throw away some of the \annoying" urves Fi insuh a way that the logarithmi Kodaira dimension is still maximal.Suppose now that E = P2 and that the divisor Pri=1 Fi has onlynormal rossings. Remark that for the omputation of �(�) we may replaethe divisor Pri=1 Fi by a linearly equivalent one onsisting of a family ofPri=1 degFi lines having only normal rossings. Then as a onsequeneof [19, Setion 11.3 ℄, where the situation of lines on P2 is treated, we anonlude that (�(EÆ) = 2) ,  rXi=1 degFi � 4! :In the following example we are going to alulate by hand the log-arithmi Kodaira dimension when E = P2 and the divisor Pri=1 Fi onE has only normal rossings exept at one point P 2 E. We treat theeasy ase where we have to perform only one (point-entered) blowing-up� : S ! P2, with exeptional urve E1, in order to obtain a on�gura-tion Pri=1 eFi +E1 with only normal rossings. Here eFi denotes the strittransform of Fi by the morphism �. Furthermore let us denote by di thedegree of Fi and by �i the multipliity of Fi at P .(5.4.7.1) Lemma. Using the notation and onditions from above, wehave �(EÆ) = �1 if and only if � < �;�(EÆ) = 0 if and only if � = � = 0;�(EÆ) = 1 if and only if � = � 6= 0;�(EÆ) = 2 if and only if � > �;where � stands for rPi=1 di � 3 and � for rPi=1�i � 2.Proof. First note that under the onditions of this example we have�; � � 0. Suppose that � < �. This is equivalent torXi=1(di � �i) � 0;



116 Chapter 5. Surfaesimplying that di = �i = 1 for i = 1; : : : ; r. So we have r (r � 3) lines Fiin E = P2, all of them passing through the point P . But now it is easyto alulate the logarithmi Kodaira dimension :�(EÆ) = �(A 1C � (A 1C nfa1; : : : ; ar�1g))= �(A 1C ) + �(A 1C nfa1; : : : ; ar�1g)= �1;where a1; : : : ; ar�1 are points on A 1C , see also the disussion in [19, Setion11.3℄.From now on we suppose that � � �. Fix m 2 Nnf0g, suppose thatP has homogeneous oordinates (0 : 0 : 1) and that L is a line in P2, notontaining P and di�erent from Fi, for i = 1; : : : ; r. We will denote byRat(V ) the funtion �eld of a variety V , and by fi and l the homogeneouspolynomials in C [x; y; z℄ de�ning Fi and L, respetively. We now havedimH00�S;L m(KS +E1 + rXi=1 eFi)!1A= dimC f' 2 Rat(S)j' = 0 or div(') +m(KS +E1 + rXi=1 eFi) � 0g= dimC f' 2 Rat(P2)j' = 0 ordiv(��(')) +m(KS +E1 + rXi=1 eFi) � 0g= dimC f' 2 Rat(P2)j' = 0 or��(div(')) +m(�3eL+ 2E1 + rXi=1 eFi) � 0g;where eL denotes the strit transform of L by the morphism � : S ! P2.The seond equality is obvious sine � is a birational morphism and hene�� indues an isomorphism Rat(P2) ! Rat(S). For the last equality weuse [15, Proposition V.3.3℄, whih states that KS = ��KP2+E1, togetherwith the fat that KP2 = �3L.For every rational funtion ' on P2 satisfying ��(div') +m(�3eL +2E1 +Pri=1 eFi) � 0 there exists a homogeneous polynomial g 2 C [x; y; z℄



5.4 Logarithmi Kodaira dimension 117suh that ' = l3mgrQi=1 fmi :A �rst, obvious ondition on g is thatdeg(g) = m( rXi=1 deg(fi)� 3) = m( rXi=1 di � 3) = m�:We an write a polynomial f in x and y as a sum f = fs+fs+1+ � � �+fd,where fi is a homogeneous polynomial of degree i and fs 6= 0. Then wewill denote s by subdeg(f). With this notation we obtain as a seondondition on g thatsubdeg(g(x; y; 1)) � m rXi=1 �i � 2! = m�;sine we know by [15, Proposition V.3.6℄ that ��C = eC+�E1 for a urveC on E with multipliity � at P .On the other hand, suppose that g is a homogeneous polynomial inx, y and z, satisfying deg(g) = m� and subdeg(g(x; y; 1)) � m�. Thenlearly ' = (l3mg)=(Qri=1 fmi ) is a rational funtion on P2 satisfying��(div') +m(�3eL+ 2E1 + rXi=1 eFi) � 0:Sine the number of monomials of degree m� in three variables is equalto �m�+ 3� 1m� � ;we an onlude thatdimH00�S;L m(KS +E1 + rXi=1 eFi)!1A= dimC fg 2 C [x; y; z℄ j (g = 0) or (g is homogeneous; deg(g) = m�and subdeg(g(x; y; 1)) � m�)g= �m�+ 3� 1m� �� m�Xi=1 i



118 Chapter 5. Surfaes= (m�+ 2)(m�+ 1)2 � m�(m� + 1)2= m2(�� �)(� + �) +m(3� � �) + 22 ;whih is always nonzero. Reall from (5.4.4) thatdimH00�S;L m(KS +E1 + rXi=1 eFi)!1A � m�(EÆ) for m� 0:This ends the proof of the lemma. �(5.4.7.2) Remark. Under the onditions of Lemma 5.4.7.1, mentionedabove the statement of the lemma, very few on�gurations on E = P2have �(EÆ) � 1.Indeed, �(EÆ) = �1 only ours for r (r � 3) lines on P2, all of thempassing through the point P .Furthermore, �(EÆ) = 0 only ours for a urve F on P2 of degree3 and having a node at P . Remark that also when F has a usp at P ,when the on�guration on P2 onsists of a line and a (nonsingular) oniboth ontaining P , or when it onsists of three lines forming a projetiveoordinate system of P2 and two of them ontaining P , the ondition� = � = 0 is satis�ed; but there is either no blowing-up or more than 1blowing-up needed in these ases.Finally, �(EÆ) = 1 only ours when F1; : : : ; Fr�1 are all lines throughP and Fr satis�es �r = dr � 1. Note that this implies that also Fr is arational urve. In partiular, Fr an be a line not passing through P(with r � 4) or a (nonsingular) oni passing through P (with r � 3).(5.4.8) For further use in the next setion we state the following twotheorems. But for the time being we an also use them to give us somemore intuition. We �rst need a de�nition.(5.4.8.1) De�nition. Let V and W be varieties. A morphism f : V !W is said to be a �bered variety if f is dominating and the extension of�elds Rat(V )=Rat(W ) is algebraially losed.



5.5 Candidate poles of order 1 119(5.4.8.2) Easy Addition Theorem ([19, Theorem 11.9℄). Let f : V !W be a �bered variety. Then for a general point x of W ,�(V ) � �(f�1fxg) + dimW:(5.4.8.3) Theorem ([21℄, [19, Theorem 11.15℄). Let f : V ! W be a�bered variety suh that a general �ber f�1fxg is a urve. If x is a generalpoint, then �(V ) � �(f�1fxg) + �(W ):
5.5 Candidate poles of order 1(5.5.1) In this setion we �x a non-rational exeptional surfae E withh(E) = f0g. We already know that at its reation E was a ruled surfae� : E0 ! D over a nonsingular projetive urve D of genus g � 1,see (5.1.1) and (5.3.1). To pass from E0 to E we only have to performthe remaining sequene of blowing-ups in the resolution proess after thereation of E0. We denote the restrition to E of the omposition of theseblowing-ups by ' : E ! E0. Forgetting some isomorphisms, ' onsistsonly of a �nite number of point-entered blowing-ups.
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Figure 13In the �gure above the skethed urves on E are the (redued) irreduibleomponents Fi, i = 1; : : : ; r, of the intersetions of E with the otheromponents Ek of h�1(f�1f0g); the same note applies to the urves Gi,



120 Chapter 5. Surfaesi = 1; : : : ; s, on E0 where one has to onsider the resolution proess at thestage of the reation of E0. We use the same notation �i, for i = 1; : : : ; r,as in (5.3.1), meaning that when Fi is a omponent of E \ Ek(i) weput �i = �k(i) � �NNk(i); and we suppose that �i 6= 0; 1. Then we willprove in Theorem 5.5.4 that if �(EÆ) = 2, then the ontribution R of Eto the residue of ZHod(f; s) at � �N is di�erent from zero. (Reall that\forgetting" a urve Fi with �i = 1 will not hange R, but note that itmight a�et �(EÆ). This is the reason why we make the assumption that�i 6= 1 for i = 1; : : : ; r.) We will need the following fats. The �rst one isan immediate orollary of a well-known theorem of Hurwitz.(5.5.2) Lemma. Let Gi be an intersetion urve on E0 whih is not a�ber of �. Let eGi be the strit transform of Gi by ' and fi : eGi ! D therestrition of � Æ ' to eGi. Then we havegi = g + (ni � 1)(g � 1) + degRi2 ;where gi is the geometri genus of Gi, ni the degree of fi and Ri therami�ation divisor of fi. In partiular this implies that gi � g.Proof. First remark that eGi is one of the urves Fj , say Fj(i), and thatthe urves eGi and D are both nonsingular and projetive. Sine fi( eGi) =�(Gi) is not a point, we know by [15, Proposition II.6.8℄ that fi is �niteand hene by Hurwitz [15, Corollary IV.2.4℄ that2gi � 2 = ni(2g � 2) + degRi:Indeed, beause we are in harateristi zero, the morphism fi is obviouslyseparable. Rewriting this equality a little bit already gives us the resultwe are after. �(5.5.2.1) Remarks.(i) We denote by di the number of intersetions of the urve Gi witha general �ber F of �, reall the remark at the end of Subsetion4.6. In partiular, the �bers are preisely the urves Gi with di = 0.



5.5 Candidate poles of order 1 121Then we obtain by [15, Proposition IV.2.2(a)℄ and by the proof of[15, Proposition II.6.9℄ thatni = deg fi = di:(ii) Let Gi be a urve with di = 1. Then we know by the �rst remarkthat fi : eGi ! D is an isomorphism. But we even know in thisase that Gi is already nonsingular and that �jGi : Gi ! D is anisomorphism. Indeed, put �i := �jGi : Gi ! D.
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i Figure 14Sine any two �bers of a ruled surfae are algebraially equivalent,we see that 1 = di = Gi �(any �ber of �);implying already that Gi is nonsingular. Beause deg fi = di = 1,we also have deg �i = 1;yielding that �i is an isomorphism. Remark also that the omposi-tion D ��1i�!Gi ,! E0 is a setion of � : E0 ! D.(5.5.3) Lemma. The ruled surfae � : E0 ! D is a �bered variety.Proof. Beause � is obviously dominating, we only have to prove thatthe �eld extension Rat(E0)=Rat(D), given by ��, is algebraially losed.Let U be an aÆne open subset of D suh that ��1(U) �= P1 � U andsuh that under this isomorphism � oinides with the seond projetionp2 : P1 � U ! U . Then we equivalently an study the �eld extensionRat(A 1 � U)=Rat(U), given by p�2. Now suppose that U = SpeA withA a �nitely generated C -algebra. ThenA 1 � U = Spe(C [x℄ 
C A) �= Spe(A[x℄);



122 Chapter 5. Surfaeswhere x is a variable. If the �eld of frations of A is denoted by K, weget Rat(U) = K;Rat(A 1 � U) = K(x);so the lemma follows from the easy fat that the �eld extension K(x)=K,given by the anonial embedding, is algebraially losed. For omplete-ness we will also prove this. Consider a moni polynomial F (y) 2 K[y℄and an element f(x)=g(x) of K(x), with f(x); g(x) 2 k[x℄nf0g, satisfyingF �f(x)g(x)� = 0 2 K(x):Write F (y) = yn + kn�1yn�1 + � � � + k0, with ki 2 K. Then the ruialrelation isf(x)n+kn�1f(x)n�1g(x)+kn�2f(x)n�2g(x)2+ � � �+k0g(x)n = 0 2 K[x℄:SineK[x℄ is a unique fatorization domain, we may assume that f(x) andg(x) are relatively prime. But the relation implies that any irreduiblepolynomial dividing g(x) will also divide f(x). Hene g(x) is a unit inK[x℄, or g(x) 2 K. But now the relation also gives that f(x) 2 K. Sothe zero f(x)=g(x) of F (y) atually belongs already to K. �Now we are ready to prove the main result of this setion.(5.5.4) Theorem. Let f 2 C [x1 ; x2; x3℄nC . Fix an embedded resolutionh : X ! A 3C of f�1f0g in A 3C and use the notation of Chapter 4. LetE be a non-rational exeptional surfae with h(E) = f0g and numerialdata (�;N). Let Fi, i = 1; : : : ; r, be the irreduible omponents of theintersetions E \ Ek, k 2 T , where Ek is another exeptional surfae oran irreduible omponent of the strit transform of f�1f0g. When Fi is aomponent of E \Ek(i), then we put �i := �k(i) � �NNk(i). Suppose that�i 6= 0; 1 for eah i 2 f1; : : : ; rg. If �(EÆ) = 2, then the ontribution Rof E to the residue of ZHod(f; s) at � �N is nonzero.Proof. We use the same notation as in (5.5.1). Suppose that all theonditions of the theorem are ful�lled, butR = 0. Remark that EÆ �= EÆ0 ,sine the enters of the blowing-ups always belong to the strit transform



5.5 Candidate poles of order 1 123of f�1f0g (by the resolution proess up to the right stage). Thus �(EÆ0) =�(EÆ) = 2.There an be at most two urves Gi with di � 1. Indeed, if Gi is suha urve, then we know by Lemma 5.5.2 that gi � g � 1, where gi is thegeometri genus of Gi. So also eGi, whih equals one of the urves Fj , hasgeometri genus gi � g. By Proposition 5.3.3(i) and (ii) we see that therean be at most two suh urves Fj .On the other hand, sine D did belong to an exeptional surfae (ofthe resolution proess at the stage just before the blowing-up with enterD), there is at least one Gi with di = 1, say G1.By Lemma 5.5.3 we an easily dedue that also �jEÆ0 : EÆ0 ! D is a�bered variety. So Theorem 5.4.8.2 implies that�(EÆ0) � � P1n( sXi=1 di points)!+ 1;whih yields by Figure 12 in (5.4.5) thatsXi=1 di � 3:Thus there are exatly two urves Gi with di 6= 0. Let G2 be the seondone. Then d2 � 2. When g � 2, we are done now, sine by Lemma 5.5.2g2 = g + (d2 � 1)(g � 1) + degRi2 > g;ontraditing Proposition 5.3.3.When g = 1, we are not ready yet. Let eG1 and eG2 be equal to Fj(1)and Fj(2), respetively. Sine the only urves Fj with nonzero genus areamong the eGi, we an onlude by Proposition 5.3.3(iii) that�j(1) + �j(2) = 0:But by Theorem 4.6.1 we also know thatd1(�j(1) � 1) + d2(�j(2) � 1) = �2:Combining the two relations yields that(d2 � 1)(�j(2) � 1) = 0;



124 Chapter 5. Surfaeswhih is again a ontradition sine d2 � 2 and �j(2) 6= 1. This provesthe theorem. �(5.5.5)We keep on using the notation of the previous proof for a moment.An important ingredient in this proof is that the ondition of maximallogarithmi Kodaira dimension implies that Psi=1 di � 3. Atually wethen proved that under the latter ondition the residue R is not zero. Inthe following proposition we show that in \most of these ases" we dohave maximal logarithmi Kodaira dimension.(5.5.5.1) Proposition. Use the same notation as in (the proof of) The-orem 5.5.4; in partiular � : E0 ! D denotes a ruled surfae over theurve D with g(D) = g. Suppose that Psi=1 di � 3. Then(i) if g � 2, we have �(EÆ0) = 2,(ii) if g = 1 and at least one of the urves Gi is a �ber, we have �(EÆ0) =2,(iii) if g = 0 and at least three of the urves Gi are �bers, we have�(EÆ0) = 2.Remark that in (iii) we freely use the notation of this setion for a ruledsurfae over a rational urve D, although we assume in (5.5.1) that E0 isnon-rational.Proof. Consider the morphism �jEÆ0 : EÆ0 ! U , where U is the open subsetof D whih is obtained from D by removing the points �(Gi) with Gi a�ber of �. We apply Theorem 5.4.8.3 to this morphism, whih is a �beredvariety by Lemma 5.5.3. This yields that�(EÆ0) � � P1n( sXi=1 di points)!+ �(U):Sine Psi=1 di � 3, we know by Figure 12 in (5.4.5) that the right-handside of the inequality above is equal to 2. This proves the proposition.�



5.5 Candidate poles of order 1 125(5.5.5.2) Remark. We already mentioned above that we atually showedin the proof of Theorem 5.5.4 that under the ondition Psi=1 di � 3the residue R is not zero. Possibly this inludes ases with �(EÆ0) < 2.But Proposition 5.5.5.1 learns us that these speial ases an only ourwhen g = 1 and none of the urves Gi is a �ber. Consider for examplethe following situation where G1, G2 and G3 are three nonintersetingsetions of �.
-G1 G2 G3 E0 � g = 1

D
Figure 15Note that in this ase we even have �(EÆ0) = 0. It is interesting to reallthat this is exatly one of the exeptions in the framework of Veys wherehe wants to prove that R = 0 when �(EÆ0) = �(EÆ) � 0, see [37, Theorem5.9℄. It is an intriguing question whether or not this situation an ourin an embedded resolution. The impossibility of ourrene is alreadyproved by Veys when all the singular points of f�1f0g are absolutelyisolated, see [37, De�nition 5.10 and Proposition 5.12℄.(5.5.6) Remark. When some of the urves Fi have �i = 1 the onlusionof Theorem 5.5.4 remains true if we onsider EÆ to beE n [fij�i 6=1gFi;at least when g � 2. Indeed, let U be the open subset of EÆ, obtainedfrom EÆ by also removing the urves Fi whih have �i = 1 and whih arenot equal to one of the urves eGj. Then we have by the �rst remark in(5.4.7) that �(U) = 2:



126 Chapter 5. SurfaesIt is not so hard to verify thatU �= EÆ0 n fP1; : : : ; Pmgfor ertain points Pj on E0, where also EÆ0 has to be interpreted asE0 n [fij�j(i) 6=1gGiwith j(i) suh that eGi equals Fj(i). Atually, eah point Pj only belongsto some urves Gi with �j(i) = 1 and somewhere in our proess towardsE we performed a blowing-up at it. Beause Theorem 5.4.8.2 is onlyinterested in a general �ber, we an onlude thatsXi=1�j(i) 6=1 di � 3:On the other hand, following the proof of Theorem 5.5.4, we know byRemark 5.3.4(ii) that there an be at most two urves Gi with di � 1and �j(i) 6= 1. This again ompletes the proof for g � 2 by Lemma 5.5.2.Remark that for g � 1 we needed in the last and tehnial part of theproof of Theorem 5.5.4 the existene of a urve Gi with di = 1. In our newsituation it may happen that this urve Gi, whih of ourse still exists,has �j(i) = 1, making it impossible (for us) to end the argumentation.(5.5.7) Remarks.(i) For a rational exeptional surfae E with h(E) = f0g and all �i 6= 0we have that R 6= 0 as soon as one of the urves Fi on it, with�i 6= 1, is non-rational. Indeed, when E is reated by a blowing-upat a rational urve, this easily follows from Proposition 5.3.3 andRemark 5.3.4(ii). When E is reated by a point-entered blowing-up, we argue as follows. Reall the expression for R :R = 1� uvN(uv)��=N  H(EÆ) + rXi=1 H(F Æi ) uv � 1(uv)�i � 1+ Xfi;jg�f1;:::;rgmij (uv � 1)2((uv)�i � 1)((uv)�j � 1)1A ;



5.5 Candidate poles of order 1 127where mij := Fi�Fj . Suppose that R = 0. Remark that the expres-sion for R an be obtained from the one in the proof of Proposition5.3.3 by replaing inH(EÆ) the oeÆient (2+mE) by (1+mE) andg by 0, see Lemma 5.1.2(ii). So, after performing those replaementsin the expression for R in the proof of Proposition 5.3.3, we an goagain through the details of that proof. This time the onlusionwill be that gi = 0 for all urves Fi with �i 6= 1.(ii) When E is a rational exeptional surfae suh that h(E) = f0g, all�i 6= 0 and all urves Fi are rational, we have some partial results,all obtained by tedious and very laborious alulations.(a) When E = P2 and the urves Fi, i = 1; : : : ; r, form a on�g-uration of r lines having only normal rossings, we an showthat R 6= 0 if and only if �(E n [fij�i 6=1gFi) = 2:(b) When E is reated as a projetive plane E0 and there is onlyone intersetion urve G on E0 and the singularities of G areall usps or ordinary r-fold points, i.e., analytially equivalentto a on�guration of r lines through one point, then we have(�(E0 nG) = 2) ) (R 6= 0):() When E = P2 or when E is obtained from P2 by only onepoint-entered blowing-up we proved for many on�gurationshaving a maximal logarithmi Kodaira dimension that R 6= 0.





Chapter 6Higher dimensionsIn this hapter we make the step to arbitrary dimensions; so we study thease of polynomials in n variables, with n 2 N nf0; 1g. The whole hapterwill mainly depend upon one new, and rather easy, tehnique. In the �rstsetion we �x an exeptional variety E and we use this tehnique to �ndan appropriate ondition under whih the ontribution of E will ertainlynot vanish. In the next setion we atually provide for a given rationalnumber a suÆient ondition for being a pole (of order 1) of the zetafuntion on the level of Hodge polynomials. Then in Setion 6.3 we makean exursion to the situation of urves, proving the well-known geometridetermination of the poles of this zeta funtion. In Setion 6.4 we treatthe motivi zeta funtion and in Setion 6.5 we give an appliation ofour tehnique onerning Igusa's loal zeta funtion. We end the hapterwith a setion dealing with the andidate poles of higher order.6.1 The ontribution of one exeptional ompo-nent(6.1.1) Fix an exeptional variety E with h(E) = f0g and numerialdata (�;N). In this setion we are interested in the ontribution R of Eto the residue of ZHod(f; s) at the andidate pole � �N . In essene we will�nd two onditions, either of them suÆient to imply the non-vanishingof R. We also give some omments onerning the appropriateness ofthese onditions.



130 Chapter 6. Higher dimensionsWe start with the following theorem.(6.1.2) Theorem. Let f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn℄nC . Fix an embedded resolutionh : X ! A nC of f�1f0g in A nC and use the notation of Chapter 4. Let Ebe an exeptional variety with h(E) = f0g and numerial data (�;N).Let Fi, i = 1; : : : ; r, be the irreduible omponents of the intersetionsE \Ek, k 2 T , where Ek is another exeptional variety or an irreduibleomponent of the strit transform of f�1f0g. When Fi is a omponent ofE \Ek(i), then we put �i := �k(i)� �NNk(i). Suppose that �i 6= 0 for eahi 2 f1; : : : ; rg. Then we have0�XI�S H(F ÆI )(�1;�1)Qi2I �i 6= 01A ) (R 6= 0):Here we denote by R the ontribution of E to the residue of ZHod(f; s)at � �N , by S the set fi 2 f1; : : : ; rg j�i 2 Zg and by H(V ) the Hodgepolynomial of a variety V .Proof. Suppose that R = 0. Then, omitting some irrelevant fators fromthe expression for R, we see thatR := XI�f1;:::;rgH(F ÆI )Yi2I uv � 1(uv)�i � 1 = 0:Let t 2 N n f0g be an arbitrary ommon denominator of the numbers �i.Then we obviously havet�i 2 Z for i 2 f1; : : : ; rg:Now we ome to the ruial ingredient the whole setion atually is de-pending on : we transform R into a \normal" rational funtion Rx inonly one variable, say x. Here we mean by normal that the exponentsourring in Rx are all integers. For this, we replae both the variables uand v in R by xt. We obtain the rational funtionRx := XI�f1;:::;rgHx(F ÆI )Yi2I x2t � 1x2t�i � 1 ;



6.1 The ontribution of one exeptional omponent 131where Hx(F ÆI ) stands for H(F ÆI )(xt; xt). Beause R = 0, we also knowthat Rx = 0. Hene we an exploit the relationRx(e 2�i2t ) = 0:Let us denote e 2�i2t by �. Then of ourse �2t = 1, and obviously�2t�i = 1 if and only if �i 2 Z. We also immediately see thatHx(F ÆI )(�) = H(F ÆI )(�t; �t)= H(F ÆI )(�1;�1):Fix one of the numbers �i with i 2 S and denote (x2t� 1)=(x2t�i � 1)by Ti(x). First suppose that �i > 0. Then we haveTi(x) = x2t � 1x2t�i � 1 = 1x2t(�i�1) + x2t(�i�2) + � � �+ 1 ;implying that Ti(�) = 1�i :When �i < 0, we put �i := ��i and we an writeTi(x) = (x2t � 1)x2t�i1� x2t�i= �x2t�ix2t(�i�1) + x2t(�i�2) + � � �+ 1 ;yielding that also in this aseTi(�) = �1�i = 1�i :Sine we now know that the evaluation of (x2t � 1)=(x2t�i � 1) at �preisely does not vanish for i 2 S and that it equals 1�i in this ase, wean onlude that 0 = Rx(�)= XI�SH(F ÆI )(�1;�1)Yi2I 1�i ;ending the proof of the theorem. �



132 Chapter 6. Higher dimensionsThe next result will involve the topologial Euler-Poinar�e harater-isti �(�).(6.1.3) Theorem. Let f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn℄nC . Fix an embedded resolutionh : X ! A nC of f�1f0g in A nC and use the notation of Chapter 4. Let Ebe an exeptional variety with h(E) = f0g and numerial data (�;N).Let Fi, i = 1; : : : ; r, be the irreduible omponents of the intersetionsE \Ek, k 2 T , where Ek is another exeptional variety or an irreduibleomponent of the strit transform of f�1f0g. When Fi is a omponentof E \ Ek(i), then we put �i := �k(i) � �NNk(i). Suppose that �i 6= 0for eah i 2 f1; : : : ; rg. Let m 2 N n f0g and denote by Sm the setfi 2 f1; : : : ; rg j�i 2 1mZg. Then we have0�XI�Sm �(F ÆI )Qi2I �i 6= 01A ) (R 6= 0);where R denotes the ontribution of E to the residue of ZHod(f; s) at� �N .Proof. We proeed in the same way as in the previous proof, again sup-posing that R = 0, but this time replaing u by 1 and v by xmt in theexpression for R. Reall that t 2 N n f0g is an arbitrary ommon denom-inator of the numbers �i. This yields thatRx := XI�f1;:::;rgHx(F ÆI )Yi2I xmt � 1xmt�i � 1 = 0;where Hx(F ÆI ) stands for H(F ÆI )(1; xmt). Now we onsider Rx(�) with� := e 2�it . We learly have this time that �mt�i = 1 if and only ifm�i 2 Z,thus if and only if i 2 Sm.Fix i 2 Sm and suppose that �i > 0. Also this time the argument for�i < 0 will be very similar. So, when we denote (xmt � 1)=(xmt�i � 1) byTi(x), we see thatTi(x) = (xt � 1)(xt(m�1) + xt(m�2) + � � � + 1)(xt � 1)(xt(m�i�1) + xt(m�i�2) + � � �+ 1) ;implying that Ti(�) = mm�i = 1�i :



6.1 The ontribution of one exeptional omponent 133We an onlude that0 = Rx(�)= XI�SmH(F ÆI )(1; 1)Yi2I 1�i= XI�Sm �(F ÆI )Qi2I �i ;whih ompletes the proof of Theorem 6.1.3. �Philosophial note. When R = 0, we obtain from Theorem 6.1.3 a lotof relations between the Euler harateristis �(EÆ) and �(F ÆI ) for I �f1; : : : ; rg; indeed, we have one relation for eah m 2 N n f0g (of oursethere will only be �nitely many di�erent relations). Suppose for examplethat none of the numbers �i is an integer. Then the relation for m = 1preisely says that �(EÆ) = 0. On the other hand we should reall theonjeture stating that, under ertain onditions, the vanishing of �(EÆ)will imply the vanishing of R; see [8, Conjeture 1.2.2℄ for this onjeturein the p-adi ase. Now it is very nie to see that the other relations, i.e.,those for m � 2, at least seem to be ompatible with the result of Veys[39, Proposition 4.3(ii)℄, where he proves that, under ertain onditions,the vanishing of �(EÆ) implies the vanishing of �(EÆI ) with I � T and Eequal to some Ei with i 2 I.6.1.4 Important remarks.(i) In Theorems 6.1.2 and 6.1.3 we may drop the onditions that h(E) =f0g and that E is an exeptional variety, also allowing now that E isan irreduible omponent of the strit transform of f�1f0g, at leastwhen we replae F ÆI by F ÆI \h�1f0g in the statement. Also note thatthen we only have to suppose that �i 6= 0 for those omponents Fiwhih satisfy Fi \ h�1f0g 6= ;.We an also onsider the ontribution of E to the residue of thefuntion ZHod;gl(f; s) at � �N . Again we may omit the onditionsthat h(E) = f0g and that E is an exeptional variety, this timeeven without any hange in the statement at all.



134 Chapter 6. Higher dimensions(ii) It is easy to verify that the two theorems still hold when we takefor h an arbitrary embedded resolution, and not neessarily one inthe sense of Hironaka by means of blowing-ups, see (4.4.1). In fat,the proofs an even be opied word for word.(iii) One an also assoiate a zeta funtion on the level of Hodge polyno-mials to an e�etive Q-Cartier divisor D on a Q-Gorenstein varietywith singular lous ontained in SuppD (in fat only the lous oflog anonial singularities has to be ontained in SuppD), see [42℄.It is remarkable that even in this general situation Theorems 6.1.2and 6.1.3 still hold, and that we an still use the same easy proofsas before.6.1.5 Other remarks.(i) Before the existene of the two previous results we always onsideredthe situation when all the polynomialsH(F ÆI ) in u and v are atuallypolynomials in uv, to be the most diÆult one. See for example thelast setion of the previous hapter. Of ourse the reason was thatwe were not helped then by looking at that part of the residue Rwhih onsists of the monomials with di�erent power of u and v, aswe did before in the proofs of Theorem 2.2.4 and Proposition 5.3.3.It is thus quite remarkable that now by Theorems 6.1.2 and 6.1.3those a priori diÆult ases are treated in exatly the same way asthe other ones.(ii) Also interesting to note is that up till the �nd of these theorems wewere rather intended to prove impliations of the form(�(EÆ) maximal) ) (R 6= 0); or�(�1)n�1 �(EÆ) > 0� ) (R 6= 0):A basi problem obviously was aused by the omponents Fi with�i = 1. Indeed, in order to alulate the ontribution R of Eto the residue we an simply \forget" those omponents, but theanteedene of the impliation ertainly feels whether or not we takethem into aount. The anteedenes in Theorems 6.1.2 and 6.1.3 on



6.1 The ontribution of one exeptional omponent 135the other hand do not hange when we omit the omponents Fi with�i = 1. This follows immediately from the fat that R, and henealso Rx and Rx(�), do not hange by omitting those omponents,where we use the notation of the orresponding proofs.Remark nevertheless that when none of the numbers �i is an integer,Theorem 6.1.3 for m = 1 preisely states(�(EÆ) 6= 0) ) (R 6= 0);showing that in this ase one of the impliations we were initiallyafter indeed holds. One should also reall that others are interestedin the possible impliation�(�1)dimE �(EÆ) � 0� ) (R = 0);see for example [37℄. At �rst sight the ombination of the two previ-ous impliations seems rather alarming when (�1)dimE �(EÆ) < 0.But sine for the �rst one of them we assume that S1 = ;, we aresaved by a result of Veys stating that under this ondition(�(EÆ) 6= 0) , �(�1)dimE �(EÆ) > 0�;see Lemma 6.2.3 and the proof of Theorem 6.2.4.(6.1.6) Example. Let E = P2 and let F1, F2, F3 and F4 be four rationalurves on E suh that P4i=1 Fi has only normal rossings. Suppose thatd1 = d2 = d3 = 1 and that d4 = 2, where di stands for the degree of theurve Fi.
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F1

F2
F4 F3 E = P2

Figure 16



136 Chapter 6. Higher dimensionsLet �1 = �1, �2 = 3=2, �3 = 1=4 and �4 = 5=8. Then obviously therelation (�1 � 1) + (�2 � 1) + (�3 � 1) + 2(�4 � 1) = �3is satis�ed, see (4.6) and Theorem 4.6.1.It is an interesting question on its own whether or not this on�gura-tion (together with the data �i !) an our as the intersetion on�gu-ration in an embedded resolution. But here this does not matter beausein the proofs of Theorems 6.1.2 and 6.1.3 we did not use the presene ofan embedded resolution in any way; indeed, we atually proved the twoimpliations for any given set of rational numbers f�ij1 � i � rg and forany (normal rossings) on�gurationPri=1 Fi on a nonsingular variety E,where we then interpret R as the expressionXI�f1;:::;rgH(F ÆI )Yi2I uv � 1(uv)�i � 1 :Returning to the example, we obtain by Theorem 6.1.3 that R 6= 0,sine XI�f1g �(F ÆI )Qi2I �i = �(EÆ) + �(F Æ1 )�1= 4 + (�2)(�1)= 66= 0:One an also assoiate to a polynomial f the topologial zeta funtionZtop(f; s). To this end we just have to replae H(�) by �(�) and (uv �1)= �(uv)�i+sNi � 1� by 1=(�i + sNi) in the expression for ZHod(f; s) interms of an embedded resolution, see also (4.3). We should not expetthe same theorems to be true for the topologial zeta funtion. Indeed,with the data of this example we haveRtop := XI�f1;2;3;4g�(F ÆI )Yi2I 1�i= 4� 2 3Xi=1 1�i!� 4�4 + 2�4 3Xi=1 1�i!+ 1�1�2 + 1�1�3 + 1�2�3



6.1 The ontribution of one exeptional omponent 137= 4 + 2� 1�4 � 1� 3Xi=1 1�i!� 4�4 + 1�1�2 + 1�1�3 + 1�2�3= 0:(6.1.7) Comments and examples onerning the ase n = 3.(i) Reall that we proved in Theorem 5.5.4 the following impliationwhen E is non-rational and �i 6= 1 for i 2 f1; : : : ; rg :(�(EÆ) = 2) ) (R 6= 0):We also already noted in (5.4.6) that EÆ having maximal logarith-mi Kodaira dimension implies that �(EÆ) > 0 when Pri=1 Fi is adivisor with onneted support.So, ombining the latter fat with Theorem 6.1.3, we see that whenPri=1 Fi is a divisor with onneted support and none of the num-bers �i is an integer, the ondition on E of being non-rational maybe dropped in the statement of Theorem 5.5.4.(ii) As we will see in the next two examples, we should not expet theimpliation (�(EÆ) > 0) ) (R 6= 0)to be true.First let E be a ruled surfae over P1 whih is reated by a blowing-up at a rational urve and whih did not \hange" anymore afterits reation. Suppose that there is only one intersetion urve F1on E and that it is a setion.
F1 -E � P1

Figure 17



138 Chapter 6. Higher dimensionsThen we know by Theorem 4.6.1 that �1 = �1. Although we have�(EÆ) = 2 > 0;the ontribution R to the residue vanishes. Indeed,R = �(uv)2 + 2uv + 1� (uv + 1) + (uv + 1) uv � 1(uv)�1 � 1�= �uv(uv + 1) + (uv + 1)(uv � 1)uv1� uv �= 0;where  is a nonzero fator. See also [37, Proposition 5.1(ii)℄. Re-mark however that�(EÆ) + �(F Æ1 )�1 = 2 + 2(�1) = 0;saving Theorem 6.1.3.Let E be again a ruled surfae, but this time over a urve D ofgenus g, and suppose that now there are two interseting setionsF1 and F2, see the �gure below.
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�AAAAAAAA -F2 F1 E � D
Figure 18The relation in Theorem 4.6.1 yields that �1 + �2 = 0. We alsohave �(EÆ) = 2(2� 2g) � 2(2� 2g � 1)� 1= 1> 0:



6.1 The ontribution of one exeptional omponent 139Nevertheless, for some of the values of �1 and �2, still satisfying �1+�2 = 0, the ontribution R an be zero; in fat, a little alulationwill reveal that R = 0 if and only if �1 = 1 and �2 = �1 (or vieversa). Again, this is not in ontradition with Theorem 6.1.3, sinewe have �(EÆ) + �(F Æ1 )�1 + �(F Æ2 )�2 + �(F1 \ F2)�1�2= 1 + 2� 2g � 11 + 2� 2g � 1(�1) + 1(�1)= 0:(iii) Let us onsider the following uriosity. Suppose that E is reated bya point-entered blowing-up and that it did not \hange" anymoreafter its reation. Hene E = P2. Suppose that the urves Fi,i = 2; : : : ; r, all have �i = 1 and that F1 is a rational urve. Thenthe behaviour of the ontribution R to the residue will depend onthe degree d1 of F1. One an hek that R = 0 when d1 = 1, andthat R 6= 0 when d1 = 2. This means that not only the geometry ofthe urve F1 is important, but also its embedding in P2. Reall thatfor the alulation of R as well as for the appliation of Theorem6.1.3 we may simply forget the urves Fi with �i = 1 and henesuppose that r = 1, see for example Remark 6.1.5(ii).Curiously Theorem 6.1.3 seems to reat well on this situation. In-deed, when d1 = 1, the relation in Theorem 4.6.1 implies that�1 = �2. Hene we obtain that�(EÆ) + �(F Æ1 )�1 = 1 + 2(�2)= 0;suh that we do not have to onlude by Theorem 6.1.3 that R isnonzero. On the other hand, when d1 = 2, we know that �1 = �12and that this time the anteedene of the impliation only onsistsof �(EÆ), whih is equal to 1. So in this ase Theorem 6.1.3 orretlylaims that the ontribution R to the residue should be nonzero.(iv) The ombination of Theorem 6.1.2 and Theorem 6.1.3 suggests thatthe ontribution R to the residue does not vanish, unless ertainonditions on the genera are satis�ed. Reall the philosophial note



140 Chapter 6. Higher dimensionsafter the proof of Theorem 6.1.3, where we already mentioned thatwe obtain several relations by varying the natural number m in thestatement of that theorem. Now we will show by ombining the twotheorems that the vanishing of R implies that2g = rXi=1 gi � Xfij�i2Zg gi�i ;where we denote by gi the genus of the urve Fi and where thenumber g has to be interpreted as follows. When E is reated asa ruled surfae E0 over a urve D, we denote by g the genus of D;when E is reated by a point-entered blowing-up we de�ne g to bezero.Indeed, when R = 0 we have8>>><>>>:�(EÆ) + Pi2S �(F Æi )�i + Pfi;jg�S �(Fi\Fj)�i�j = 0H(EÆ)(�1;�1) + Pi2S H(F Æi )(�1;�1)�i + Pfi;jg�SH(Fi\Fj)(�1;�1)�i�j = 0;where we denote by S the set fi 2 f1; : : : ; rgj�i 2 Zg. Beauselearly �(Fi \ Fj)�i�j = H(Fi \ Fj)(�1;�1)�i�j ;we see by Lemma 5.1.2 that0 = �(EÆ)�H(EÆ)(�1;�1) +Xi2S �(F Æi )�H(F Æi )(�1;�1)�i= �8g + rXi=1 4gi +Xi2S �4gi�i ;proving the equality we are after.On the other hand, we already know by Proposition 5.3.3 and Re-mark 5.3.4(ii), or by Remark 5.5.7(i) when E is reated by a point-entered blowing-up, that2g = rXi=1 gi � Xfij�i=1g gi + Xfij�i=�1g gi:



6.2 Candidate poles of order 1 141Combining those two equalities yields thatXfij�i2Znf�1;1gg gi�i = 0:Remark that this also immediately follows from the third part ofProposition 5.3.3.6.2 Candidate poles of order 1(6.2.1) In this setion we will show that our new tehnique also enablesus to add the several ontributions to the residue at one �xed rationalnumber sÆ, providing a suÆient ondition for sÆ being a pole (of order1) of the zeta funtion on the level of Hodge polynomials.(6.2.2) Theorem. Let f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn℄ n C and let sÆ 2 Q . Fix anembedded resolution h : X ! A nC of f�1f0g in A nC and use the notationof Chapter 4. Let Ej, j = 1; : : : ; k, be preisely the irreduible ompo-nents of h�1(f�1f0g) satisfying sÆ = � �jNj . Let F (j)i , i = 1; : : : ; rj , be theirreduible omponents of the intersetions Ej \El for l 2 T n fjg. WhenF (j)i is a omponent of Ej \E(j)l(i), then we put �(j)i := �(j)l(i)+ sÆN (j)l(i). Sup-pose that �(j)i 6= 0, for eah j 2 f1; : : : ; kg and i 2 f1; : : : ; rjg satisfyingF (j)i \ h�1f0g 6= ;.Then we have the following. IfkXj=1 1Nj 0BBBBB� XI�S(j)�F (j)I �Æ\h�1f0g6=; ���F (j)I �Æ \ h�1f0g�Qi2I �(j)i 1CCCCCA 6= 0;then sÆ is a pole (of order 1) of ZHod(f; s). Here we denote by S(j) the setfi 2 f1; : : : ; rjg j�(j)i 2 Zg and �F (j)I �Æ of ourse stands for Ti2I F (j)i nSl2f1;:::;rjgnI F (j)l .



142 Chapter 6. Higher dimensionsProof. The total residue of ZHod(f; s) at sÆ iskXj=1 XI�f1;:::;rjg�F (j)I �Æ\h�1f0g6=; H��F (j)I �Æ \ h�1f0g� 1� uvNj(uv)sÆ Yi2I uv � 1(uv)�(j)i � 1 ;see for example the alulation in (5.2.6). Suppose that sÆ is not a poleof ZHod(f; s). Then we haveR := kXj=1 1Nj 0BBBB� XI�f1;:::;rjg�F (j)I �Æ\h�1f0g6=;H��F (j)I �Æ \ h�1f0g�Yi2I uv � 1(uv)�(j)i � 11CCCCA = 0:In exatly the same way as in the proof of Theorem 6.1.3 one easily derivesfrom this thatkXj=1 1Nj 0BBBBB� XI�S(j)�F (j)I �Æ\h�1f0g6=; ���F (j)I �Æ \ h�1f0g�Qi2I �(j)i 1CCCCCA = 0;proving already the result we are after. �(6.2.2.1) Remarks.(i) Following the details of the proof of Theorem 6.1.2, instead of thoseof the proof of Theorem 6.1.3, we obtain another variant of Theorem6.2.2. For the statement of this version we just have to replae���F (j)I �Æ \ h�1f0g� by H��F (j)I �Æ \ h�1f0g�(�1;�1):(ii) Theorem 6.2.2 also holds for the global zeta funtion ZHod;gl(f; s),when we replae h�1f0g by X everywhere in the statement.(iii) As in Remarks 6.1.4(ii) and 6.1.4(iii), it is interesting to note that infat Theorem 6.2.2 also holds for an arbitrary embedded resolutionand even for the zeta funtions assoiated to an e�etive Q-Cartierdivisor D on a Q-Gorenstein variety with singular lous ontainedin SuppD.



6.2 Candidate poles of order 1 143(6.2.3) In the next theorem we will additionally assume that none ofthe numbers �(j)i is an integer. This will be suÆient in order to obtainthat sÆ is always a pole of ZHod(f; s) whenever there exists an exeptionalvariety Ej with sÆ = � �jNj , h(Ej) = f0g and �(EÆj ) 6= 0. We �rst needthe following lemma, whih is a speial ase of [39, Theorem 3.5℄.Lemma. Let Ej be an exeptional hypersurfae with h(Ej) = f0g and letd 2 N nf0; 1g. Suppose that djNj and that d - Ni for all other omponentsEi of h�1(f�1f0g) having nonempty intersetion with Ej . Then(�1)n�1�(EÆj ) � 0:(6.2.4) Theorem. We use the notation of Theorem 6.2.2, but we supposehere that �(j)i =2 Z for eah j 2 f1; : : : ; kg and i 2 f1; : : : ; rjg satisfyingF (j)i \ h�1f0g 6= ;.If there exists an exeptional variety Ej satisfying j 2 f1; : : : ; kg, Ej �h�1f0g and �(EÆj ) 6= 0, then sÆ is a pole of ZHod(f; s).Proof. By Theorem 6.2.2 we only have to prove thatXj2J 1Nj �(EÆj ) 6= 0; (�)where we denote by J the set nj 2 f1; : : : ; kg ��� h(Ej) = f0go. Note thatwe use here our hoie of an embedded resolution in the sense of Hironaka,reall (4.4.1). Write sÆ = �ad ;where a and d are two natural numbers whih are relatively prime. Withthis hoie for d all the assumptions of Lemma 6.2.3 are ful�lled for anyEj with j 2 J , by the onditions on the numbers �(j)i . This implies thatthe terms in (�) are either all positive or all negative. Now we are done,sine at least one of those terms is supposed to be nonzero. �(6.2.4.1) Remarks.(i) Theorem 6.2.4 also holds for an arbitrary embedded resolution,at least when we have for eah j 2 f1; : : : ; kg that either EÆj \



144 Chapter 6. Higher dimensionsh�1f0g = ; or EÆj � h�1f0g; obviously this ondition is satis�edwhen h�1f0g = Sj2J 0 Ej for some subset J 0 of T . We an useagain the previous proof. Remark that the number d in this proofhas to be stritly larger than 1 in order to be able to use Lemma6.2.3. This is learly implied by the onditions on the numbers �(j)i ,sine by Zariski's Main Theorem there is at least one intersetionomponent F (j)i on eah exeptional variety Ej.(ii) When eah of the omponents Ej, with j 2 f1; : : : ; kg and �(EÆj ) 6=0, is entirely mapped onto one point by the resolution h, then theanalogue of Theorem 6.2.4 for Ztop;gl(f; s), obtained by replaingh�1f0g by X in its statement, is also true.(iii) Theorem 6.2.4 also holds for the zeta funtions assoiated to an ef-fetive Q-Cartier divisor D on a Q-Gorenstein variety with singularlous ontained in SuppD. For this we need Lemma 6.2.3 also tobe true in the singular ase; see the proof of [40, Theorem 3.3℄.6.3 Exursion to the situation of urves(6.3.1) Suppose in this setion that n = 2. Then the irreduible om-ponents of h�1(f�1f0g) are all urves. In [38, Theorem 4.3℄ Veys alreadygave for this situation a omplete geometri determination of the poles ofZtop(f; s), see also Theorem 2.1.1.1. We will see that our new tehniqueenables us to give an easy proof of this fat for ZHod(f; s). Of ourse thisresult for ZHod(f; s) also immediately follows from the version of Veys forZtop(f; s). We start with the following lemma.(6.3.2) Lemma. Let k 2 N and let �1; : : : ; �k be k nonzero rationalnumbers satisfying Pki=1 �i = k � 2. ThenR := uv + 1� k + kXi=1 uv � 1(uv)�i � 1 = 0if and only if preisely one or two of the numbers �i are di�erent from 1.Proof. Obviously we may suppose that �i 6= 1 for all i 2 f1; : : : ; kg. Thenwe have to prove that R = 0 if and only if k = 1 or 2. When k = 1 or 2



6.3 Exursion to the situation of urves 145an easy, and by now standard, alulation learns that the vanishing of Ris implied by the ondition Pki=1 �i = k � 2.On the other hand, by the usual tehnique of this hapter, i.e., repla-ing u by 1 and v by xt and evaluating at e 2�it , we know that if2� k + rXi=1 1�i 6= 0;where �1; : : : ; �r are exatly the integers among the numbers �i, thenR 6= 0. Sine k > 0 by the ondition of the lemma, it is suÆient toshow that k � 3 implies that 2 � k +Pri=1 1�i 6= 0. Suppose that k � 3.We distinguish two possibilities; either r � k � 2 or r = k. Remark thatr = k � 1 is impossible by the ondition Pki=1 �i = k � 2. First onsiderthe ase r � k � 2. ThenrXi=1 1�i � r2 � k � 22 < k � 2;where the last inequality is true sine k � 3. Now we treat the ase r = k.Then at least one of the numbers �i is negative, say �1 for example; thiseasily follows from the ondition Pki=1 �i = k � 2. We thus havekXi=1 1�i = 1�1 + kXi=2 1�i < k � 12 � k � 2;where again the last inequality holds sine k � 3. This ompletes theproof of Lemma 6.3.2. �(6.3.2.1) Remarks.(i) It is worth mentioning that we do not assume any upper bound at allon the absolute values j�ij of the numbers �i. This ontrasts sharplywith the arguments in [38℄, whih intensively use the existene ofsuh an upper bound.(ii) Rereading the proof of the lemma, we notie that we atually provedthat 2 � k +Pri=1 1�i < 0 whenever Pki=1 �i = k � 2 and at leastthree of the numbers �i are di�erent from 1. This remark will enableus to ontrol the addition of the ontributions (to the residue at aandidate pole of order 1) of several exeptional urves, see theproof of Proposition 6.3.3.



146 Chapter 6. Higher dimensions(6.3.2.2) Example. In this example we exeptionally assume that n = 3and we ontinue with the example in Remark 5.5.5.2. So we onsider anexeptional surfae E whih is reated as a ruled surfae � : E0 ! Dby a blowing-up at an ellipti urve D and we denote by G1, G2 andG3 the irreduible omponents of the intersetions of E0 with the otheromponents of the resolution at the stage of the reation of E0. We willalso use the other notations of (5.5.1).
-G1 G2 G3 E0 � g = 1

D
Figure 19For i 2 f1; 2; 3g, let eGi be the strit transform of Gi by ' and supposethat eGi equals Fj(i). Sine the divisor P3i=1Gi on E0 has only normalrossings, we know by [37, Proposition 2.3℄ that for the ontribution Rof E to the residue at � �N we may as well work with the urves Gi on E0when we weight them with the numbers �j(i). ClearlyR = (uv + 1� u� v) uv � 2 + 3Xi=1 uv � 1(uv)�j(i) � 1! :By Lemma 6.3.2 we know that R preisely vanishes when at least oneof the numbers �j(i) is equal to 1. We also know that when for example�j(1) = 1, we may omit E1 ompletely for the alulation of R. But nowwe are in fat in a speial ase of [37, Proposition 5.1℄, stating alreadythat in these situations R = 0.We will now prove the geometri determination of the poles of ZHod(f; s).



6.3 Exursion to the situation of urves 147(6.3.3) Proposition. Let f 2 C [x1 ; x2℄ n C and let sÆ 2 Q : Fix an(arbitrary) embedded resolution h : X ! A 2C of f�1f0g in A 2C and use thenotation of Chapter 4. Then sÆ is a pole of ZHod(f; s) if and only if(i) sÆ = � 1Ni for some irreduible omponent Ei of the strit transformof f�1f0g satisfying 0 2 h(Ei) or(ii) sÆ = � �iNi for some exeptional urve Ei satisfying h(Ei) = f0g andinterseting at least three times other omponents Ej with �j ��iNiNj 6= 1.Proof. Suppose �rst that sÆ is a pole of ZHod(f; s). When sÆ is a pole oforder 1 we are done by Lemma 6.3.2 and when sÆ is a pole of order 2 weneed the same argumentation as in the �rst part of the proof of Theorem2.2.4.Suppose that ondition (i) or (ii) is ful�lled. From now on we exludethe trivial ases where the germ (f; 0) is analytially equivalent to (xN1 ; 0)or (xN1 xN 02 ; 0) for some N;N 0 2 N n f0g, see also [38, Setion 3℄. We mayalso assume that there do not exist interseting omponents Ei and Ejof h�1(f�1f0g) satisfying sÆ = � �iNi = � �jNj and h(Ei \ Ej) = f0g, sineotherwise we obviously have a pole of order 2. Now we are in the situationof Theorem 6.2.2. Let k be the number of exeptional urves Ei withsÆ = � �iNi and h(Ei) = f0g.First suppose that k � 1. Studying the ruial expression in Theorem6.2.2 and ombining it with Remark 6.3.2.1(ii), we see that, exept in thesituation mentioned at the end of this paragraph, it is suÆient to provethat �i := �i + sÆNi < 0; (�)where Ei is an exeptional urve interseting an irreduible omponentEj of the strit transform of f�1f0g satisfying sÆ = � 1Nj and h(Ei\Ej) =f0g. When h is the minimal embedded resolution this is implied by [38,Theorem 3.3℄, sine �i 6= 0 and k � 1. Beause an arbitrary embeddedresolution fators through the minimal one by blowing-up a �nite numberof points, it is an easy exerise to see that also in general (�) will besatis�ed. When none of these numbers �i is an integer and none ofthe k exeptional urves Ei with sÆ = � �iNi and h(Ei) = f0g intersets



148 Chapter 6. Higher dimensionsat least three times other omponents Ej with �j � �iNiNj 6= 1, then astraightforward alulation will still show that the residue of ZHod(f; s)at sÆ is nonzero.When k = 0 the same argument will apply, exept when jsÆj is the min-imum of the set of all absolute values of the andidate poles of ZHod(f; s),either for the minimal or for an arbitrary embedded resolution. Then thenumbers �i will be positive, implying again by an easy alulation of theresidue at sÆ that sÆ is a pole (of order 1) of ZHod(f; s). Remark that infat there is only one number �i in this ase, see [38, Subsetion 3.12℄.�(6.3.3.1) Remarks.(i) When one applies this proposition using the minimal embeddedresolution, it should be lear that the ondition \with �j � �iNiNj 6=1" an be omitted, see Lemma 2.1.6 or [25, Proposition II.3.1℄.(ii) Using Remark 6.3.2.1(ii) in the same way as in the previous proof,we an provide another argumentation for the hardest part of theproof of Theorem 2.2.4, where we treated the ase that sÆ is stritlypositive, is not a pole of order 2 and is only indued by rationalexeptional urves.6.4 The motivi zeta funtion(6.4.1) In this brief setion we will prove the analogue of Theorem 6.2.2for the motivi zeta funtion Zmot(f; T ), whih is also assoiated to apolynomial f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn℄ n C . It an be de�ned in terms of an em-bedded resolution h as follows :Zmot(f; T ) :=XI�T [EÆI \ h�1f0g℄Yi2I (L � 1)L��iTNi1� L��iTNi ;where T is a variable and [�℄ denotes the lass in MC , reall (1.4) and(1.5(iii)). Of ourse we see that by putting T = L�s we obtain its morefamiliar shapeZmot(f; s) := XI�T [EÆI \ h�1f0g℄Yi2I L � 1L�i+sNi � 1 :



6.4 The motivi zeta funtion 149We will use the de�nition of a pole of Zmot(f; T ) we proposed in Setion2.3, see De�nition 2.3.7.(6.4.2) Theorem. Let f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn℄ n C and let sÆ 2 Q . Fix anembedded resolution h : X ! A nC of f�1f0g in A nC and use the notation ofChapter 4. Let Ej , j = 1; : : : ; k, be preisely the irreduible omponentsof h�1(f�1f0g) satisfying sÆ = � �jNj . Let F (j)i , i = 1; : : : ; rj , be theirreduible omponents of the intersetions Ej \El for l 2 T n fjg. WhenF (j)i is a omponent of Ej \E(j)l(i), then we put �(j)i := �(j)l(i), N (j)i := N (j)l(i)and �(j)i := �(j)i + sÆN (j)i . Suppose that �(j)i 6= 0, for eah j 2 f1; : : : ; kgand i 2 f1; : : : ; rjg satisfying F (j)i \ h�1f0g 6= ;.Then we have the following. IfkXj=1 1Nj 0BBBBB� XI�S(j)�F (j)I �Æ\h�1f0g6=; ���F (j)I �Æ \ h�1f0g�Qi2I �(j)i 1CCCCCA 6= 0;then sÆ is a pole (of order 1) of Zmot(f; T ). Here we denote by S(j) the setfi 2 f1; : : : ; rjg j�(j)i 2 Zg and �F (j)I �Æ of ourse stands for Ti2I F (j)i nSl2f1;:::;rjgnI F (j)l .Proof. The idea should be lear; the result will easily follow from Theorem6.2.2 by the usual tehnique of speialization. We inlude the details forompleteness. To start we denote for j 2 f1; : : : ; kg the expressionL � 1�NjLsÆ 0BBBB� XI�f1;:::;rjg�F (j)I �Æ\h�1f0g6=;��F (j)I �Æ \ h�1f0g�Yi2I (L � 1)L��(j)i1� L��(j)i 1CCCCAin A by Rj , where the ring A is as in Setion 2.3. We laim that sÆ is apole (of order 1) if and only ifkXj=1Rj 6= 0 in A:



150 Chapter 6. Higher dimensionsFor this we �rst note that by Lemma 2.4.2 we know that sÆ is a pole (oforder 1) of ZHod(f; s) if and only if it is a pole (of order 1) ofkXj=1 (L � 1)L��j TNj1� L��j TNj XI�f1;:::;rjg�F (j)I �Æ\ h�1f0g6=;��F (j)I �Æ \ h�1f0g�Yi2I (L � 1)L��(j)i TN(j)i1� L��(j)i TN(j)i :We an write this expression with a ommon denominator in suh a waythat the numerator iskXj=1(L�1)L��j TNj kYl=1l6=j0BBBB��1� L��lTNl� YJ�f1;:::;rlg�F (l)J �Æ\h�1f0g6=;Ym2J�1� L��(l)m TN(l)m �1CCCCA0BBBB� XI�f1;:::;rjg�F (j)I �Æ\h�1f0g6=;��F (j)I �Æ \ h�1f0g� Yi2I(L � 1)L��(j)i TN(j)i !
YI 6=J�f1;:::;rjg�F (j)J �Æ\h�1f0g6=; Ym2J �1� L��(j)m TN(j)m �1CCCCA :Then we know by Lemma 2.3.8 that sÆ is a pole if and only ifkXj=1(L � 1) kYl=1l6=j 0BBBB�(�NlLsÆ ) YJ�f1;:::;rlg�F (l)J �Æ\h�1f0g6=; Ym2J �1� L��(l)m �1CCCCA0BBBB� XI�f1;:::;rjg�F (j)I �Æ\ h�1f0g6=;��F (j)I �Æ \ h�1f0g� Yi2I(L � 1)L��(j)i !



6.4 The motivi zeta funtion 151YI 6=J�f1;:::;rjg�F (j)J �Æ\ h�1f0g6=; Ym2J �1� L��(j)m �1CCCCA 6= 0in the ring A. Sine fators of the form �NjLsÆ and 1� L��(j)i are unitsin A, we an divide this expression bykYj=10BBBB�(�NjLsÆ ) YI�f1;:::;rjg�F (j)I �Æ\h�1f0g6=;Yi2I �1� L��(j)i �1CCCCA ;exatly implying the laim.Suppose that sÆ is not a pole of Zmot(f; T ). Then we havekXj=1Rj = 0in A. Sine the residue of ZHod(f; s) at sÆ an easily be seen as thespeialization of the left-hand side of this equality to the level of Hodgepolynomials, see for example the proof of Theorem 6.2.2, we obtain thatsÆ is also not a pole of ZHod(f; s). Hene we know by Theorem 6.2.2 thatkXj=1 1Nj 0BBBBB� XI�S(j)�F (j)I �Æ\h�1f0g6=; ���F (j)I �Æ \ h�1f0g�Qi2I �(j)i 1CCCCCA = 0;ompleting the proof of Theorem 6.4.2. �(6.4.2.1) Remarks.(i) By the previous proof it is very natural to all Rj the ontributionof Ej to the residue of Zmot(f; T ) at sÆ. Then by the same speial-ization argument as in this proof we see that of ourse also Theorem6.1.2 and Theorem 6.1.3 hold for the motivi zeta funtion.



152 Chapter 6. Higher dimensions(ii) One easily veri�es that also the analogue of Theorem 6.2.4 forZmot(f; T ) is true, stating that under the onditions of that theoremsÆ is always a pole of Zmot(f; T ) whenever there exists an exep-tional variety Ej satisfying sÆ = � �jNj , Ej � h�1f0g and �(EÆj ) 6= 0.(iii) Obviously the remarks in (6.2.2.1) will still apply to this motivivariant of Theorem 6.2.2. They onern H(�)(�1;�1), the globalmotivi zeta funtion Zmot;gl(f; T ), arbitrary embedded resolutionsand singular varieties. Note that by de�nition the global motivizeta funtion is obtained from Zmot(f; T ) by replaing h�1f0g by Xin its de�ning expression.6.5 Igusa's loal zeta funtion(6.5.1) In this setion we will disuss briey an appliation of our newtehnique onerning Igusa's loal zeta funtion. For this, we �rst needthe following de�nitions and notations.Let K be a �nite extension of the �eld Qp of p-adi numbers, RK thevaluation ring of K, PK the maximal ideal of RK , � a �xed uniformizingparameter for RK , and K = RK=PK the residue �eld of K with ardi-nality q. For z 2 K; ord�z 2 Z[ f+1g denotes the valuation of z andjzj = q�ord�z.To a polynomial f 2 K[x1; : : : ; xn℄ n K one assoiates Igusa's loalzeta funtion ZK(f; s), whih is the meromorphi ontinuation to C ofs 7�! ZPnK jf(x)js jdxj ;for <(s) > 0, where jdxj denotes the Haar measure on Kn, normalizedsuh that RnK has measure 1. Replaing P nK by RnK we analogously de�neZKgl (f; s). Igusa [17℄ showed that they are rational funtions of q�s.We an write these zeta funtions in terms of an embedded resolution,see Theorem 6.5.1.1 below. For any polynomial f 2 F [x1; : : : ; xn℄nF oversome �eld F of harateristi zero we introdue the following notation,whih will be very similar to the one introdued in Chapter 4 for F =C . Put A n(F ) = SpeF [x1; : : : ; xn℄ and D = Spe (F [x1; : : : ; xn℄=(f)).An embedded resolution of D in A n(F ) onsists of a nonsingular variety



6.5 Igusa's loal zeta funtion 153X and a proper birational morphism h : X ! A n(F ) suh that therestrition h : X n h�1(D) ! A n(F ) n D is an isomorphism and h�1(D)has only normal rossings in X. By Hironaka [16℄ we an hoose suhan embedded resolution (X;h) of D in A n(F ) by means of blowing-ups.Let Ei; i 2 T = Te [ Ts, be the (redued) F -irreduible omponents ofh�1(D), where Ei is a (redued) irreduible omponent of the exeptionaldivisor for i 2 Te and of the strit transform of D in X for i 2 Ts. Foreah i 2 T let Ni and �i�1 be the multipliities of Ei in the divisor on Xof f Æ h and h�(dx1 ^ � � � ^ dxn), respetively. The (�i; Ni), for i 2 T , arealled the numerial data of the resolution (X;h). For i 2 T and I � Twe denote EÆi := Ei nSj 6=iEj ; EI := Ti2I Ei and EÆI := EI nSj2TnI Ej .In partiular when I = ;, we have that E; = X. Remark that X is thedisjoint union of the EÆI .For any �eld extension L of F we an take the base extension of theresolution (X;h). The result will be an embedded resolution (XL; hL) ofSpe (L[x1; : : : ; xn℄=(f)) in A n(L) over L, with XL = XF �F L. If there isany danger of onfusion we will inlude the �eld L in the notation aboveand thus write DL; ELi ; TL; TLe ; TLs ; EÆi L; ELI ; EÆI L. For any �eld extensionL1 � L2 we have that EL1i �L1 L2 �= Sj2Ti EL2j , where Ti is some subsetof TL2 and all EL2j , j 2 Ti, have the same numerial data as EL1i . Nowwe are ready to state the following important theorem.(6.5.1.1) Theorem ([7, Theorem 2.2, Remark 2.3 and Proposition 3.1℄).Let F be a number �eld and let f 2 F [x1; : : : ; xn℄ n F . Fix an embeddedresolution h : X ! A n(F ) of Spe (F [x1; : : : ; xn℄=(f)) in A n(F ) and usethe above notations. For almost all ompletions K of F (i.e., for allexept a �nite number) we have the following formula for Igusa's loalzeta funtion :ZK(e)(f; s) = q�ne XI�TK CK(e)I Yi2I qe � 1qe(�i+sNi) � 1 ;with CK(e)I =Pk(�1)kTr�Frobe;Hk��EKI Æ \ hK�1f0g� 
K Ka;Q l��.Here � denotes redution modPK , EKI Æ denotes EKI n Sj2TKnI Ejand Ka is the algebrai losure of K. Further, for any integer e � 1, the�eldK(e) is the unrami�ed extension of K of degree e and we have hosen



154 Chapter 6. Higher dimensionsa prime number l not dividing q. Finally Tr denotes the trae and Frobis the geometri Frobenius endomorphism.For ZKgl (f; s) we have an analogous formula replaingCK(e)I by CK(e)I;gl =Pk(�1)kTr hFrobe;Hk �EKI Æ 
K Ka;Q l�i.Remark. Equivalently, one an putCK(e)I = Cardna 2 EK(e)I Æ ��� hK(e)(a) = 0o :For the rest of this setion we �x a number �eld F , a polynomial f 2F [x1; : : : ; xn℄ n F and an embedded resolution h : X �! A n(F ) ofSpe (F [x1; : : : ; xn℄=(f)) in A n(F ). We suppose that \everything" is de-�ned over F .(6.5.2) Theorem. We use the notation of (6.5.1). Let EkÆ be an ex-eptional variety with h(EkÆ) = f0g and numerial data (�kÆ ; NkÆ). LetEk1 ; : : : ; Ekl be the exeptional varieties, di�erent from EkÆ , and the ir-reduible omponents of the strit transform of Spe (F [x1; : : : ; xn℄=(f))having nonempty intersetion with EkÆ . Let Fi, i = 1; : : : ; r, be the irre-duible omponents of the intersetions EkÆ \Ek, k 2 fk1; : : : ; klg. WhenFi is a omponent of EkÆ \Ek(i), then we put �i := �k(i) � �kÆNkÆNk(i). LetS be the set fi 2 f1; : : : ; rg j�i 2 Zg and suppose that �i 6= 0 for eahi 2 f1; : : : ; rg. Furthermore suppose that for eah subset J of fk1; : : : ; klgthere exists a polynomial gJ 2 Z[y℄ suh that gJ����K(e)���� = CK(e)J[fkÆg foralmost all ompletions K of F and for all integers e � 1; here we use thenotation of Theorem 6.5.1.1. Then we have the following.If XI�S �(F ÆI )Qi2I �i 6= 0;then for almost all ompletions K of F and for all integers e � 1 theontribution of EkÆ to the residue of ZK(e)(f; s) at � �kÆNkÆ does not vanish.Here again F ÆI stands for Ti2I Fi nSj2f1;:::;rgnI Fj and F Æ; for EÆkÆ .Proof. By Theorem 6.5.1.1 we know that for almost all ompletions K ofF the ontribution of EkÆ to the residue of ZK(e)(f; s) at � �kÆNkÆ is equal



6.5 Igusa's loal zeta funtion 155to RK(e) = qe � 1qneNkÆ ln(qe) XJ�fk1;:::;klgCK(e)J[fkÆg Yj2J qe � 1qe�j � 1 ;where �j denotes �j � �kÆNkÆNj . Now onsider the expressionR := XJ�fk1;:::;klg gJ(y)Yj2J y � 1y�j � 1 :Let S0 be the set fj 2 fk1; : : : ; klg j�j 2 Zg and let t 2 N n f0g be anarbitrary ommon denominator of the numbers �j for j 2 fk1; : : : ; klg.Replaing the variable y in R by xt, with x another variable, we obtainthe following rational funtion :Rx := XJ�fk1;:::;klg gJ(xt)Yj2J xt � 1xt�j � 1 :By evaluating Rx at e 2�it we get in the usual way the following implia-tion : 0�XJ�S0 gJ(1)Qj2J �j 6= 01A ) (Rx 6= 0): (�)Fix a subset J of S0 . We laim thatgJ(1) = ��EÆJ[fkÆg� :Indeed, let K be a ompletion of F satisfying Theorem 6.5.1.1 and suhthat gJ����K(e)���� = CK(e)J[fkÆg;for all integers e � 1. Denote by l the prime number appearing in thestatement of Theorem 6.5.1.1 and by C l the ompletion of the algebrailosure of Q l . Now we will mainly use the ideas of Denef and Loeserin the proof of [9, Theorems 2.1.2 and 2.2℄. Then we know that thereexist an integer � 2 NÆ = N n f0g and (l-adi) meromorphi funtionsPq : �Zl ! C l and ' : �Zl! C l suh thatPq(e) = qe for eah e 2 �N;'(e) = CK(e)J[fkÆg for eah e 2 �NÆ ; andlime!0 '(e) = ��EÆJ[fkÆg� :



156 Chapter 6. Higher dimensionsFor this last ondition we possibly have to exlude (�nitely many) moreompletions K of F , see [20, Corollaire 2.7℄. Note that for e 2 �NÆ wehave '(e) = CK(e)J[fkÆg= gJ����K(e)����= gJ(qe)= (gJ Æ Pq)(e):Sine NÆ is dense in Zl, the two meromorphi funtions ' and gJ Æ Pq on�Zl oinide. Hene we obtain that��EÆJ[fkÆg� = lime!0'(e)= lime!0 gJ(Pq(e))= gJ(1);�nally proving the laim.Suppose that PI�S ��(F ÆI )=Qi2I �i� 6= 0, but that there still arein�nitely many ompletions K of F for whih there exists an integere � 1 suh that RK(e) = 0. This implies the existene of in�nitely manyintegers m 2 NÆ satisfying R(m) = 0. For eah suh m we �x the positivereal number m with tm = m, yielding in�nitely many real numbers whih satisfy Rx() = 0. Hene Rx = 0as rational funtion in the variable x. Sine obviouslyXI�S �(F ÆI )Qi2I �i = XJ�S0 ��EÆJ[fkÆg�Qj2J �j ;the vanishing of Rx ontradits impliation (�). �(6.5.3) Remarks.(i) Suppose that S = ; in Theorem 6.5.2. Then�(EÆkÆ) 6= 0



6.5 Igusa's loal zeta funtion 157implies that for almost all ompletions K of F and for all integerse � 1 the ontribution of EkÆ to the residue of ZK(e)(f; s) at � �kÆNkÆdoes not vanish.(ii) Let for a given rational number sÆ the oeÆient CK(e)I be given bya polynomial (in the sense of the previous theorem) for eah subsetI of T ontaining an element i suh that sÆ = � �iNi and satisfyingEÆI \ h�1f0g 6= ;. Then the p-adi analogue of Theorem 6.2.2 willhold, stating roughly that ifkXj=1 1Nj 0BBBBB� XI�S(j)�F (j)I �Æ\ h�1f0g6=; ���F (j)I �Æ \ h�1f0g�Qi2I �(j)i 1CCCCCA 6= 0;then for almost all ompletions K of F and for all integers e � 1 thenumber sÆ is a pole (of order 1) of ZK(e)(f; s). Replaing h�1f0gby X this remark, and of ourse also Theorem 6.5.2, will hold forZKgl (f; s) instead of ZK(f; s).In the same way (and under the usual ondition that none of therelevant numbers �(j)i is an integer) the p-adi analogue of Theorem6.2.4 will hold, stating roughly that if there exists an exeptionalvariety Ej satisfying sÆ = � �jNj , Ej � h�1f0g and �(EÆj ) 6= 0, thenfor almost all ompletions K of F and for all integers e � 1 thenumber sÆ is a pole (of order 1) of ZK(e)(f; s), at least when we havefor eah j 2 f1; : : : ; kg that either EÆj \h�1f0g = ; or EÆj � h�1f0g.(iii) Let n = 3 and let Ej be an exeptional surfae whih is reated byblowing up at a point or by blowing up at a nonsingular rationalurve. Then the polynomialy2 + (mE + 1)y + 1 or y2 + (mE + 2)y + 1;respetively, will ful�ll the polynomial ondition for CK(e)fjg ; reall thede�nition of mE in (5.1.1). When also all the intersetion urves onEj are rational, we observe, mainly by using the polynomial y + 1,that Theorem 6.5.2 applies to these situations.



158 Chapter 6. Higher dimensions6.6 Candidate poles of higher order(6.6.1) In this last setion we are interested in the situation of andi-date poles of higher order. Beause of the inreasing notational om-plexity, we �rst introdue the following terminology. Reall that the setfEÆI j I � T and EÆI 6= ;g of subsets of X forms a partition of X, obvi-ously satisfying EI = EÆI = [J�IEÆJ : (�)This means that EI is the disjoint union of the subsets EÆJ with J � I.To eah element of the partition we assoiate a number of andidatepoles, all provided with a ertain order. Indeed, we will say that EÆIindues the andidate pole sÆ of order r if EÆI 6= ; and the ardinality ofthe set fi 2 IjsÆ = � �iNi g is preisely r. We say that EÆI stritly induesthe andidate pole sÆ of order r if moreover jIj = r, or equivalentlydimEÆI = n� r. We will need the following easy fat.(6.6.2) Lemma. Suppose that sÆ 2 Q is indued as a andidate pole oforder r by EÆJ , for some J � T . Then there exists a unique subset I of Tsuh that EÆI stritly indues sÆ as a andidate pole of order r and suhthat EÆJ � EI .Proof. By putting I := fj 2 J jsÆ = � �jNj g the existene part is lear.To prove the uniity, suppose that also I 0 is a subset of T satisfying theonditions of the lemma. Sine EÆJ � EI0 , we have by (�) that I 0 � J .Beause EÆI0 also stritly indues sÆ as a andidate pole of order r we seethat I 0 � I and jI 0j = r, implying that I 0 = I. �(6.6.3) Theorem. Let f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn℄ n C and let sÆ 2 Q . Fix anembedded resolution h : X ! A nC of f�1f0g in A nC and use the notationof Chapter 4. Let I1; : : : ; Ik be preisely the subsets I of T suh that EÆIstritly indues sÆ as a andidate pole of order r. Suppose that sÆ is notindued as a andidate pole of higher order by some EÆJ with J a subsetof T suh that EÆJ \h�1f0g 6= ;. For j 2 f1; : : : ; kg, let F (j)i , i = 1; : : : ; rj ,be the irreduible omponents of the intersetions EIj \El for l 2 T n Ij .



6.6 Candidate poles of higher order 159When F (j)i is a omponent of EIj \E(j)l(i), then we put �(j)i := �(j)l(i)+sÆ�(j)l(i).Then we have the following. IfkXj=1 1Ql2Ij Nl 0BBBBB� XI�S(j)�F (j)I �Æ\h�1f0g6=; ���F (j)I �Æ \ h�1f0g�Qi2I �(j)i 1CCCCCA 6= 0;then sÆ is a pole of order r of ZHod(f; s). Here we denote by S(j) the setfi 2 f1; : : : ; rjg j�(j)i 2 Zg and �F (j)I �Æ of ourse stands for Ti2I F (j)i nSl2f1;:::;rjgnI F (j)l .Proof. By the assumptions of the theorem the order of the possible polesÆ an be at most r. So it is suÆient to prove that the \residue R oforder r" at sÆ does not vanish. We know that for this residue only theelements EÆI of the partition of X whih indue sÆ as a andidate pole oforder r will matter. The previous lemma implies that the parts EIj , forj 2 f1; : : : ; kg, are disjoint in twos and that R is preisely the sum of theontributions of those parts. Then we haveR = kXj=1 (1� uv)r�Ql2Ij Nl� (uv)rsÆ0BBBB� XI�f1;:::;rjg�F (j)I �Æ\h�1f0g6=; H��F (j)I �Æ \ h�1f0g�Yi2I uv � 1(uv)�(j)i � 11CCCCA :Remark that all the ourring numbers �(j)i are nonzero. By exatly thesame argument as in the proof of Theorem 6.1.3, this time applied to(uv)rsÆR(1� uv)r ;we an end the proof. �



160 Chapter 6. Higher dimensions(6.6.4) Corollary. We use the notation of Theorem 6.6.3.(i) Suppose that �(j)i =2 Z for eah j 2 f1; : : : ; kg and i 2 f1; : : : ; rjgsatisfying F (j)i \ h�1f0g 6= ;. IfkXj=1EÆIj� h�1f0g 1Ql2Ij Nl �(EÆIj ) 6= 0;then sÆ is a pole of order r of ZHod(f; s).(ii) Suppose that the origin 0 is an isolated singularity of f�1f0g, thatr � 2 and that the resolution h is fair. IfkXj=1EÆIj�h�1f0g 1Ql2Ij Nl 0BB� XI�S(j) ���F (j)I �Æ�Qi2I �(j)i 1CCA 6= 0;then sÆ is a pole of order r of ZHod(f; s).For the notion of fair resolution, see Remark 5.2.10(ii), whih is formu-lated for n = 3 but easily an be adapted to higher dimensions. Note thatsine h�1f0g is losed in X, we may replae the ondition EÆIj � h�1f0g inthe summation index by EIj � h�1f0g. The orollary mainly states thatunder the extra onditions we only have to take into aount the partsEIj ompletely ontained in h�1f0g.Proof.(i) When none of the numbers �(j)i satisfying F (j)i \ h�1f0g 6= ; is aninteger, the expression in Theorem 6.6.3 is redued tokXj=1 1Ql2Ij Nl �(EÆIj \ h�1f0g):By our onstrution of the embedded resolution h, see (4.4) and(4.5), we obtain that EÆIj \ h�1f0g = ; as soon as EÆIj * h�1f0g.



6.6 Candidate poles of higher order 161(ii) Sine h : X ! A nC is a fair resolution, we may as well assume that allthe exeptional omponents Ei are entirely mapped by h onto theorigin of A nC . Fix j 2 f1; : : : ; kg. Beause r � 2 and the omponentsof the strit transform of f�1f0g are supposed to be disjoint, atleast one of the omponents Ei with i 2 Ij is an exeptional variety.Hene we see that EIj � h�1f0g, already ompleting the proof.�(6.6.5) Remarks.(i) Theorem 6.6.3 and Corollary 6.6.4 also hold when we replae �(�)by H(�)(�1;�1) everywhere in their statement. Replaing h�1f0gby X they also apply to the global zeta funtion ZHod;gl(f; s).(ii) Theorem 6.6.3 also holds for an arbitrary embedded resolution andeven for the zeta funtions assoiated to an e�etive Q-CartierdivisorD on a Q-Gorenstein variety with singular lous ontainedin SuppD.(iii) Reall that for n = 3 we gave already a omplete geometri determi-nation of the poles of order 2, see Theorem 5.2.8. Consider the onlydiÆult ase in the proof of this theorem, i.e., the ase that all irre-duible omponents C of the urves EIj , with C\h�1f0g 6= ;, eitherare rational urves totally ontained in h�1f0g (and at least one ofthem has to interset at least three times other omponents Ei ofh�1(f�1f0g) with �i + sÆNi 6= 1) or satisfy dim (C \ h�1f0g) = 0.The latter possibility yields the so-alled speial points, rememberDe�nition 5.2.7.1. With Theorem 6.6.3 we are not able to ontrolthe ontribution of these speial points; but now suppose that noneof the numbers �(j)i belonging to them is an integer. Then Theorem6.6.3 implies that sÆ is a pole of order 2 as soon askXj=1EIj� h�1f0g 1Ql2Ij Nl 0��(EÆIj ) + Xi2S(j) 1�(j)i 1A 6= 0:Moreover, by Lemma 5.2.2 and Remark 6.3.2.1(ii) we know that thefators between the brakets are stritly negative whenever one of



162 Chapter 6. Higher dimensionsthe irreduible omponents C of EIj intersets three or more otheromponents Ei of h�1(f�1f0g) with �i + sNi 6= 1; otherwise theyare zero. So in this ase Theorem 6.6.3 provides another proof ofthe geometri determination of the poles of order 2. In partiular,we now have another proof of this older result for the two situationstreated in Corollary 6.6.4.Of ourse this whole remark also holds for arbitrary n 2 N�3 , work-ing with the poles of order n� 1, reall Theorem 5.2.11.1.We will now give in a way the analogue of Theorem 6.2.4 for poles ofhigher order. We �rst need the following de�nition.(6.6.6) De�nition. Fix d 2 N n f0; 1g. We say that EI , I � T , satis�esthe aÆneness ondition for d if EI is omplete, d divides all Ni with i 2 Iand EI nSd-Nj Ej is aÆne; see [39, Subsetion 4.1℄ for this de�nition inthe ase that jIj = 1.Using the fat that h is proper, one should note that the ompleteness ofEI is equivalent to the ondition that h(EI) onsists of a �nite number ofpoints. We also state the following lemma the proof of Theorem 6.6.8 ismainly depending on. It an be proved using exatly the same argumentsas in the proof of [39, Proposition 4.3(i)℄, where Veys obtained the sameonlusion but under slightly di�erent onditions.(6.6.7) Lemma. Fix d 2 N n f0; 1g. Let I � T suh that EI satis�es theaÆneness ondition for d. Then(�1)n�jIj�(EÆI ) � 0:(6.6.8) Theorem. We use the notation of Theorem 6.6.3, but we supposehere that �(j)i =2 Z for eah j 2 f1; : : : ; kg and i 2 f1; : : : ; rjg satisfyingF (j)i \ h�1f0g 6= ;. Also suppose that for eah j 2 f1; : : : ; kg with EIj �h�1f0g and �(EÆIj ) 6= 0 there exists an integer dj suh that EIj satis�esthe aÆneness ondition for dj .If there exists an element j 2 f1; : : : ; kg suh that EIj � h�1f0g and�(EÆIj ) 6= 0, then sÆ is a pole of order r of ZHod(f; s).



6.6 Candidate poles of higher order 163Proof. By Corollary 6.6.4(i) we know that it is suÆient to prove that(�1)n�r�(EÆIj ) � 0for all j 2 f1; : : : ; kg suh that EIj � h�1f0g. Obviously, this is exatlyLemma 6.6.7. �(6.6.8.1) Remarks.(i) Also the previous theorem holds for ZHod;gl(f; s), after performingthe usual replaement of h�1f0g by X. Note that when r = 1 theonditions in Theorem 6.6.8 an only be ful�lled if all the hyper-surfaes EIj with �(EÆIj ) 6= 0 are exeptional and moreover satisfyh(EIj ) = fpointg.(ii) Theorem 6.6.8 also holds for an arbitrary embedded resolution andeven for the zeta funtions assoiated to an e�etive Q-CartierdivisorD on a Q-Gorenstein variety with singular lous ontainedin SuppD, at least when we have for eah j 2 f1; : : : ; kg that eitherEÆIj \ h�1f0g = ; or EÆIj � h�1f0g; this ondition is for examplesatis�ed when h�1f0g = Sj2J Ej for some subset J of T .
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Variety is the spie of life !





Nederlandse samenvatting(0.1) Zij Y een niet-singuliere, omplexe, algebra��she vari�eteit van di-mensie n en f een niet-onstante, reguliere funtie op Y . Denef en Loeserassoieerden globale en lokale zetafunties aan f , dewelke interessantesingulariteitsinvarianten zijn van respetievelijk het hypervlak f�1f0g ende kiem ervan in een punt 0 2 f�1f0g. Hier zullen we enkel het lokalegeval beshouwen; deze invarianten kunnen als volgt beshreven wordenin termen van een ingebedde resolutie h : X ! Y van f�1f0g in de kiem(Y; 0). Dankzij Hironaka [16℄ weten we dat een ingebedde resolutie altijdbestaat in karakteristiek 0.Noteer met Ei, i 2 T = Te [ Ts, de irredueerbare omponenten vanh�1(f�1f0g), waarbij Ei een irredueerbare omponent is van de exep-tionele divisor voor i 2 Te en van de strikt getransformeerde van f�1f0g inX voor i 2 Ts. Voor elke i 2 T noteren we metNi en �i�1 de multipliiteitvan Ei in de divisor van respetievelijk f Æh en h�(!), waarbij ! een lokalegenerator is van de shoof van de reguliere di�erentiaal-n-vormen op Y .Merk op dat Ni; �i 2 Z>0. Voor i 2 T en I � T de�ni�eren we tenslotteEÆi := Ei n[j 6=iEj; EI :=\i2IEi en EÆI := EI n [j2TnIEj:Duidelijk is X dan de disjunte unie van de lokaal gesloten delen EÆI ,I � T .De topologishe zetafuntie van f is gede�nieerd alsZtop(f; s) :=XI�T �(EÆI \ h�1f0g)Yi2I 1�i + sNi 2 Q(s); (0:1:1)waarbij �(�) de topologishe Eulerkarakteristiek aanduidt. Het oorspron-kelijke bewijs in [9℄ dat deze uitdrukking niet afhangt van de gekozen



2 Nederlandse samenvattingresolutie gebeurt door ze te verkrijgen als een soort limiet van p-adisheIgusa-zetafunties.Noteer met [W ℄ de klasse van een algebra��she vari�eteit W in deGrothendiek-ring van algebra��she vari�eteiten over C en met MC delokalisatie van deze ring met betrekking tot L := [A 1 ℄. De motivishezetafuntie Zmot(f; s) van f is een veel �jnere invariant, intrinsiek gede�-nieerd in [10℄ door gebruik te maken van motivishe integratie; in dit arti-kel wordt ook de volgende formule in termen van de resolutie h : X ! Yafgeleid :Zmot(f; s) = L�n XI�T [EÆI \ h�1f0g℄Yi2I L � 1L�i+sNi � 1 : (0:1:2)Deze funtie leeft in een lokalisatie van de veeltermenringMC [L�s ℄. (Somswordt deze de�nitie hershaald om de fator L�n te elimineren.)In feite kan men een zetafuntie de�ni�eren door gebruik te makenvan om het even welke additieve invariant op omplexe, algebra��shevari�eteiten, waarbij �(�) en [�℄ respetievelijk de \grofste" en de \�jn-ste" invarianten zijn, die op hun beurt de grofste en �jnste zetafun-ties Ztop(f; s) en Zmot(f; s) realiseren. Bijvoorbeeld op het niveau vanHodge-polynomen hebben we een zeer nuttige \tussenniveau"-zetafuntieZHod(f; s), beshreven als volgt in termen van de resolutie h : X ! Y :ZHod(f; s) :=XI�T H(EÆI \ h�1f0g)Yi2I uv � 1(uv)�i+sNi � 1 2 Q(u; v)(T ); (0:1:3)waarbijH(�) de Hodge-polynoom voorstelt en waarbij we (uv)�s beshou-wen als een variabele T .(0.2) In [42℄ veralgemeende Veys de bovenstaande zetafunties naar hetgeval van funties f op kiemen van willekeurige Q-Gorenstein-vari�eteiten(Y; 0) met f(Ysing) = f0g. We beshouwen opnieuw een ingebedde re-solutie h : X ! Y van f�1f0g in (Y; 0). Een belangrijk punt in hetveralgemenen van de bovenstaande uitdrukkingen naar de singuliere si-tuatie is de interpretatie van de getallen �i. Deze beshouwen als delogdisrepanties van de Ei, dus gegeven doorKX = h�KY +Xi2T (�i � 1)Ei ; (�)



Nederlandse samenvatting 3waarbij K� de anonieke divisor aanduidt, heeft inderdaad zin voor Q-Gorenstein-vari�eteiten Y . Merk op dat nu de �i meer algemeen rationalegetallen zijn en ook negatief of nul kunnen zijn. Met deze interpretatievan de �i blijven we de notatie van (0.1) voor h gebruiken; en de veral-gemeende zetafunties worden nog steeds gegeven door (0.1.1), (0.1.2) en(0.1.3).(0.3)We zijn vooral ge��nteresseerd in de polen van Ztop(f; s) en de anderezetafunties.(i) Als (Y; 0) niet-singulier is, dan zijn deze polen het onderwerp vande merkwaardige Monodromieonjetuur [9, 10℄. Dit vermoedenbrengt ze in verband met eigenwaarden van de lokale monodromievan f : Y ! C en is nog steeds open voor n � 3.Monodromieonjetuur. Als sÆ een pool is van Ztop(f; s), dan ise2�isÆ een eigenwaarde van de lokale monodromie van f in een puntvan f�1f0g.Merk op dat elke omponent Ei, i 2 T , een kandidaatpool sÆ = � �iNiindueert voor de topologishe zetafuntie Ztop(f; s). Omwille vanwonderbaarlijke vereenvoudigingen zijn ehter meestal vele van dezekandidaten toh geen pool. Dit vreemde fenomeen zou opgehelderdworden door de Monodromieonjetuur.(ii) Als (Y; 0) loganoniek is, d.w.z. alle �i � 0, dan is de absolutewaarde mini2T f�i=Nig van de grootste kandidaatpool in feite pre-ies de loganonieke drempel van f in 0 (en is dus onafhankelijk vande gekozen resolutie), zie [22, Setion 8℄. De volledige verzamelingf� �iNi j i 2 Tg is natuurlijk geen invariant van f , maar de deelverza-meling bestaande uit de polen van Ztop(f; s) is dat wel. Filoso�shgesproken worden de polen van deze zetafunties ge��ndueerd door\belangrijke" omponenten Ei, die optreden in elke resolutie.(iii) Het is een belangrijke en moeilijke vraag of men al dan niet \meet-kundig" kan beslissen wanneer een gegeven kandidaatpool � �iNi ,i 2 T , een pool is. We illustreren dit met het volgende positieveantwoord in het eenvoudigste geval.



4 Nederlandse samenvatting(0.3.1) Theorema ([38℄). Zij Y niet-singulier en n = 2, en neem voor hdeminimale ingebedde resolutie van f�1f0g in (Y; 0). Dan is sÆ een poolvan Ztop(f; s) als en slehts als sÆ = � 1Ni voor een irredueerbare om-ponent Ei van de strikt getransformeerde van f�1f0g of sÆ = � �iNi vooreen exeptionele kromme Ei die minstens driemaal andere omponentensnijdt.Het is eenvoudig in te zien dat deze stelling vrijwel onmiddellijk hetzelfderesultaat implieert voor ZHod(f; s) en Zmot(f; s). Als Y niet-singulieris en n � 3, dan zijn er reeds gedeeltelijke resultaten in verband met\meetkundige verdwijnvoorwaarden" voor kandidaatpolen [37℄.(0.4) In feite is Theorema 0.3.1 het ehte vertrekpunt van onze thesis.We zullen dit resultaat voor niet-singuliere oppervlakken proberen te ver-algemenen in de twee meest voor de hand liggende rihtingen. Eerst blij-ven we werken met oppervlakken, maar we zullen nu ook toelaten datze singuliere punten bevatten. Dit zal in Deel I gedaan worden. In hettweede deel veronderstellen we dat de vari�eteit Y niet-singulier is, maarde dimensie mag er dan wel willekeurig zijn.



Deel I.Krommen op normaleoppervlakken(1.1) In dit eerste deel werken we met singuliere vari�eteiten Y van di-mensie n = 2. We herinneren er eerst aan dat dan de logdisrepantiesdoor de uitdrukking (�) in (0.2) kunnen gede�nieerd worden voor omhet even welke normale oppervlak-kiem. In [40℄ introdueerde en bestu-deerde Veys topologishe en motivishe zetafunties geassoieerd aan eenreguliere funtie f op een normale oppervlak-kiem (Y; 0). De de�nitieszijn zoals in (0.1), en in dimensie 2 kan men de onafhankelijkheid van degekozen ingebedde resolutie eenvoudig aantonen door gebruik te makenvan de minimale ingebedde resolutie. Eigenlijk kunnen we in deze de�-nities, alsook in onze resultaten, meer algemeen f�1f0g vervangen dooreen willekeurige e�etieve Weildivisor.In dit deel zullen we \op een meetkundige manier" de optredendepolen volledig bepalen. Stel vooreerst vast dat in Theorema 0.3.1 allekandidaatpolen negatief zijn, terwijl ze voor singuliere Y ook positief ofnul kunnen zijn. Voor deze die kleiner zijn dan of gelijk aan nul, zijn wein staat het volgende resultaat te bewijzen.(1.2) Theorema. Zij f een niet-onstante, reguliere funtie op een nor-male oppervlak-kiem (Y; 0), zodat voldaan is aan f(0) = 0. Zij h : X ! Yde minimale ingebedde resolutie van f�1f0g in (Y; 0).(i) Zij sÆ < 0. Dan is het resultaat van Theorema 0.3.1 nog steeds



6 Nederlandse samenvattinggeldig. Bovendien kan sÆ enkel een pool van orde 2 zijn als (Y; 0)logterminaal is.(ii) Het getal 0 is een pool van Ztop(f; s) als en slehts als (Y; 0) eenloganonieke singulariteit is van welbepaalde types.Net zoals in het niet-singuliere geval volgt puntje (i) van deze stellinghoofdzakelijk uit de twee volgende eigenshappen, die we ook in het be-gin van dit eerste deel bewijzen : de boomstrutuur van de exeptionelekrommen Ei met �i � 0 en het feit dat, zoals Loeser reeds aangetoondhad in het niet-singuliere geval, de getallen �i � �NNi < 1 voor alle ex-eptionele krommen E met � > 0 en alle omponenten Ei die E snijden.Wat betreft puntje (ii) is het merkwaardig vast te stellen dat het optredenvan 0 als een pool van Ztop(f; s) niet afhangt van de funtie f !(1.3) We blijven nog steeds werken met de minimale ingebedde resolu-tie h van f�1f0g in (Y; 0). We geven een (niet triviaal) voorbeeld vaneen situatie met een exeptionele Ei �= P1 die minstens driemaal andereomponenten snijdt, maar zodanig dat de geassoieerde kandidaatpoolsÆ = � �iNi > 0 toh geen pool van Ztop(f; s) is. Dus het analogon vanTheorema 0.3.1 is niet waar voor sÆ > 0.We beshouwen dit als een \ongeluk", te wijten aan het feit datde Eulerkarakteristiek een te \grove" invariant is. Zo een vershijnselkan zih inderdaad niet voordoen voor de zetafuntie op het niveau vanHodge-polynomen, waarvoor we de volgende meetkundige bepaling heb-ben voor alle polen.(1.4) Theorema. Zij f een niet-onstante, reguliere funtie op een nor-male oppervlak-kiem (Y; 0), zodat voldaan is aan f(0) = 0. Zij h : X ! Yom het even welke ingebedde resolutie van f�1f0g in (Y; 0) en neemsÆ 2 Q . Dan is sÆ een pool van ZHod(f; s) als en slehts als(i) sÆ = � 1Ni voor een irredueerbare omponent Ei van de strikt ge-transformeerde van f�1f0g, of(ii) sÆ = � �iNi voor een rationale exeptionele kromme Ei die minstensdriemaal andere omponenten Ej snijdt met �j � �iNiNj 6= 1, of



Nederlandse samenvatting 7(iii) sÆ = � �iNi voor een ykel van rationale exeptionele krommen Ei,of(iv) sÆ = � �iNi voor een niet-rationale exeptionele kromme Ei.(1.4.1) De getallen �j� �iNiNj in Theorema 1.4(ii) vershijnen op natuur-lijke wijze in (de bijdrage van Ei tot) het residu in � �iNi . Op het eerstegeziht kan de voorwaarde �j� �iNiNj 6= 1 \niet-meetkundig" lijken, maarwanneer we Theorema 0.3.1 over niet-singuliere Y meer universeel voorom het even welke ingebedde resolutie h willen formuleren, hebben wepreies zo'n formulering nodig. En van de andere kant kan deze voor-waarde niet weggelaten worden in Theorema 1.4 over singuliere Y , zelfsniet indien we de minimale ingebedde resolutie gebruiken. Dit laatstewordt in de thesis verduidelijkt met een voorbeeldje. We vermelden nogdat voor het voorbeeld in (1.3) de voorwaarde op de getallen �j � �iNiNjwel degelijk voldaan is.(1.5) Met de proedure van speialisatie kunnen we dan vrijwel meteenhet analoge resultaat aeiden voor de motivishe zetafuntie Zmot(f; s).Vooraleer we ehter deze motivishe variant nog maar konden formuleren,moest een belangrijk probleem opgehelderd worden : het is niet zo duide-lijk wat de de�nitie van een pool van Zmot(f; s) is ! Dit is te wijten aan denog steeds open strutuur van de (gelokaliseerde) Grothendiek-ring vanalgebra��she vari�eteiten; we weten niet of hij al dan niet nuldelers bevat.We stellen dan ook eerst een (natuurlijke) de�nitie voor voor wanneer eenrationaal getal een pool is van Zmot(f; s). Deze kan ook gebruikt wor-den voor alle motivishe zetafunties die we hierboven in (0.1) en (0.2)reeds vermeld hebben. Ruwweg gesproken beshouwen we Zmot(f; s) alseen quoti�ent van twee veeltermen in �e�en veranderlijke T = L�s over eengoed gekozen ring die afgeleid wordt uitMC . Dan noemen we q (of L�q )een pool van orde r van Zmot(f; s) wanneer T � L�q de noemer van hetquoti�ent preies r-maal meer deelt dan de teller.(1.6) In het laatste hoofdstuk van dit deel shenken we aandaht aande Monodromieonjetuur. Aangezien de gebruikelijke formulering ze-ker niet geldt voor willekeurige normale oppervlakken, zie bijvoorbeeld



8 Nederlandse samenvatting[40, Example 2.8℄, stelde Veys in [40, Subsetion 2.9℄ voor de volgendeaangepaste versie te onderzoeken.Noteer met  de kleinste gemeenshappelijke noemer van de logdisrepan-ties �i en zij sÆ een pool van Ztop(f; s). Is dan e2�isÆ een eigenwaardevan de lokale monodromie van f in een punt van f�1f0g?We tonen aan dat deze \veralgemeende" vraag inderdaad een positiefantwoord heeft wanneer  = 1 en sÆ � 0; merk op dat dit het geval vanniet-singuliere oppervlakken omvat, hetwelke oorspronkelijk bewezen wasdoor Loeser [25℄.Wanneer  = 1 en sÆ > 0 zal de voorgestelde aanpassing ook nog waarblijken te zijn, behalve als sÆNi =2 Z voor i 2 Ts, alle samenhangendeomponenten Si2I Ei van [i2TesÆNi2ZEibomen zijn die bestaan uit rationale krommen en elk van deze bomenSi2I Ei het deel Sj2T;sÆNj =2ZEj preies tweemaal snijdt. We voorzienaanzienlijke indiatie dat dit uitzonderingsgeval ook werkelijk kan voor-komen. Tevens geven we een werkelijk tegenvoorbeeld in het geval dat > 1, wat bijgevolg een negatief antwoord biedt op het voorstel van Veys.



Deel II.Hyperoppervlakken in den-dimensionale aÆeneruimte(2.1) In dit deel van de thesis bekijken we vooral wat er gebeurt wanneerwe overgaan naar de situatie van hogere dimensies; in het bijzonder zijnwe opnieuw ge��nteresseerd in veralgemeningen van Theorema 0.3.1.Merk op dat Theorema 0.3.1 eigenlijk een uitspraak doet over de polenvan orde 1 en 2. Het volgende theorema is een opmerkelijke veralgemeningvoor willekeurige dimensie n, handelend over de polen van orde n� 1 enn.Theorema. Zij n 2 N�3 , f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn℄ n C en sÆ 2 Q . Zij bovendienh : X ! A nC een ingebedde resolutie van f�1f0g in A nC . Laat F1; : : : ; Fspreies de irredueerbare omponenten aanduiden van alle krommen EIdie voldoen aan h(EI) = f0g en sÆ = � �iNi voor i 2 I, waarbij I � T metjIj = n� 1. Dan is sÆ een pool van ZHod(f; s) van orde n� 1 of n als enslehts als(i) er een \speiaal punt" is voor sÆ, of(ii) er een niet-rationale kromme Fi is, of(iii) er een rationale kromme Fi is die minstens driemaal andere ompo-nenten Ej snijdt met �j + sÆNj 6= 1, of(iv) er een ykel van rationale krommen Fi is.



10 Nederlandse samenvattingHet begrip speiaal punt de�ni�eren we in de thesis; in het geval n = 2kunnen we zo'n punt interpreteren als een punt in de doorsnede van eenirredueerbare omponent Ei van de strikt getransformeerde van f�1f0gdie voldoet aan sÆ = � �iNi met een exeptionele kromme Ej die voldoetaan sÆ 6= � �jNj en h(Ej) = f0g. Met deze interpretatie zal bovenstaandestelling ook gelden voor n = 2 (behalve in het geval van een node), watduidelijk een resultaat oplevert equivalent met de variant van Theorema0.3.1 voor ZHod(f; s).(2.2) Uit de welgekende stelling van A'Campo weten we dat het alterne-rende produt van alle karakteristieke veeltermen van de lokale monodro-mie van f in 0 gelijk is aanYi2Te (1� tNi)��(EÆi Th�1f0g):Als we dit in verband brengen met de Monodromieonjetuur is hetniet verrassend dat in Theorema 0.3.1 preies de exeptionele (rationale)krommen Ei een speiale rol opeisen die minstens driemaal andere om-ponenten snijden; het zijn immers preies die exeptionele krommen dievoldoen aan ��(EÆi ) > 0.Fixeer (in willekeurige dimensie n) een exeptionele vari�eteit E meth(E) = f0g en veronderstel dat geen enkele snijdende vari�eteit Ei, i 2 T ,dezelfde kandidaatpool indueert als E. Beshouw opnieuw de Monodro-mieonjetuur en hoger genoemde formule van A'Campo. Vanuit dit oog-punt lijkt het kader van Veys in [37℄, waarin hij (voor n = 3) wil bewijzendat de bijdrageR van E tot het residu in� �N wegvalt wanneer �(EÆ) = 0,zeer natuurlijk te zijn. Werkend met p-adishe hoofdwaarde-integralenkomen ook Denef en Jaobs uit op het vermoeden dat, onder bepaaldevoorwaarden (bijvoorbeeld dat voor elke omponent Ei die E snijdt hetgetal �i� �NNi niet geheel is), het nul worden van �(EÆ) het wegvallen van(het p-adishe analogon van) R implieert; zie [8, Conjeture 1.2.2℄. Zekonden dit reeds bewijzen in het geval van re�ele hoofdwaarde-integralen.Onze interesse gaat hoofdzakelijk uit naar de andere impliatie, i.e.,(�(EÆ) 6= 0) ) (R 6= 0); of misshien(�(EÆ) maximaal) ) (R 6= 0):



Nederlandse samenvatting 11Voor krommen geven we deze logaritmishe Kodaira-dimensies �(�) inonderstaande �guur. Herinner u dat voor n = 3 de maximaliteit van�(EÆ) implieert dat �(EÆ) > 0, tenminste wanneer de divisor op Edie bestaat uit de doorsneden met de andere oppervlakken Ei, i 2 T ,een samenhangende drager heeft, zie bijvoorbeeld [14, Proposition 2℄.In het algemeen is gekend dat de logaritmishe Kodaira-dimensie vaneen niet-singuliere vari�eteit V enkel de waarden �1; 0; 1; : : : ;dim(V ) kanaannemen. Bijgevolg is de maximaliteit van de logaritmishe Kodaira-dimensie van EÆ equivalent met de voorwaarde dat �(EÆ) = dim(EÆ).�(C) C�1 P1; A 10 (projetieve) elliptishe kromme,A 1 n fpuntg1 de andere krommenDe volgende opmerkingen versha�en een zekere aannemelijkheid voordeze mogelijke impliaties. Ten eerste, wanneer we een gegeven resolu-tie uitbreiden met een overbodige opblazing, met exeptionele vari�eteitE, dan zal de logaritmishe Kodaira-dimensie �(EÆ) niet maximaal zijn.Ten tweede, beshouw het geval van krommen, i.e., n = 2, en in het bij-zonder Theorema 0.3.1. E�en van de hoofddelen in het bewijs van dezestelling toont aan dat een exeptionele (rationale) kromme E die minstensdriemaal andere omponenten snijdt noodzakelijk R 6= 0 heeft. Maar inbovenstaande �guur hebben we reeds gezien dat deze voorwaarde op Epreies equivalent is met �(EÆ) = 1 = dim(EÆ). Een gelijkaardige op-merking zal gelden voor de situatie van reguliere funties op normaleoppervlak-kiemen, zie Deel I. Herinner u tenslotte dat in [26, Subsetion6.6℄ ook Loeser de maximaliteit van de logaritmishe Kodaira-dimensieopnam in zijn voorwaarden.Voor n = 3 kunnen we het volgende resultaat bewijzen.(2.2.1) Theorema. Zij f 2 C [x1 ; x2; x3℄nC en h : X ! A 3C een inge-bedde resolutie van f�1f0g in A 3C . Zij verder E een niet-rationaal ex-eptioneel oppervlak met h(E) = f0g en numerishe data (�;N). LaatFi, i = 1; : : : ; r, de irredueerbare omponenten zijn van de doorsneden



12 Nederlandse samenvattingE \Ek, k 2 T , waarbij Ek een ander exeptioneel oppervlak is of een ir-redueerbare omponent van de strikt getransformeerde van f�1f0g. AlsFi een omponent is van E \Ek(i), dan noteren we �i := �k(i) � �NNk(i).Veronderstel dat �i 6= 0; 1 voor elke i 2 f1; : : : ; rg. Als �(EÆ) = 2, danis de bijdrage R van E tot het residu van ZHod(f; s) in � �N vershillendvan 0.(2.3) Het laatste hoofdstuk wordt volledig gewijd aan �e�en nieuwe teh-niek. In plaats van enkele extra voorwaarden te geven om ons in staat testellen de hierboven geformuleerde impliaties te bewijzen, zullen we hetanteedent \een beetje" wijzigen en de op deze manier nieuw verkregenimpliaties dan in volledige algemeenheid bewijzen. De formulering is alsvolgt.(2.3.1) Theorema. Zij f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn℄ n C en h : X ! A nC een inge-bedde resolutie van f�1f0g in A nC . Zij verder E een exeptionele vari�eteitmet h(E) = f0g en numerishe data (�;N). Laat Fi, i = 1; : : : ; r, de irre-dueerbare omponenten zijn van de doorsneden E \Ek, k 2 T , waarbijEk een andere exeptionele vari�eteit is of een irredueerbare omponentvan de strikt getransformeerde van f�1f0g. Als Fi een omponent is vanE \ Ek(i), dan noteren we �i := �k(i) � �NNk(i). Veronderstel dat �i 6= 0voor elke i 2 f1; : : : ; rg. Dan hebben we0�XI�S �(F ÆI )Qi2I �i 6= 01A ) (R 6= 0):Hier noteren we met R de bijdrage van E tot het residu van ZHod(f; s)in � �N en met S de verzameling fi 2 f1; : : : ; rg j�i 2 Zg. Verder staatF ÆI voor Ti2I Fi nSj2f1;:::;rgnI Fj .Merk op dat wanneer S = ;, de stelling preies de verrassende impliatie(�(EÆ) 6= 0)) (R 6= 0)oplevert. Zelfs enkel dit bijzondere geval van Theorema 2.3.1 geeft onsveel meer dan we ooit gehoopt hadden, zeker wanneer we de algemeenheidin rekening brengen waarin het geformuleerd wordt. Misshien geeft diteen indiatie dat we ook voor de impliatie waarmee we in (2.2) begonnen



Nederlandse samenvatting 13zijn, i.e., de omgekeerde impliatie, de uitdrukking �(EÆ) zouden moetenvervangen door die in Theorema 2.3.1.Bovendien is het optreden van de verzameling S, die preies de gehelegetallen �i seleteert, niet erg onverwaht. Inderdaad, tijdens onze studievan de zetafunties stelden we reeds in onrete voorbeelden vast dat dezeverzameling vaak eigenaardigheden re�eert; in de thesis behandelen weer enkele eenvoudige van. Noteer verder dat ook Loeser, in een artikelover de wortels van Bernstein-polynomen [26℄, speiale aandaht moetshenken aan deze gehele getallen �i; hij moet daar zelfs veronderstellendat S = ;.Onze tehniek zal het ook mogelijk maken \versheidene bijdragenop te tellen", analoge resultaten te geven voor de motivishe zetafuntie,een toepassing te geven met betrekking tot Igusa's lokale zetafuntie enzelfs gelijkaardige resultaten te bewijzen voor de polen van hogere orde.Tevens zullen bijna al deze feiten waar blijven wanneer we de zetafuntiesbeshouwen geassoieerd aan een e�etieve Q-Cartier-divisor D op een Q-Gorenstein-vari�eteit met singuliere lous omvat in SuppD; zie [42℄ voorde de�nitie van deze funties. We besluiten met een merkwaardig gevolgvan de mogelijkheid om \versheidene bijdragen op te tellen".(2.3.2) Theorema. Zij f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn℄ n C , sÆ 2 Q en h : X ! A nCeen ingebedde resolutie van f�1f0g in A nC . Noteer met Ej , j = 1; : : : ; k,de irredueerbare omponenten van h�1(f�1f0g) die voldoen aan sÆ =� �jNj . Laat F (j)i , i = 1; : : : ; rj , de irredueerbare omponenten zijn vande doorsneden Ej \ El voor l 2 T n fjg. Als F (j)i een omponent is vanEj\E(j)l(i), dan noteren we �(j)i := �(j)l(i)+sÆN (j)l(i). Veronderstel dat �(j)i =2 Zvoor elke j 2 f1; : : : ; kg en i 2 f1; : : : ; rjg waarvoor F (j)i \ h�1f0g 6= ;.Als er een exeptionele vari�eteit Ej bestaat die voldoet aan j 2 f1; : : : ; kg,h(Ej) = f0g en �(EÆj ) 6= 0, dan is sÆ een pool van ZHod(f; s).


